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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to explore the relationship between stories from the land 

and character education, and to examine how the land forms the characters of those who live 

there. Twenty-seven participants were chosen through the snowball, or chain sampling, method 

from three groups of people living roughly within the boundaries of Hastings County, Ontario. 

Three groups of people were included: those living on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory; 

generational farmers, whose families had settled in this area; and relative newcomers who have 

come to the area as recently as twenty years ago and self-identified as coming here in order to be 

closer to the land. Ages varied, with the youngest participant being 30 years old and the eldest 

being 94. Each participant was asked to share a story from his or her experience of living with 

and on the land in this area. During personal and individual visits, stories were conveyed through 

conversation between the participant and the researcher, and recorded using both audio and video 

equipment. After transcription, the stories were coded for evidence of character development and 

reflected upon using three lenses: Noddings (2003) circles of caring; Haig-Brown’s (2010) ways 

through which the land teaches us; and the traditional Ojibway story of the Seven Grandfather 

Teachings. This reflection process was guided by the notion of close reading of the transcripts, 

close listening to audio recordings for voice inflection and laughter, and close watching of video 

recordings for body language. Findings from the research revealed rich connections between the 

stories and the three lenses used. Every aspect of character development was evidenced in one or 

more stories. The stories affirmed that, as the elders have traditionally taught, the land moulds 

people. Those who live in the same area develop character in similar ways. There was no 

substantial difference shown between the character traits evident in the stories given by Mohawk 

people and those from the other two groups. Character traits identified were reflective of the 



skills necessarily developed to live and work on this land. Implications for the development of 

character education curriculum emerged from the consideration of the use of locally based 

stories within classrooms. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction

“Hi Gramma! Guess what? I’m getting an award at my school and I want you to 

come!” My granddaughter, Aiden, was unclear as to the exact nature of the 

award, but thought it had something to do with good citizenship. Eventually, we 

learned that Aiden had been singled out for recognition due to her honesty. Other 

students were to be honoured for their caring, cooperation, humour, 

trustworthiness, integrity, respect, compassion, and responsibility. As we watched 

her cross the stage, my daughter leaned into my ear and said, “Mom! What are 

we doing here? I don’t want my children to think that being honest deserves an 

award! And what does this say about everyone else in her class?” Not wanting to 

dampen Aiden’s pleasure, we gave applause and hugs, but left the school that day 

with some disquieting questions about the ceremony and the unspoken messages it 

communicated. 

 
Critique of Character Education in Ontario 

In the days following this family event, I continued to muse over the awards ceremony. 

The notion of children receiving awards simply for displaying positive character traits raised 

several questions: What did the awards say about those who did not receive one? How was the 

level of each trait assessed? Whose definition of each character trait was taken? Did receiving an 

award in honesty mean that Aiden was more honest than she was tolerant? And, most 

profoundly, why were awards given for the demonstration of these character traits? Were they so 

unusual that teachers and a student body could recognize someone who was honest, or tolerant, 

or respectful?  

The awards ceremony we witnessed is repeated in Aiden’s school every month in an 

attempt to reinforce for students the importance of specific character traits. As Aiden’s 

grandmother, I want her to develop the character traits that will enable her to live happily, make 

good choices, and enjoy rich relationships, but I struggle with the behaviour modification 

approach taken by her school. I want her to internalize the value of honesty rather than learn to 

be honest for reward or recognition. However, as a secondary school teacher in Ontario, I am 

also aware of how much attention the current Ministry of Education is focusing on a perceived 



need to develop character education curriculum and programs in every school board, for every 

school. The staff members in Aiden’s school are simply doing their best to fulfill expectations 

thrust upon them by several levels of bureaucracy. Both as a grandmother and as a teacher I am 

concerned about the deep irony of this situation. 

The Current Move Towards Character Education in Ontario 

The current incentive to focus on character education formally began in 1994 when the 

Royal Commission on Learning initiated consultations with Ontarians on the appropriate purpose 

for schools. The Commission’s report concluded:  

As difficult as it sometimes seems, and as incomplete as it will always be, part of 
the task of schools must be to transmit to students some sense of honesty, truth, 
civility, social justice and cooperation, and a determination to combat violence, 
racism, gender inequality and environmental degradation. (p. 473) 

 

On November 20, 2003, following the release of that report, the provincial government 

made character education a priority. In his Throne Speech, then Lieutenant Governor James 

Bartleman indicated that the Ontario provincial government was making character education a 

priority when he said, “Communities will be asked to help define citizenship values for Ontario's 

new character education program in their local school boards, to strengthen our students' 

education experience”(Bartleman, 2003, p. 10). At the Character Communities Spring 

Conference in 2004, Premier Dalton McGuinty subsequently reinforced Bartleman’s statement. 

He said, “Every student should learn about character—that values such as respect, honesty, 

fairness, responsibility, empathy and civic engagement should be part of their everyday 

program” (McGinty, 2004, p. 8). The mandated process includes the development by school 

boards, through public consultation, of a list of specific character traits that are valued in their 

locality. For example, the Hastings Prince Edward District School Board website states, “During 



the 2007–2008 school year the Character Development Committee provided direction in 

establishing and communicating the district core values: caring, cooperation, honesty, humour, 

integrity, respect, responsibility and trustworthiness” (Hastings Prince Edward District School 

Board, 2009, para. 2).  

The Commission mandates not only that every Ontario school board establish a list of 

desirable character traits, but also that they develop local character development curriculum. 

They are also responsible for the delivery and assessment of such a program in order to allow 

students to adopt and affirm core character values. To help in this process, Curriculum Services 

Canada has produced a series of webcasts entitled Finding Common Ground: Character 

Development in Ontario Schools, K–12. Teachers are also being asked to cite anecdotal 

assessment of character growth in students on provincial report cards. The intent is to aid Ontario 

teachers and administrators in understanding the importance of integrating character education 

into all areas of curriculum. Publicity for these videos states, “Educators discuss the essential 

role character development plays in addressing the cognitive, affective, and behavioural domains 

of the whole student (Curriculum Services Canada, 2008, para. 3).” The accompanying kit offers 

questions for discussion among school colleagues and encourages them to develop local 

initiatives for the implementation of character education programs from kindergarten to 

graduation. 

I understand, from conversations at provincial teachers’ conferences, that these programs 

have taken varied forms, including the process used at Aiden’s elementary school. In secondary 

schools, such as the one in which I teach, assemblies are held to reinforce specific character traits 

and teachers are encouraged to integrate character education into all subject area curriculum. 



When I speak to colleagues across Ontario, I hear that schools and school boards are grappling 

with how best to address the question of character education in a local context.  

Can Character Development be Taught? 

The presumption behind this activity is that good character can be taught through 

classroom practices and can be evaluated by means similar to those used in other subject areas. 

But this idea of teaching morality, an outgrowth of good character, has been debated since 

Socrates, who believed that the process of discussion is essential for preparing human beings to 

develop virtues and thereby lead a moral life in community. Educator David Elkind (1997) 

suggests that if character education curriculum is to be developed, it should follow the Socratic 

method of teaching. Only through discussion, Socrates maintained, can we be led to an 

understanding of such concepts as wisdom, courage, and justice. How is discussion during 

classes different from the teaching that often takes place? It allows for choices to be explored and 

for possible outcomes to be reflected upon. In its purest form, it allows for differences of opinion 

according to personal insight and understanding of a situation. But, this type of discussion takes 

time—precious time that our present practice of meeting deadlines in curriculum delivery does 

not allow.  

Aristotle (trans. 1985) also had ideas about character development or moral education. He 

maintained that children learn right behaviour through practice. For example, one learns to be 

obedient by practicing obedience, not merely talking about it. While this approach may partially 

resemble current practices, Aristotle did not prescribe that moral education should end when 

behaviour approximates the goal. He proposed that, good behaviour, once attained, leads to 

contemplative thought and, thus, draws us closer to the Divine and, presumably, to a more 

virtuous life. In other words, children practice good behaviour in order to establish good habits 



and satisfy their parents until they come to understand, for themselves, the internal value of such 

behaviour; this process is comparable to that of parents establishing good eating habits for babies 

until they are capable of making their own food choices. At the present time, I see no such 

follow-up to the elementary program implemented in secondary schools. Indeed, we are 

currently continuing the same form of rewards for good behaviour, albeit at a slightly more 

sophisticated level. I believe this to be because contemplation is a process that cannot be hurried 

through to meet reporting deadlines. 

Both discussion and contemplation, as approaches to the growth of character, are quite 

different from the examples of instruction given by educator and critic Alfie Kohn. In his 1997 

essay, “How Not to Teach Values: A Critical Look at Character Education,” he sadly describes 

the approach presently taken throughout the United States and Canada. After highlighting the 

significant difference between good behaviour that can immediately be taught and assessed, and 

good character that takes years to develop and cannot be easily assessed, he writes, “What goes 

by the name of character education nowadays is, for the most part, a collection of exhortations 

and extrinsic inducements designed to make children work harder and do what they're told” 

(Kohn, 1997, para. 5). In this light, character education is seen as a quick and assessable solution 

to poor classroom behaviour. In another essay, Kohn (1993) writes: 

Think about the rules posted on the wall of an elementary school classroom, or 
the “rights and responsibilities” pamphlet distributed in high schools, or the moral 
precepts that form the basis of a values or character education program. In each 
case, students are almost never involved in deliberating about such ideas; their job 
is basically to do as they are told. (Kohn, 1993, para. 8) 
 
Again, the process of deliberation implied by Kohn’s stance takes time for reiterations of 

thought. At a stage in our history when the concern of school boards appears to be curriculum in 

the most expedient manner, there is little or no time in a school day for discussion, contemplation 



or deliberation. Considering the requirements of the grade system and the importance placed on 

acquiring certain levels of knowledge within specific timeframes, it has become expedient that 

curriculum be delivered in the timeliest fashion possible. Behaviour modification techniques can 

easily be seen as the quickest method to convince children to perform properly.  

In my view, the development of character in students is a journey rather than a quick fix. 

There is a traditional Ojibwa story that illustrates the process. It goes as follows: The Seven 

Grandfathers, whose duty it is to help people, send a helper to fetch someone who can mediate 

for the Grandfathers. Eventually the helper brings an innocent baby, who must be educated 

throughout creation before he can understand the Grandfathers. Once the helper educates him, 

the Grandfathers, whose world is overwhelmingly beautiful and powerful, find the boy worthy. 

They introduce him to the Four Directions and their significance, and they each give him gifts 

that he does not understand. With an otter for a companion the boy seeks to return to his people. 

Along the way they stop seven times, and each time the meaning of one of the seven gifts is 

revealed. These gifts reflect the character values that the Grandfathers wish to instill in the young 

boy in order that he might have a good and fruitful life (Benton-Banai, 1988, p. 61). Benton-

Benai lists the gifts and notes their significance: (a) to cherish knowledge is to know wisdom, (b) 

to know love is to know peace, (c) to honour all of the Creation is to have respect, (d) bravery is 

to face the foe with integrity, (e) honesty in facing a situation is to be brave, (f) humility is to 

know yourself as a sacred part of the Creation, and (g) truth is to know all of these things (p. 64).  

Unfortunately, I see many Grade 12 students whose behaviour more resembles that of 

Mr. Noyes in Timothy Findley’s novel Not Wanted on the Voyage than that of children who have 

been taught values over time through experience and by caring, wise adults. Like that fictional 

character, fear of punishment and desire for reward has taught them to conform to all the rules 



while supervised by authority. In assemblies across Ontario, students are being rewarded for 

these outward signs of conformity rather than being encouraged to embark on a journey of self 

discovery accompanied by a loving elder. The question remains: Is it good character that is being 

taught or is it conformity to rules? Kohn answers this question bluntly, criticizing these well-

meaning, but dangerous, methods of teaching values when he writes, “Even when values are 

promoted—caring or fairness, say—the preferred method of instruction is tantamount to 

indoctrination. The point is to drill students in specific behaviours rather than to engage them in 

deep, critical reflection about certain ways of being” (Kohn, 1993, para. 14). 

Whose Definition of Character Anyway? 

      Even if the curriculum allowed time for discussion, contemplation and deliberation, who 

would be qualified to identify what constitutes a good character and solid values? Premier 

McGuinty’s (2004) speech implies that good character is relative according to geographical 

location. Does this mean that in northern Ontario we might expect students to value honesty; 

while in the south persistence might take the top spot? How we can address the issue of building 

character and take into account personal belief systems? This question will haunt educators in 

Ontario unless we can find plausible answers and a path through the self-serving values imposed 

on schools by the dominant culture of a given area. When describing a similar phenomenon in 

the United States, Lickona (2004) identifies a major problem with such an educational movement 

when he says: “To be sure, people perceive our moral and spiritual troubles differently. Those on 

the ideological right are less likely to recognize the corruption of our democracy and the damage 

to families done by economic injustices and the accelerating concentration of wealth in the hands 

of the few” (p. 29). 



        Consider, for example, the possible impact on women’s rights. This question of who defines 

values is not limited to economic concerns; it spills over into family life and community 

relationships. For example, since the women’s rights movement many marriage ceremonies have 

deleted the word “obey” from the vows a young woman takes. Whereas, in times past, a good 

and virtuous wife was seen to be one who obediently did her husband’s bidding, in Canada we 

now have laws protecting women from being abused should they refuse to obey their spouses. As 

seen recently, however, with the newly approved “rape law” this is not the case in other parts of 

the world such as Afghanistan where wives are still legally bound to obey their husbands’ 

demands or suffer the consequences (CBC News, April 7th, 2009). If, in Ontario—where we 

have large pockets of immigrant populations—the Ministry of Education accepts locally 

developed agendas for desirable character traits, how will we protect against young women being 

taught in school that unquestioning obedience to those in authority is desirable? In male-

dominated cultures, it would not be unusual for only fathers to attend school board meetings and 

thus be the decision makers when it comes to curriculum variations that could be offered within 

schools. 

Continuing the question of who defines values, British educator and theologian James 

Arthur (2003) takes an even more cynical stance on governments’ motivation in promoting 

certain aspects of character education. He observes that, since the time of Aristotle, all 

governments have had a vested interest in the development of specific character traits in their 

citizens. He outlines the practical element that spurs governments on to develop character 

education programs in the educational facilities they control: young people can be molded into 

what the ruling party considers to be good citizens. “The attractiveness of character education 

rhetoric for politicians is evident. Character education holds out the promise of social order and 



stability by the creation of citizens who are satisfied with their lives” (p. 75). Once again, as in 

school classrooms, the end goal is conformity and good behaviour, sometimes interpreted as 

good citizenship. Arthur would concur with Kohn’s use of the term indoctrination to describe 

this macabre process of using schools as a training ground to create a docile, compliant populace. 

In his essay Kohn (1993) also outlines who benefits from an honest, hardworking, and obedient 

workforce. He graphically asserts that, far from being altruistic, the motivation for governments 

to promote character education lies in furthering the interests of business and multinational 

corporations. It follows from this perspective that those in dominant political and economic 

positions will want to dictate acceptable definitions of specific character traits. 

Contextualizing the Study 

When I consider these perspectives on character education, my desire to see my 

grandchildren and my students develop into caring adults who can make responsible decisions 

pushes me to consider again the common element in the ancient practices of pedagogy: 

relationship. Socrates, Aristotle, and the Seven Grandfathers all recognized that only through 

relationship with others can real character education develop. It takes relationship to discuss, 

deliberate, and journey alongside another person as they mature. Educator Nel Noddings (2003) 

underscores the importance of relationship to moral life when she writes, “… those of us who 

work from an ethic of care regard moral life as thoroughly relational. From this perspective, even 

the self is relational” (p. 158). Relationships must be experienced; they cannot be taught or 

prescribed in a common curriculum.  

If young people are to learn to care for themselves, each other, their communities, the 

environment, and all other created elements, according to Noddings (2003) they must be in 

relationship with those elements. In other words, they must experience firsthand the connected 



reality of their own lives and those of all other life forms. They must internalize a caring attitude 

by developing empathy and understanding. How can this happen? Returning again to traditional 

teaching, I am drawn to the Aboriginal peoples’ belief that storytelling is the means through 

which we come to know ourselves and others, and the non-human elements of the universe. 

Furthermore, according to Aboriginal scholars Porter (2008) and Battiste and Henderson (2000), 

stories that are place-based, originating from the land, will hold the richest teachings for those 

who live on that land. This definition of locally developed teaching may not be exactly what the 

Ontario Ministry of Education had in mind, but I believe there is great understanding to be 

gained by exploring this concept. According to this thinking, the process of character 

development through relationship will best be accomplished by understanding the story, human 

and natural, of the specific area in which students live.  

Not only is research into storytelling from the land important to me as a means of 

discovering connections between stories and character education for young people, it also has a 

profound personal significance for me. I live and farm on a piece of land and have my own 

stories to tell about how living here has affected my life. I am very aware that not only 

generations of farmers, but also generations of First Nations people knew this place long before I 

was born and lived in relationship to it. My story is part of a continuous narrative that flows from 

this land, as are the stories of my current neighbours and the families of my students. I mean to 

explore the stories of living on this land told by local Aboriginal peoples (primarily people of the 

Mohawk nation) and the stories told by farming families. These people have seen the sun rise 

and set over the same geological formations, fished and swam in the same waters, worked the 

same soil, and travelled through the same woods. They have viewed the rest of the world from 

the same physical perspective, if not the same cultural one. I propose that the source for stories 



of the land, such as J. Edward Chamberlin (2004), member of the Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples in Canada describes, is the confluence of these two cultures. It is the dual perspectives of 

the First Nations people who lived here prior to European contact and the farming families who 

later settled in this part of the province. While these two cultures have very separate identities, 

my research will explore, in part, what their common experiences of respecting and loving the 

same land, evidenced in the stories they tell, can teach us about relationship and common 

understandings.  

The idea that these two groups of people, First Nations and non-Aboriginal farmers, 

might share common values may in itself be controversial, since the common view is to see them 

in opposition to each other, rivals for the same territory—the rightful land keepers and the 

descendants of those who came to steal it. I suggest that even this strained relationship might 

experience some healing through the hearing of each other’s stories and the recognition of 

potential common elements in those stories. If the land we live on forms us, as eco-educator 

David Abram (2007) states, then people who share stories of life on the same land must be 

formed in each other’s image. As stories from the land become the common relationship between 

adversaries, empathy can develop and understanding can begin. Chamberlin (2004) exemplifies 

the concept of stories being able to bring healing to relationships when he writes, “[stories] offer 

a way beyond the conflicts between cultures … a way of reimagining Them and Us” (p. 218).  

The questions raised in my mind during Aiden’s award ceremony, regarding the current 

practices of character education in Ontario, led me to want to further explore storytelling as an 

alternate and relational form of pedagogy. I wanted to understand how stories from the land 

reveal character traits and what the relationship is between the characters of various people who 

have lived in the same geographical place. I wanted to understand whether these stories will 



exemplify the character traits needed to survive and flourish on the same land. By reflecting on 

my own stories as a part-time farmer here and by listening to the combined stories of others who 

have lived on, worked with, and cursed and loved the same land, thereby being affected by the 

same geological features. I wanted to develop a deeper understanding of the effect the same 

place has had on two different cultures. I wanted to connect the effect of this storytelling to the 

development of character so that, ultimately, it might be linked to the character education 

curriculum. 



Chapter 2: Literature Review 

I could tell stories of late spring nights when the fireflies visit and the moon is 

very full; of days spent planting and weeding with a wee baby by my side; of the 

gentle births and tender moments I have witnessed in the barn. I could tell these 

stories and the words would flow like spring run-off because they are the 

repertoire of stories that make up a lifetime of being in this place. The elements of 

these stories form the very core of what this land and living here is all about. It is 

the desire to convey the deep value of such stories that has driven me to 

investigate what educators and philosophers have said about how the effect of 

stories might be maximized in pedagogy.  

 

Introduction to the Literature 

In this chapter, I choose to use the words storytelling and narrative interchangeably. These 

are words with indefinite, overlapping edges and the slight differences, shades of meaning, that 

do not impact the overall picture of current research except where narrative is specifically 

defined to include a wider forum of art such as in Dissanayake (1992). The other pair of words 

that share shades of meaning are psycho-biological and embodied. I understand psycho-

biological to mean the deep connection between our minds and souls and bodies. As the word 

itself is a combined entity, so it typifies ourselves as being combined units of the three elements.  

On the other hand, I understand embodied to mean the more specific reaction of our body 

matter, cells, to a stimulus such as the telling or hearing of a story. This is the epitome of taking 

something into our selves. Rousseau (1762/1979), and his emphasis on the development of truer 

language skills that facilitate clear communication, applies :if we are to share stories, then the 

common understanding of language is one vital component of that act.  

 Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) term “transcendental geology” describes a further way to 

understand the relationship between our embodied energy and the earth surrounding us, the way 

in which human beings are a part of it (p. 130). Our energy enters the ground as we plant and 

weed and play in it, and then the earth gives back that same energy in warmth and food and 



living beauty. To illustrate this shared existence for our grandchildren, we have a game that we 

sometimes play that involves lying on the grass and imagining the lives going on beneath us 

under the soil. We name the creatures living in crevices and nests and burrows, and imagine how 

their lives are being lived out as we mow and prune and eat our picnic lunches. We give even the 

slugs names and invent conversations between mommy and daddy slug and the little slugs as 

they try to understand what huge monster has just blocked out their sunlight. We deliberately 

breathe into the soil and inhale again with the intent to share our breath with those creatures. The 

exchange of breath and energy connects us as creatures and captures what I believe to be the 

concept of our embodied existence. 

About Psycho-biological Narrative 

Long before all but the most socially deprived children arrive at school, they have learned 

the interaction of sound, words, and gestures. In western culture, from the moment children are 

born, we use our faces and hands to convey emotions; our bodies enter the scene as we rock and 

cuddle and jiggle and pat, often in rhythm to spoken word or song. Children learn to read their 

parents’ facial expressions and other physical postures such as a particular walk or an arm 

gesture and to associate particular feelings with actions. The Greeks noted that children quickly 

learn to imitate these gestures and expressions as a means for conveying emotion; they termed 

this learning mimesis, from which stems the English word mimicry (Donald, 2001).As they 

mature, most children continue to experience the relationship between emotions and thoughts 

and the correlated physical reaction. For example, they understand the connection between fear 

and nausea, grief and tears, joy and laughter. Neurobiologist Gerald Edelman (1992), in 

explaining the complex interactions of various parts of our brain, uses the illustration of an 

orchestra and describes how various sections play together to form harmonies. To help clarify his 



complex theory of neural Darwinism and show how feelings, mind, and body have developed 

relationships, he uses the word qualia as meaning, “the collection of personal or subjective 

experiences, feelings, and sensations that accompany awareness” (p. 114). This is a lovely 

example of onomatopoeia as the word comes out of the mouth with such delicious feeling. 

By the time students enter my Grade 12 English classes, they not only know these reactions 

first hand, but also remember them when someone else describes a similar situation. They are 

learning to be astute watchers of what someone’s body is saying as well as what his or her mouth 

is saying. There is an intuitive understanding of what body language Prince Hamlet was 

anticipating when he set the play before his stepfather and waited for the physical manifestations 

of a guilty conscience to condemn the King. They are able to use and understand common 

metaphors, such as, you’re breaking my heart, or he’s a pain in the neck, or I need to get 

something off my chest. These same students have learned in math and science about specific 

relationships between cause and effect and the Cartesian coordinates of geometry, but they do 

not customarily associate these logical functions with the responses of their own 

bodies/minds/emotions. It remains part of their human experience that physical reactions, 

thoughts and emotions are not neat linear entities of cause and effect, but are rather bundled 

together. Dissanayake (1992) concurs: 

While neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists are required to specialize and 
thus to investigate perception, emotion, learning or attention … it is obvious that for 
real organisms in the real world all these processes occur simultaneously. They are 
experienced phenomenologically by the individual as one. (p.153) 
 
Brent Davis (2007) addresses the issue of how we understand our world through an 

integrated cognitive approach. He defines the Greek terms gnosis and episteme as “knowledge 

and meaning” (p. 27) and “everyday know-how” (p. 30) respectively, and writes: 



Gnosis and episteme were not originally seen as oppositional. They were 
understood to serve different and non-overlapping purposes, and hence both were 
regarded as necessary. That changed dramatically in the 1600s. A new movement in 
philosophy arose that pitted them against one another—and episteme, the one 
associated with rational thought, won the day. Nevertheless, as evidenced in 
contemporary mystical and religious movements, the interest in spiritual truths to 
which gnosis refers has hardly disappeared. (p. 26) 
 

He goes on to explain that while the traditional depiction of these two concepts has been as 

branches on a tree, a web is in fact a more accurate image of how intertwined and interdependent 

both ways of knowing are with each other. 

Untangling the evidence and trying to trace the inception of the idea that we have an 

integrated mind, body and soul, which comprises a whole being that can be fully expressed 

through narrative, is a complicated process. Rather than trying to establish a clear and precise 

genealogy of this notion, it is helpful to review some of the paths down which this idea has taken 

educational researchers. Grumet (1988) and Abram (1996), especially, note that pedagogy can 

effectively include many forms of narrative, including the familiar oral and written styles, but 

extending to stories told through dance, music and visual art. While the embodiment of emotion 

in dance and drama is obvious for the primary performers, it is important to note that in these 

forms embodiment can also be observed when an audience begins to sway, rock, grimace, etc. as 

the feelings expressed are passed on. Observing the enthusiasm of uninhibited young people at a 

school dance can be an interesting exercise for teachers. Students who appear quite passive in a 

classroom sometimes become animated both in their conversation and their movement in a social 

situation. What becomes obvious is that they are engaged and involved with what is happening 

or being said, and this engagement is reflected through every aspect of reaction. Is there an 

aspect of narrative that would allow this engagement and full involvement of self to continue in 

the classroom or other learning situations? 



Writing of the integral connection between living, loving, lusting, and learning, Grumet 

(1988) defines epistemological knowledge as that which is derived through relationships: 

relationships that are forged through some form of narrative experience during which we either 

express or understand ourselves, and others, through stories told. With specific reference to 

schools and classrooms she writes of the importance of reading, not merely as an exercise in 

studying literature, but as a means to form relationships and to particularly bridge the gap 

between private and public lives. Coining the term “body-reader” (p. 130), Grumet emphasizes 

the need for children to have an experience of reading that encompasses their whole selves, 

including their bodies. Here is evidence of the psycho-biological approach to storytelling with 

children. She gives examples of times when stories are read to children snuggled up in bed, 

surrounded by pillows or comfortably seated in a rocking chair, as compared to the formal 

settings of classrooms where the body can be anything but comfortable. Her theory is that when 

the body is taken into account, reading becomes a sensuous experience, and the words on the 

page connect to children’s lives. She makes the interesting point that perhaps schools fail to 

encourage this type of complete interaction with the text because teachers are not equipped to 

deal with the fearful emotions that might arise if students truly entered into the private world of 

the author. She goes so far as to suggest that school texts are chosen with care in order to avoid 

the most disturbing of social issues, thereby ensuring that a rather bland diet of literature is 

served to students. She says, “It would be a gesture of shallow arrogance to suggest that we (by 

reading) can resolve these issues. What I hope to suggest are ways of working with teachers and 

students that honour them, ways that permit the sorrow and celebration that Yeats seeks in the 

poetry of the mortal condition” (p. 131). 



The embodiment of stories read is one aspect of the integration of mind, body, and 

emotion. David Abram, in his essay,” Storytelling and Wonder: On the Rejuvenation of Oral 

Culture” (2005), points out the physicality of oral storytelling. The psycho-biological connection 

is readily apparent. Not only is the body actually used to transmit words, i.e. through the mouth 

and ears but, oral storytelling generally involves a face-to-face encounter, meaning that both 

teller and hearer can see each other’s expressions as emotions and body language changes. The 

storyteller transmits the story using mouth, facial expressions and body language and the hearer 

listens and interprets the teller’s verbal and non-verbal cues. In reminding us of the rightful place 

of oral culture, Abram says, 

It is possible that we are making a grave mistake in our rush to wire every 
classroom, and to bring our children online as soon as possible. … the astonishing 
linguistic and intellectual capacity of the human brain did not evolve in relation to 
the computer! Nor, of course, did it evolve in relation to the written word. Rather 
it evolved in relation to orally told stories.” (2007, para. 3) 
 

Abram believes that our children should not just be told stories; they should be told stories about 

the land on which they live. Accordingly, those stories should be told as close to the earth as 

possible, in order that the physical elements of wind and sun and rain can be felt. What a contrast 

between what Abram describes and what students experience in most school classrooms.  

If the teacher must understand a concept before being able to pass it on to students, then 

Robert Nash (2004) seeks to enact change in classrooms: He challenges the whole idea of 

scholarship for his teacher candidates as well as graduate students by saying, “You are a scholar 

to the extent that you can tell a good instructive story. You are a scholar if you can capture the 

narrative quality of your human experience in language that inspires others” (p. 46). He 

maintains that the purpose of education is to become an authentic person, producing a state 

where “becoming and being are on a par with knowing and mastering” (p. 45). A powerful 



means to this end is the writing of what he calls scholarly personal narratives, the stories of 

students’ lives. And for what purpose these stories? The purpose is at least two-fold: to 

understand their own lives better, even to the extent of healing their own emotional wounds and 

the understanding of each other through the experience of empathy.  

In defining what he sees as the two forms of narrative, Nash offers a simple differentiation 

between the two. He defines the constructivist approach as asking, “What meaning lies inside of 

you, and how can you best narrate it?” and the objectivist approach as asking, “What meaning 

lies outside of you and how can you best prove it?” (p. 19). He claims that because of our 

humanity and our innate need to tell our stories and live in relationship with other, we try to 

balance those two approaches in narrative. He argues that even the hard-nosed positivist has 

stories to tell, while the flexible ontologist wants to know that some things are certain. Nash 

includes in his text examples of scholarly personal narratives that not only show how the inner 

truth and the outer truth become balanced, but also demonstrate how that balance brings about 

healing for the writer. For students it is the concreteness of paper and words, the sense of literally 

holding their lives in their hands, which allows them to change and rearrange themselves, to 

consciously impact their futures. 

While Nash’s students write and speak their narratives primarily for the growth of personal 

relationships, other educators stress the importance of narrative in order to build relationship 

with unknown others. For Paulo Freire (1970) the ability to speak, to share one’s own story with 

others, and to be transformed through the dialogue is the paramount objective of education. It is 

not enough that a story simply be recounted; it must be part of a sharing between people that 

allows them an understanding of each other, an understanding so deep that they can never view 

each other as objects again. Using the word dialogue to denote the act of sharing stories, of 



sharing selves, Freire outlines the various components of this intentional activity. Dialogue is not 

only an intellectual exercise for him. It involves complete emotional commitment between 

parties, and the recognition of the fear such risk involves. He states, “Dialogue further requires 

an intense faith in humankind, faith in their power to make and remake, to create and recreate, 

faith in their vocation to be more fully human” (p. 71). He challenges educators to teach 

students, by modelling, that the acknowledgement of our shared humanity is what will change 

the world. Perhaps this vision could capture a student’s imagination if it were included in 

classroom curriculum, rather than the study of dry text that objectifies people and historic events. 

Maxine Greene (1971) echoes Freire as she illustrates her theory of what constitutes 

relevant curriculum with a literary example: Kafka’s character, Karl, from Amerika, who 

struggles to make sense of his new life in the States. He needs dialogue with someone in order to 

understand the structures around him and the contributions they will make to the expected rebirth 

of his “self.” Greene likens Karl’s view of these distant buildings from his apartment balcony to 

prescribed curriculum in a classroom. She suggests that he, as all students, will only really learn 

about objects and concepts external to himself, and how they might affect his world, when he is 

able to talk to someone who will explain what happens within them and when he is able to 

experience the spaces himself (Greene, 1971). This relationship will result in him being able to 

integrate this new knowledge into the narrative of his own life. This is similar to Freire’s 

description of a banking approach to education, which sees the student as merely an account into 

which knowledge must be deposited (1970). For both educators it is language, dialogue and 

narrative in the curriculum that allows for a development in the student of real understanding. 

Dialogue and narrative are both connected to Rousseau’s (1762/1979) identification of the 

three elements of voice that a child learns: the speaking, melodic, and passionate voice. The last 



of these echoes Vygotsky’s theory of speech and thought development in a child. For Vygotsky 

(1962), a child’s ability to narrate also passes through three stages: the social, the egocentric, and 

the inner. Here is a variation of the psycho-biological connection, as these stages correspond to 

the child’s age and ability to relate to the world at large, to specific others, and to his or her own 

inner self as teller and listener. John Paul Eakin (1999) takes this notion even further when he 

says, “Narration is by definition a relational act, and the acquisition of narrative competence is 

transacted intersubjectively” (p. 116). He goes on to contend that, as adults, we continue to 

develop the linguistic skills that allow us to narrate our own lives. In evolutionary terms, we 

develop the skills most needed to enhance relationships and strengthen our connectedness to 

each other. Perhaps this is why the concept of narrative, as observed earlier, is becoming more 

popular at a time when relationships are weakened through the widespread use of personal 

communication devices such as tablets and smartphones that effectively isolate us from each 

other and distort our connections. Abram’s (2007) theorizes that narrative, especially oral 

storytelling, is a necessary reaction to this isolation. At a time when technological advancement 

threatens to disconnect us from our stories, Abram’s theory is particularly pertinent.  

The plight of Aboriginal residential school survivors offers a poignant example of what 

happens when not only individuals, but also whole groups of people are disconnected from their 

story. These people, many of whose stories are told by Castellano (2008), were taken away as 

small children from the land they knew, physically separated from the familiar and dear. The 

resulting emotional and mental trauma of that removal, as well as other abuses suffered, have 

been documented in stories included in a report by the co-chair of the Canadian Commission for 

Reconciliation and Healing of Residential School Survivors, Marlene Brant Castellano (2008). 

Despite the horrors of personal suffering, she cites the loss of shared stories to be the biggest 



tragedy. Because the children in residential schools were not allowed to speak their language, 

they lost the ability to understand the past through the narratives of their people. They suffered 

exactly the abuses of education of which Chomsky (2000) warns, and they are still struggling to 

reintegrate the past and present. Castellano puts forth a compelling case for the quick resolution 

of treaty disputes, stating that her people cannot heal until they are back with the land where their 

stories were formed. Bruner (1990), while outlining several circumstances that contribute to a 

breakdown in culture in general or even within a family culture, identifies “the impoverishment 

of narrative” (p. 96) as being a primary cause of such disarray. He points to situations where 

groups of people have been oppressed for so long that they cannot remember any variation to the 

desperate story they are now living. This, too, can apply to students whose home lives are such 

that they have lost the ability to hear anything other than the worst scenario ending. In my 

classroom I can try to begin a different story for these young people and hope that somehow it 

will enable them to envision some element of the extraordinary. 

Each of the educators mentioned thus far have united narrative, or the telling of stories, 

with body, mind, and emotional reactions: the psycho-biological connection. But, it would not be 

fair to imply that all educators who propose that stories be regularly included in curriculum do so 

solely for the purpose of strengthening this connection, or that this is the only purpose that 

stories can serve in a classroom. Kieran Egan (1986) makes the point that the rhythm of stories 

enables students to remember facts more easily. He identifies teachers as “the storytellers of our 

tribe” when they tell the “great stories of the world” (p. 109). He suggests that students’ ability to 

remember the details of those stories is directly affected by the teacher’s ability to convey the 

drama of those events. The stated goal of including storytelling in the curriculum is to improve 

students’ retention of detail. This is a very pragmatic and certainly not a bad use of storytelling, 



since he is probably right about the effects of both practices. This notion connects to Abram’s 

(2007) idea that storytelling passes down instructions for particular activities in a manner that is 

easy to remember. What I find interesting is that both rhythm and drama involve the use of the 

body. The implication of Egan’s statements is that students learn more through narrative because 

it becomes physical. Perhaps documented improvement in student performance is one way to 

gain acceptance for the notion of including narrative in the curriculum. 

This understanding that the narrative of life and life itself are one is affirmed in Jerome 

Bruner’s writing, which posits that the self is the creative construction of narration. Nash (2004) 

also picks this thought up when he writes, “The best way to think about self, then, is as a 

storyteller who needs to narrate a number of stories in order to create meaning” (p.19). It appears 

to be exactly what Leggo (2005) is referring to when he defines narrative as one aspect of “living 

poetically.” Teaching his students to value living in language he writes this lovely line, “Human 

beings are really human be(com)ings constituted in the play of language” (p. 182). But how does 

this merger between narrative and self happen?  

Empirical Support for Narrative: Leading to a Psycho-biological Explanation 

Merlin Donald’s (1991) controversial work regarding the evolution of culture and 

cognition provides a neural explanation of the physical implications of developing narrative. He 

describes the continuum of moving from the purely mimetic stage, identified by the Greeks, to a 

linguistic stage, both as individuals and as a culture, as being the beginning of understanding and 

the beginning of the ability to reflect and relate. Citing this major transition in our evolution as a 

species, he writes, “The key event during this transition was the emergence of the human speech 

system, including a completely new cognitive capacity for constructing and decoding narrative” 

(1991, p. 16). This is true for Donald when applied to our earliest Darwinian development, and it 

is repeated each time a baby connects to the use of language. According to Donald, the narrative 



skill, as it develops, becomes the driving force behind all language acquisition as we strive to 

communicate with others and within ourselves. To be clear, language involves physical skill in 

the formation of words. Words have sounds that we learn to speak and hear. These sounds have 

meanings that we learn to understand. Meanings evoke emotions. Thus, right from the beginning, 

spoken narrative is a combination of body, mind, and emotion. A question that might be raised 

here is, what happens when the chain of connection is broken somewhere and the child does not 

develop this skill pattern? Dissanayake (1992) partially addresses this when she describes 

narrative as existing in pre-lingual states. 

For Bruner (2002), language acquisition is also driven by the need to narrate. He cites 

Katherine Nelson’s (1989) report of three-year-old Emily, a child whose bedtime narrations of 

the previous day’s activities were taped in order to explore her ability to reflect on prior activity 

and on herself, involved in those activities. Reviewing the tapes solidified for Bruner the same 

concept Donald writes of: that narration drives language acquisition. Describing Emily’s 

increasing linguistic ability in a later article, Bruner (2005) notes, “It was as if a narrative 

sensibility were guiding her search for the right syntactic forms” (p. 57). Two centuries before 

Bruner and Nelson’s writings, Rousseau, whose work with children and the acquisition of 

language sparked debate and new thought, wrote of his own Emile: “Restrict, therefore, the 

child’s language as much as possible. It is a very great disadvantage to him to have more words 

than ideas, for him to know how to say more things than he can think.” (1762/1979, trans. p. 71). 

Another example of the significant effects of learning language in order to narrate is given 

by Oliver Sacks (1989), who describes the differences between two profoundly deaf children: 

one whose parents chose to wait until he was of school age to introduce him to language and the 

other whose parents learned sign language as soon as they realized (when she was ten months 



old) the extent of her deafness. In the latter situation, the child has flourished, and the parents 

note they “have been startled into thinking differently about physical objects, and their placement 

and motion, because of Charlotte’s expressions” (Sacks, 1989, p. 70). This little girl and her 

parents are learning new language together in order to relate fully to each other. The demands for 

shared narration and understanding drive this learning. I, too, have come to know the language 

necessary to elucidate my experience with narrative, but not before I could think in those terms.  

But brain development did not stop at the mythic culture, or with narrative, according to 

Donald (1991). Citing Bruner’s early writings, he suggests that they are in agreement on the 

notion that there are two modes of thinking evident in humans: the narrative pattern of thought 

and the paradigmatic or the “logicoscientific” (p. 273). It is hard to read Donald’s description of 

both these modes without sensing a hierarchical value being placed on them. He says, “The 

highest product of analytic thought, and its governing construct, is the formal theory, an 

integrative device that is much more than a symbolic invention; it is a system of thought and 

argument that predicts and explains. Successful theories often convey power” (p. 274). 

According to this way of organizing the brain’s processes, the theories formed through the 

experience of one’s own narrative are of the highest order. Indeed, when pictured 

diagrammatically, the ability to theorize external representations or theoretic culture 

encompasses, for Donald, mythic culture. I have not been able to find a response from Donald to 

Bruner’s (2002) reassessment of his own earlier stance: 

The scientific method, I believed then, could tame ordinary narrative into testable 
hypothesis and test them. I think now that in my youthful and yearning belief that 
these were two mutually translatable worlds of mind, the paradigmatic and the 
narrative, was profoundly mistaken … How can we translate from one world to the 
other? … Indeed, it is when we lose sight of the two in league that our lives narrow. 
(p. 101) 
 



This revised thinking of Bruner’s seems to indicate that there is no hierarchical 

arrangement between the two “worlds of mind,” that a full and meaningful life requires that both 

patterns of thought be in play simultaneously, and that both are of equal importance (Bruner, 

2002). This is in partial contrast to Donald (1991) who sees them as simultaneous but 

hierarchical, with the value of external representations holding the prime spot. It does, however, 

reflect Nash’s (2004) belief that the constructivist and the objectivist perspectives must be held 

in balance for narrative to be meaningful. 

The shades of difference between the values Donald and Bruner place on linguistics and 

external representation lie in their varied emphasis on the individual versus the culture. Bruner 

(1990) is very clear about this in the opening sentences of his Acts of Meaning when he speaks of 

the cognitive revolution being “diverted by success, a success whose technological virtuosity has 

cost dear” (p. 1). Because he, and other psychologists of his time, were the products of a 

positivist age, any notion based on subjective responses fell outside the acceptable technological 

system as explanations of behaviour (Bruner, 1990). Since narrative has to do with what people 

say (or represent) rather than what they actually do, it is hard to measure and, therefore, hard to 

analyze. Narrative also involves groups of people and the messy interactions between them, 

instead of individuals and individual responses. Bruner takes the stance that the only proper way 

to study individuals is within the cultural community, and narrative is at the very core of that 

community. In order to explain the powerful effect of what he terms “folk psychology,” Bruner 

(1990) outlines four aspects of this narrative (p. 13).  

The first aspect Bruner (1990) outlines is that each narrative must have a sequence of 

events that involve human beings; it is through these events that the interpreter begins to 

understand the plot. The relationship between the events and the plot is symbiotic since one 



cannot make any sense to the interpreter without the other. The events of my life have brought 

me to where I am, just as being who I am has influenced what events have taken place in my life. 

There is a connection here to Nash’s work, as people come to understand themselves as both 

products of prior events and causes of future ones. The notion of development of self 

understanding through the telling of one’s history is also addressed in Chomsky’s (2000) 

criticism of western education colluding with the media to alter past facts. This manipulation of 

narrative by a dominant power causes disarray and confusion, as events and developing plot no 

longer match. Bruner (1990), when writing of the breakdown of culture says, “A second threat 

(to culture) inheres in the rhetorical overspecialization of narrative, when stories become so 

ideologically or self-servingly motivated that distrust displaces interpretation and ‘what 

happened’ is discounted as fabrication” (p. 96). Through the deliberate creation of such 

impoverished stories, people can be controlled and oppressed. My students, as they learn about 

their own lives in narrative, also need to learn the skill of astute critique in order to discern the 

motive behind the stories they hear. Whose interest is the developing plot serving? 

Bruner’s (1990) second aspect states that narrative in cultures does not have to be factual; 

it can come from both real and imaginary sources. He does not spend as much time explaining 

this point in Acts of Meaning (1990) but partially clarifies the idea in Making Stories: Law, 

Literature and Life (2002) when he writes, “Through narrative, we construct, reconstruct, in 

some ways reinvent yesterday and tomorrow. Memory and imagination fuse in the process … 

memory and imagination supply and consume each other’s wares” (p. 93). The heroic genre of 

literature that inspires us; thus the stories of great love and great war that hinge on the suspension 

of factual belief, but that are the foundations of much of our moral code. For example, in Paris 

there is a marker on the road where Dickens’ character, Sydney Carton, is said to have made his 



final speech while on his way to the guillotine, willingly taking his friend, Charles Darnay’s, 

place. A supposedly moving moment in the history of the French Revolution, but created solely 

by the pen of Charles Dickens, this noble act is celebrated as the epitome of self-sacrifice and an 

inspiration to generations of school children. For families and individuals, this blending of 

memory with imagination is often humorous when evidenced by the hyperboles we use as we 

recount stories of when snowstorms buried the barn or when grandpa walked three miles to 

school every day, uphill both ways. We know these stories are not factual, but as a culture we 

accept their intrinsic endorsement of the strength of nature and the value of perseverance. 

Of particular interest to educators is Bruner’s third feature of narrative, which is its ability 

to link the common and the extraordinary (1990). Once again, as with fact and fiction, this 

relationship is a dual carriageway: the common can explain or normalize the extraordinary by 

converting abnormal, even frightening, events into part of a story, just as the extraordinary can 

raise the common to the sacred. In practical terms, we are all familiar with idea that speaking a 

circumstance out loud enables the speaker to gain some needed objective distance. Physicians 

use this when they ask patients to verbalize a diagnosis, as in, “I have cancer and I am going to 

get treatment.” Mental health counsellors use narrative in all its forms to allow clients to see and 

hear what has happened to them. “The function of the story is to find an intentional state that 

mitigates or at least makes comprehensible a deviation from a canonical cultural pattern” 

(Bruner, 1990, p. 50). Children are supposed to outlive parents; life is supposed to be fulfilling; 

love is supposed to last a lifetime. When these expectations are not met, we use this feature of 

narrative to make sense of whatever happens that is unusual, be it scary or amazing. But we 

sometimes do not pay as much attention to the converse, to the allowing the common to become 

extraordinary, even sacred. For this we need poets and writers such as Abram (1996) who 



reminds that, “Ultimately, then it is not the human body alone but rather the whole of the 

sensuous world that provides the deep structure of language” (p. 85).  

As a teacher I desire nothing more than to give my students the ability to reflect on their 

own stories and those of the world around them in these two ways that Bruner has described. I 

want them to be able to see their lives as part of an unfolding narrative which began before them 

and will continue after them, but which needs their contribution in the now. This knowledge, I 

believe, will give them the roots they need to know themselves as fully human and to frame their 

life events, even the tragic ones, as being part of an integrated plot line. I also want them to have 

the ability to recognize the divine, the sacred, in the ordinary: to feel the magic of a field of 

fireflies, or see the miracle in a robin’s egg, or sense the excitement of dawn in the city. This 

ability will give students dreams and visions for their own lives as well as a deep concern for the 

lives of all other creatures, even the very planet itself.  

The fourth feature of narrative that Bruner (1990) deals with is the inclusion of morals and 

moral consequences. Again, he develops this idea more fully in the lectures on law, literature, 

and life published in 2002 than in his earlier work. Arguing that it is through our cultural stories 

that we have developed our system of jurisprudence, Bruner (2002) draws a parallel between 

literature and law saying, “It has always mattered that legal pleading and literary storytelling 

share the medium of narrative, a form that keeps perpetually in play the uneasy alliance between 

historically established and the imaginatively possible” (p. 62). He makes this point even more 

clear when he specifies “The narrative form seems to be our uniquely human way of making 

sense of the world with a minimum of experience …In a deep sense narrative is also our simplest 

mode for imposing a moral structure on experience” (Bruner, 2005, p. 56). This notion of the 

imagination or the abstract becoming real through narrative is also reflected in Eakin’s (1999) 



thinking when he writes that “[narrative] orders, organizes and gives form to abstract ideas” (p. 

100). The suffrage movement is an example of literary and personal narrative affecting change: 

narrative gave the abstract notion of gender equality form, and the law against women having the 

vote was eventually repealed. When my students read James Joyce, they need to understand that 

his literature is not just a compilation of nice stories about Dublin life. They need to realize that 

those stories presented a brave challenge to the influence of the Catholic Church on the lives of 

Irish men and women. This challenge eventually caused Joyce to live in exile from his homeland 

and to be buried in foreign soil. 

Although Dissanyake (1992) criticizes Bruner for presenting theories that pertain only to 

people in literate societies (p. 246), I have focused my attention on his work because it is 

particularly the oral and written aspects of storytelling I am investigating. In the final words of 

his book, Bruner (1990) says, “There is no one explanation of man, biological or otherwise. In 

the end even the strongest causal explanations of the human condition cannot make sense 

without being interpreted in the light of the symbolic world that constitutes human culture ” (p. 

138). He does not limit this symbolic world to language and leaves room here for other forms 

such as visual art and music. His point is that our personal and communal narratives are not 

formed in a vacuum, but are the result of participation in our culture. Dissanayake (1992) 

broadens the development of a symbolic world to include the entire species of humankind, not 

limited to any culture. 

In the opening chapters of Homo Aestheticus, Dissanayake (1992) outlines some pragmatic 

reasons for the evolution of art. Her contention is that artful practice has grown from the most 

basic nature of our species. Our primal attraction towards the positive and enjoyable resulted in 

art that beautified the necessary but hard tasks and the ugly parts of life. The intricate carving of 



tools is an example of this. Decoration also attracted mates and signified importance, thus the 

intricate practices of body painting. She also points out that the development of ritual arose from 

our need for predictability and common practice, especially during moments of high emotion 

such as birth and death (Dissanayake, 1992). Dance, painting, chanting, carving, music, and all 

other forms of art began as survival skills without which life would have been too hard to bear. 

Particularly poignant is Dissanayake’s assertion that sometimes we did (and do) art because there 

was nothing else to do (1992). The beautiful harmonies of African-American spirituals—

reflecting not only a rhythmic style that synchronized to work movements, but also the need to 

give voice to the deepest of human emotions—exemplify this concept, as does the common 

experience of singing at the deathbed of a loved one. Mennonite nurses who encourage labouring 

women to focus on lustily singing their babies through the birth canal and parents who concoct 

elaborate stories to relieve the fidgeting boredom of waiting are intuitively responding to these 

primal human impulses that Dissanayake outlines. To relieve and express physical and emotional 

sensations through various art forms continues be a hallmark of humanity. A particularly species 

unique expression is when we dance or use language, as our bodies then become both the source 

and the vehicle of the expression. We are the embodiment of our emotion and thoughts. 

Dissanayake (1992) terms this integration “psychobiological” (p. 140). 

As a re-visioning of the modern meaning of the word empathy, Dissanayake (1992) defines 

it this way, “This natural psychobiological functioning provides an explanation for human 

aesthetic responses of a kind that a century ago went by the name “empathy,” a word that now 

has another meaning” (p. 141). That meaning she relates to the German word Einfuhlung, 

defined as “feeling (oneself) into” and reflects the transcendent experience of connecting self to 

art rather than the modern association of the word as being similar to sympathy for the 



experience of another (p. 142). Empathy, in Dissanayake’s terms, involves what today’s youth 

would term “a full body experience,” and it is powerful. It is the feeling of being swept away by 

the intensity of a sunset; of being completely caught up in symphonic sound; of being moved to 

the depths of our being by the perfect words of a poem. These physical reactions to aesthetics, or 

“those perceptions that have more than usual emotional and cognitive interconnections” are 

possible because we have bodies (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 153). It is this relationship to which 

Abram (1996) refers when he says,  

We can experience things—can touch, hear, and taste things—only because, as 
bodies, we are ourselves included in the sensible field and have our own textures, 
sounds and tastes. We can perceive things at all only because we ourselves are 
entirely a part of the sensible world that we perceive.” (p. 68) 
 

Abram (1988) credits Merleau-Ponty as being the first phenomenologist to identify, “the body, 

itself, as the conscious subject of experience. Transcendence, no longer a special property of the 

abstract intellect, becomes a capacity of the physiological body itself” (p. 103). 

To illustrate how involved our bodies become in spoken language, Dissanayake (1992) 

describes the origin of word sounds in terms of the object they are symbolizing. For example the 

popping sound made by such consonants as “p” and “b” are natural examples of mimicry when 

beginning “bubbles” or “bees” or “pond.” She notes that the “m” sound requires lips to come 

together and often begins words that have to do with that same idea of coming together. We 

practice the same use of facial muscles when we screw up our noses at a bad smell and say “ew-

w-w-w.” This notion that words developed as a response to natural surroundings and as physical 

illustrations of the objects they symbolized does not contradict the notions of language 

development put forward by Bruner and Donald in that these first “words” were necessary in 

order to tell something.  



The need for human beings to communicate was the driving force behind using the body to 

formulate symbolic sounds that could be easily understood. Every part of the human self was 

involved in this communication. Dissanayake (1992) further explains how these responses 

developed out of an early need to relate and were responsible for physiological changes in the 

human brain. She refers to the work of neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists who work 

with left and right brain activity as “an explanation for the often impossible-to-verbalize yet 

strong associations we make between one stimulus (a word, phrase, image, sound) and another” 

(Dissanayake, 1992, p. 154). We cannot help but react psycho-biologically to sound and sight, 

because we are wired to do so at our very core. And this psychobiological connection pertains to 

narrative as well. 

In the notes which follow her writing, Dissanayake questions whether narrative can be 

included as an art form if it is innate to all human beings. She does, however, accept that 

storytelling, when “well-formed,” can possess aesthetic qualities (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 246). 

These qualities would include the use of perfect words, rhythm, and dynamic dramatic format, 

demonstrated by voice and/or gesture. The response to such storytelling would be spontaneous if 

her reasoning is correct, especially if the stories were told in a setting that evoked similar 

reactions such as where teller and listener were surrounded by natural beauty: Einfuhlung. 

But, what about the truth of narrative and of other such subjective experiences? While 

Chomsky and Bruner have identified political situations where narrative can be intentionally 

manipulated, is it important to consider our varying perceptions and the unconscious “colouring” 

of a story when assessing the appropriateness of narrative in pedagogy? After posing the 

question of how much of what autobiographers say they experience is equivalent to what they 

really experience and how much of it is merely what they know how to say, Eakin (1999) 



answers that the impact of our own narrative is such that we are what we say anyway. He goes 

on to note that our perception of reality and our ability to name that reality are so tied together 

that separating them is not helpful to the discussion (p. 4). This argument answers critics such as 

Phillips (2000), who claims that truth should be the deciding factor as to whether a narrative is 

useful or not. He states that the question needing to be asked is “Was the story’s narrator (the 

child, the patient, or the taxpayer) presenting me with the correct narrative?” (Phillips, 2000, p. 

77). In line with positivist thinking, Phillips (2000) cites examples where researchers interested 

in narrative cast truth aside, and ends by stating, “Narrative researchers seem cavalierly to reject 

the latter situations, where truth of narrative is relevant, and reduce all situations to the category 

where truth is irrelevant” (p. 77). Leggo (2005), however, maintains that “language does not 

empower me to nail down truth or truths. Instead, language is dynamic and energetic and opens 

up possibilities for understanding our lives and experiences and relations” (p. 177). Nash (2004), 

when addressing the issue of truth, says, 

What makes a story true for all people in all times and places is not simply whether 
it can stand the test of scientific experiment … truth is what works best for the 
narrator and the reader in the never-ending quest to find and construct narratives of 
meaning, both for self and others. (p. 33)  
 

Kafka’s Karl, thus, could not form his own truth in his new country until he knew the stories of 

New York. 

The common thread of the importance of stories in all our lives is woven through this 

literature. It would be no surprise to Donald that Nash’s students found themselves healthier and 

happier through the writing of their narratives, as he would purport that their cerebral make-up 

had been changed through the activity. Most recently, this understanding has found support in 

the work of psychologist and novelist Keith Oatley. Writing in the Toronto Star, essayist Kate 

Taylor describes Oatley’s work at the University of Toronto. She explains in an article entitled, 



“Why Fiction is Good for You,” that Oatley is working on the use of MRI scans to show the 

brain activity of readers and to show that empathy for others and understanding of self increases 

significantly after reading short stories. Taylor describes Oatley’s work, using the metaphor of a 

flight simulator to explain fiction’s role in our lives. She explains, “Just as the flight simulator 

allows the pilot-in-training to quickly and safely encounter all sorts of contingencies that might 

happen in the air, so fiction allows us to experience emotions in a safe place, training us to 

understand ourselves and others.” While the whole idea of using brain scans to determine such 

brain activity may be suspect, even critic Matthew Crawford (2008) admits that, “If you are told 

your mother has died, your dismayed comprehension of the fact, which is a subjective mental 

event, will cause an objective physiological change in your brain.” Although he disagrees with 

the idea that empathy can be tracked through a brain scan, Crawford does not disagree with the 

idea that the vicarious experience of sadness can result in a physiological change in our brain 

cells. 

Before ending this chapter on literature, it is important to acknowledge that there is a body 

of oral teaching that predates any of the sources quoted. Battiste (2003), draws attention to the 

fact that indigenous peoples throughout the world have long taught that stories have an intimate 

relationship to our lives. Contemporary First Nations writers and educators urge us to take 

seriously the ancient teachings and understand the power of stories in our lives. Jennifer David, 

writing to introduce her collected conversations with Aboriginal writers says,  

[Story tellers] believe that lives are shaped by the stories told by parents, 
grandparents, elders. A reverence for story telling as a bridge between hearts, eras, 
peoples. And, most of all, a faith that stories are an indestructible vessel for 
bringing old wisdom to life in a new time. (p.1) 
 

She goes on to explain that stories have always been believed to bring powerful healing to both 

teller and listener. 



Thomas King, writing in The Truth about Stories relates the power that stories have had in 

his own life, “Stories can control our lives. There is a part of me that has never been able to 

move past these stories, a part of me that will be chained to these stories as long as I live” (p. 9). 

He explains that traditional knowledge teaches that our relationship with stories is intimate and 

all encompassing. In fact, according to King (2003), “The truth about stories is that that’s all we 

are” p. 2 Traditional elders would take Donald’s assertions that our very cellular makeup is 

changed through stories one step further. They would say that our very cellular makeup is a 

story. 

 



Chapter 3: Methodology 

 “Remember when Dad jumped into Lake Superior to save Tippy? Remember 

when Mom drove the truck out on to the ice and it began to sink? Remember when 

we went to Uncle Stan’s funeral?”Whether it is late at night in the kitchen or 

around the bonfire on a summer evening or on a beach at sunset we spin out the 

yarns of times past while the family is together. But there is an unspoken 

acknowledgement of when the telling of these tales is appropriate and when it is 

not: The presence of strangers determines which stories are retold and which 

details are included. It is a deliberate act of inclusion when someone outside the 

immediate family is entrusted with the hearing of our shared past experiences. 

The circle of those who are allowed to hear the most meaningful of stories 

has widened as members have been added to our family through marriage and 

close friendship, but this hearing is always preceded by the development of a 

trusting relationship. There are levels of intimacy that certain stories require, as 

they reveal a personal and a communal vulnerability that is recognized to need 

protection. It is expected that those who know the stories will treat them with 

confidence and respect and will not use them to hurt or mock the participants in 

any way. 

 

Introduction to the Theory Guiding the Methods Used 

My focus in this research was to further understand how character is revealed through 

stories told, and how stories might be used pedagogically to further character development. I was 

aware from the beginning that I would be asking people to share a special part of their selves 

when I asked them to tell me their story. Just as in our family, all our stories represent our lives 

and must be treated with respect and sensitivity. Because First Nations people have traditionally 

placed such high value on stories, I was interested in discovering how Aboriginal scholars 

approach such research. While not specifically addressing the sharing of stories, Cree researcher 

Shawn Wilson’s (2008) comments were relevant to my questions as to how to proceed. He 

expresses criticism of the forms of study normally used by non-indigenous, predominantly 

Caucasian researchers. Wilson purports that research must be relational in order to present truth. 

He insists that any researcher must ask the following questions before a study is undertaken, if 

the data is to adhere to relational accountability: 



• How do my methods help to build a respectful relationship between the topic I 
am studying and myself as researcher (on multiple levels)? 

• How do my methods help to build respectful relationships between myself and 
other research participants? 

• How can I relate respectfully to the other participants involved in this 
research, so that together we can form a stronger relationship with the idea 
that we will share? 

• What is my role as researcher in this relationship, and what are my 
responsibilities? 

• Am I being responsible in fulfilling my role and obligations to the other 
participants, to the topics and to all my relations? 

• What am I contributing or giving back to the relationship? Is the sharing, 
growth, and learning that is taking place reciprocal? (p.77) 

 
Gradle (2007) uses language throughout her writing such as “rooted” and “placed in the 

world” and Abram (2007) writes of “restorying the local earth” (para. 22). Both these notions 

imply a relationship with the land. My research interest expanded to combine the notions of 

relationship with the land and the previously described notions of storytelling as a means for true 

character education in a local context. I wanted to hear about this relationship through the stories 

of those living with the land in a specific area and to examine the stories told for their 

implications on the development of character.  

The revealing of relationship through storytelling is an intimate act that should be treated 

with respect. I conducted my research in accordance with the principles inherent in Wilson’s 

questions. Heuristic inquiry, with its emphasis on relationship and connectedness, best suits my 

desire to remain personally in relationship with the research I am doing. 

In my research, storytelling became both the subject and the method. Bishop (1996) 

suggests storytelling is a useful and culturally appropriate way of representing the “diversities” 

of truth within which the storyteller, rather than the researcher, retains control. Bishop and 

Wilson agree that the researcher is in an equal relationship with the storyteller, rather than in a 

controlling one. This understanding has been vital to my research. The process of the research 



has been the enactment of what I hope will be the final result of the study: different cultures and 

generations listening to each other. My desire has been to listen to people’s stories, not as an 

objective researcher, but as someone whose life has already been changed by living where I do 

and who has stories of her own: someone who is open to understanding more deeply the 

connections between others, the land and her.  

 Kenny (1995) summarizes eight areas of qualitative inquiry, including phenomenology, 

hermeneutics, evaluation research, action research, empirical research, ethnography, theoretical 

inquiry and comparative-historical research. My study of storytelling touches upon elements 

from al1 of these areas of inquiry, but mostly on phenomenology, hermeneutics, and 

comparative-historical research. Phenomenology focuses on “what goes on within the person in 

an attempt to get at and to describe the lived experience in a language that is as free from the 

constructs of the intellect and society as possible” (Kenny, 1995, p.1). Hermeneutics refers to the 

interpretation of the stories while reflecting upon them. The comparative-historical model is 

reflected in the similarities and differences between the stories told by different generations and 

by two different cultures: those First Nations participants living on Tyendinaga Mohawk 

Territory and those living elsewhere in the area.  

The first two of these areas of inquiry, hermeneutics and phenomenology have been 

brought together by a researcher from the University of Alberta. Max van Manen (1990) has 

developed a framework for what he terms hermeneutic phenomenological research that involves 

a basic methodological structure of a dynamic interplay among six research activities:  

1. turning to a phenomenon which seriously interests us and commits us to the world, 
2. investigating experience as we live it rather than as we conceptualize it, 
3. reflecting on the essential themes that characterize the phenomenon, 
4. describing the phenomenon through the art of writing and rewriting, 
5. maintaining a strong and oriented pedagogical relation to the phenomenon, and 
6. balancing the research context by considering parts and whole. (p. 30–31) 



This structure fits my research for the most part. The effect of the land on the people who live 

here is the phenomenon I investigated and I continue to be interested in the reality of that life 

experience (activities one and two). Activity number three was employed after collecting the 

stories and comparing those from each group and activities five and six occurred as the study 

unfolded. Only activity number four was significantly modified, as my study concentrated on 

oral communication—the art of telling and listening and listening again. The written dimension 

of my research came as I recorded what I discovered from the process of listening to stories, 

transcribing them, and drawing connections to character development through the three lenses I 

chose to use for analysis: Noddings’ Circles of Caring, Haig-Brown’s contention that the land 

forms and teaches all aspects of our being, and The Seven Grandfather Teachings, all of which 

are explained later in this chapter. 

 My overall governing principle as I conducted my research was respect for the lives 

being opened up through stories. I know firsthand how frustrating it is to have the farming 

lifestyle romanticized in urban newspapers and magazines. There are not many lessons to be 

learned about living on this land, just south of the rocky Canadian Shield, from reading accounts 

of folk who have taken daytrips to a country fair and then written about the perceived results of 

hard work. When I read such articles, I am angry at the portrayal of the farming life as always 

being simple, gentle, and rewarding. I am angry that the same people who write such articles 

want to pay the lowest price possible for supermarket food and that, while extolling the virtues of 

“good, clean country living,” they complain should the smell of natural fertilizer waft over their 

picnic area. My anger in these situations allows me to have some empathy for Aboriginal people 

when they are portrayed in similarly stereotypical fashion after only brief encounters. 

Acknowledging, building and nurturing relationships to the land and to my fellow participants 



while applying Wilson’s principles helped me to guard against unconsciously doing this in my 

study.  

Listening to Stories: Where? Who? How? 

Setting 

My research is focused on Hastings County in Southern Ontario, where I live. This 

county is bounded by the Bay of Quinte to the south, the Village of Bancroft to the north, 

Tyendinaga Mohawk territory to the east, and shares a surveyed boundary with Northumberland 

County on the west. Before European contact, this part of Southern Ontario was historically a 

transition zone between two distinct Aboriginal groups: The Six Nations peoples (the Iroquois) 

controlled most of this area until the mid 1600s when Anishinabe (Ojibway) peoples from the 

north began to expand into the region. In 1793 it was returned to a member nation of the Six 

Nations Confederacy as a result of aligning with British forces during the War of Independence. 

The British Crown gave the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte a large tract of land, including what 

is now known as the Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory and the Ojibway moved north again. Part of 

our family story is that a direct relative of my husband’s was an Ojibway representative and 

signatory to the treaty that gave them land on Rice Lake—now known as Hiawatha Reserve—in 

exchange for the land lost when Tyendinaga was ceded to the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte. 

Characters 

Many families in the farming community that settled along the shores of the Bay of 

Quinte and north into Hastings County are descended from the United Empire Loyalists. In the 

specific area where I live, north of Belleville, there are many old family names still displayed on 

the mailboxes of farms that have been passed from generation to generation. A few years ago, a 

family atlas of Hastings County was produced and displayed at the local bookstore. From its 



pages, it is apparent that many farms have never been sold out of the original families, who were 

deeded their land by order of the Crown.  

Since that time other families have come to join the initial settlers, and the rich farmland 

has supported them. On most mornings, in the local feed store you can hear farming patriarchs 

and relative newcomers to the area swapping stories about the weather, soil, crops, and livestock. 

Their lives have been shaped by living here. Over the years, as I have listened to these stories it 

has been obvious to me that the land has drawn people together: there is a commonality of 

experience that crosses generations and varied backgrounds. It was my neighbours—the men and 

women in the rural farming community and the descendants of the Mohawks who came to live 

here more than two centuries ago—whose stories about living with the land I chose to hear, 

record, transcribe, and reflect upon in this research. Over an eighteen-month period, from 

November 2009 to May 2011, I met with 27 people: five from Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory 

and 22 from the local farming community. 

To determine exactly who the participants would be, I chose to use the snowball, or chain 

sampling method, described by Patton (1990) as an approach that “identifies cases of interest 

from people who know people who know people who know what cases are information-rich, that 

is, good examples for study, good interview subjects” (p. 182). To identify those “people who 

know people” in the farming community, I began with one friend of my mother’s, Jean Morgan,  

and two of my close neighbours, Steve Tubb and Deb Troy. They suggested names of other 

people whom I then contacted. 

My initial contact with the people from Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory was made by 

letter: I wrote to Chief R. Donald Maracle and his council and requested their permission to 

conduct research on their land. This protocol was in keeping with that laid out by Battiste and 



Barman (1995). I met with the chief and council in July of 2010 and explained the nature of my 

research. I also asked them to suggest an initial contact I might make within their community. 

Their consent was forthcoming, and they referred me to Bill Brant who, in turn, suggested 

Gladys Maracle. I agreed to provide a copy of my completed dissertation to the Band Office. As 

well, Councilors Doug Maracle and Velma Dracup requested a personal copy, which I will 

provide. On Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory there are also people who have chosen to actively 

follow traditional longhouse ways and do not necessarily subscribe to the form of government 

imposed upon First Nations peoples by the Indian Act. Throughout my research I have received 

support and advice from members of this group, most specifically from the Native Education co-

ordinator, Troy Maracle, and his wife, Shoo-Shoo. 

It was important to me that this research become a shared experience between me and the 

storytellers, as I believed that we would, in this way, model the building and deepening of 

relationships of which Wilson (2008) speaks. Initially I had thought to complete the recording of 

all stories in a two to three month period. This was a great underestimate of the time needed to 

contact people, set up visits, transcribe each story and reflect upon it, to “sit” with each set of 

data. Acknowledging every story as a gift graciously given to me, I spent as much time listening 

to and re-reading each one as was necessary to “live” with it. It became very important to me that 

I be able to hear the voice of each storyteller as I began the process of understanding their 

stories. In the case of Gladys Maracle, while I did not hear her tell her story as she was out of the 

country, I spoke to her several times over the telephone and became accustomed to her voice and 

the way she spoke. This longer process enabled me to hear the nuances of emotion as I sat with 

each story, and I believe it made for a much richer understanding of what was told to me. 

 



Style 

After obtaining ethical clearance from the General Research Ethics Board (GREB) at 

Queen’s University to both video and audiotape participants, and to use proper names rather than 

pseudonyms, I began to contact potential participants. I made each initial contact by telephoning 

the person (except Eugene Burrell, whom I initially contacted in person) and giving a brief 

description of my research interests in that conversation. This contact was followed up by a 

personal visit approximately one week later; in each case, the interview was conducted at that 

time. Four participants, Cindy Hubble, Colin Lake, Susan Deciantis, and Eugene Burrell, chose 

to come to my home; in all other cases I went to the participant’s home. Interestingly, no one I 

contacted refused to tell his or her story. Actually, it was my observation that, in every case, the 

participants were delighted to be part of the study. 

During the initial telephone conversation, I informed each person that the question I 

would be asking was, “Can you tell me a story about living with the land and how that 

experience has affected you?” During this initial conversation I also explained that their stories, 

given to me orally, would be taped and transcribed for the purpose of reflecting upon them at a 

later date. However, I stressed that the writing down of these stories is for research purposes only 

and did not mean that I valued the written form more than their original orality. In fact, quite the 

contrary, I valued the oral recording of the stories more, as a recording allows for hearing 

inflection and tone, emphasis and pitch. I know that stories lose some portion of their life once 

they are written down.  

I continued to explain that if participants were willing, I also wanted to videotape 

segments of the conversation as they told their stories. This allowed for an even richer 

experience as body language, gesture, and facial expression could also then be added to my 



understanding of the narrative. When making sure that participants from both groups of people 

understood what I was doing, the purpose of the study and what the possible outcomes might be, 

I went on to explain that the stories I collected and my reflective analysis of them would appear 

in written form in my dissertation, and might also be presented as a part of conference papers.  

The last point I explained during our first conversation was that I wanted to use their 

proper names and not assign pseudonyms. I believe that each person’s story is their own, and that 

to assign pseudonyms would be to take away from the integrity of the telling. No one objected to 

this, and so every recording begins with me stating what day it is and to whom I am talking.  

At the time of the personal interview I gave each participant a Letter of Explanation, 

outlining my research goals, and the appropriate Participant Consent Forms for audio and video 

recording. (I sent Gladys Maracle the forms by surface mail.) With each person, I obtained either 

written consent in the form of a signature or oral consent recorded digitally. While all 

participants had the choice as to whether videotaping would be used as well as digital voice 

recording, in the end all but two interviews were both audio and video taped. The exceptions 

were Gladys Maracle, who was out of the country at the time and sent me her story in written 

form, accompanied with a photograph, and Eugene Burrell. Gladys’ told her story to her 

granddaughter who graciously typed it out for me. In a phone call confirming its arrival, Gladys 

remarked on what a wonderful time she and her granddaughter had had working on her story 

together. She thanked me for instigating that occasion. Eugene readily agreed to both tapings, but 

the digital camera malfunctioned halfway through our meeting. He subsequently provided a 

photograph of himself, which was electronically scanned and added to the transcript of our 

conversation. In all my discussions with the participants, I kept in mind the necessity of 



respectful relationship and the value of shared experience that Wilson (2008) identifies as being 

components of the relational accountability desirable in research. 

To the collection of participants’ stories, I added excerpts from my own family stories of 

living here for over twenty-five years. Smith (1999) says, “The story and the storyteller both 

serve to connect the past with the future, one generation and with the other, the land with the 

people and the people with the story” (p. 145). Both my stories and those of the non-Aboriginal 

participants whose time with the land has not been generational serve as a confirmation that the 

land is still connecting with people and that new stories are presently being formed. Including 

my own stories also allows me to be in an equal relationship with other participants and not 

remain in the stance of removed researcher. While I did not record my stories when interviewing 

participants, I did share some stories with them in conversation before and after their recorded 

storytelling. 

The Storytellers 

The names of the storytellers appear here in the same order as their stories are found at 

the end of this dissertation. Because each story—first or last, long or short, from Tyendinaga 

Mohawk Territory or from the surrounding area—was given to me as a gift, I chose to randomly 

select the order in which they appear in order that no hierarchy of value be assumed. They appear 

in the order in which my granddaughter handed them to me as I was collating. That was her job 

for the afternoon and she felt very important! The stories of couples appear together as they were 

recorded simultaneously, with the exception of Lee Resmer and Elmer Buchanan, whose stories 

were recorded at different times on the same day. 

Alan Coxwell, whose farm is located towards the tiny hamlet of Wellman’s Corners, is 

currently a beef farmer, but once had a dairy quota and has also raised pigs. For many years, he 



expressed his opinions about farming and his love of the land in the editorial columns of the 

local newspaper he owned. Alan’s belief in the value of hard work is evident in his refusal to 

operate machinery to perform any task that can be done manually. 

I visited Alan on a day in March and followed him around his property as he did chores. I 

recorded his comments as we went. Pointing out all the nooks and crannies of the buildings and 

geographical features of the land, his face often broke into a wide smile and his eyes twinkled. 

Alan’s love for the place where he has put down roots was obvious. As he stated, he knows it is 

where he is meant to be. 

Barb Thompson is a Boer goat farmer and lives north of Stirling in a home she designed 

herself. In her eighth decade, she is proud to maintain a self-sufficient lifestyle, which includes 

doing most of her own construction and building repair around the property. Barb knows every 

inch of her farm intimately and takes great pleasure in watching the changing seasons and their 

effect on her livestock. 

Barb told me this story as we sat in her bright kitchen on a crisp October afternoon. Barb 

spoke for approximately an hour as I recorded her speaking on an audio recorder and her 

husband and dog listened. At times during the story, Barb would get up and show me the area 

about which she was speaking. At the end of our time in the kitchen, we walked around her yard 

and I was introduced to her chickens and goats. 

Bill and Marilyn Brant live, semi-retired, on Tyendinaga Mohawk territory, on the large 

dairy farm they bought and built up from a dozen young borrowed heifers. Over several decades, 

they have seen big changes in both the dairy industry and in the attitudes of people towards 

farming and agri-business in general. In their stories about living with the land, both Bill and 

Marilyn commented on the satisfaction of watching crops grow and animals thrive.  



Sitting in their bright kitchen on a warm October afternoon, it was easy to see Bill and 

Marilyn’s pride in what they have accomplished over the years, their love of the land, and their 

concern that the Mohawk people not lose their traditional sense of belonging to the land that had 

been theirs for centuries. 

Bill and Wilma Maracle live on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory, on land given to Bill by 

his dad and not very far from the farm where Wilma grew up. Both of them love the land around 

the Bay of Quinte and have great memories of childhoods spent in both gardens and bush. They 

have worked to instill that love and respect for Mother Earth in their children and their 

grandchildren by telling stories from the past and by taking them back to the original farmsteads. 

They spoke to me one evening in October, at their kitchen table overlooking the late fall 

garden at the back of their property. While Bill told most of the stories, Wilma contributed a few 

of her own and was a strong presence throughout the two hours we spent together. Her laughter 

and hand gestures often appeared to remind Bill of further stories.  

Cindy Hubble is a beef and meat goat producer who came thirty years ago to land north 

of Stirling that has been farmed by her husband’s family for three generations. She has seen 

many changes over three decades, but contends that the land has remained constant in its ability 

to teach and to heal. Cindy’s experiences have led her to have a great respect for the variances of 

weather and climate and to deeply understand a farmer’s complete dependence on Nature as 

provider. 

Cindy’s story was recorded in my living room on a damp and cold November evening. 

She had come to see our new crop of goat kids, and we arranged to spend some time talking 

while she was here. The excerpt transcribed represents approximately thirty minutes of our 

conversation. 



Jack and Lois Clarke (Jack now deceased, 2010) both come from families who can 

trace their lineage back to some of the first settlers in this area. They lived their married life and 

raised their family close to the farms where they themselves were brought up in the Rawdon-

Stirling area, only moving to an apartment in town during the last few years of their lives. Both 

of these octogenarians told stories of early twentieth century farm life, often dominated by the 

vagaries of weather and climate. They shared a respect for the hard labour required to work the 

land and for knowledge of the seasons of life acquired through a lifetime of watching the soil and 

skies. 

I visited them in their apartment in Belleville one cold winter afternoon in March. While 

we drank tea and ate freshly baked cookies, Lois talked of their life together. Jack didn’t say 

much as she spoke, but he was very “present” in the conversation, nodding his head and smiling. 

This was very much their story, not just Lois’s. 

Colin Lake is a dairy farmer who, with his Dad, lives and works on a multi-generational 

farm north of Stirling. He sees the need to try out new farming methods, but also understands the 

environmental impact of some developments. Colin is aware of the complex balance between 

improved crop and milk production and care of the land that has sustained his family for three 

generations. 

Colin’s story was recorded in my living room in the early evening of a snowy February 

day. He elected to come to our house to talk as his five young children would be playing before 

bed and it might have been difficult to find a quiet spot in his home. 

Deb Troy is a registered massage therapist who practices out of the converted century 

old schoolhouse she shares with her partner. The house and land have been in the Troy family for 

two generations and represent consistency and security within that family. Deb is especially 



aware of the old growth trees that surround her home and the history they have seen over 

decades. She spoke of the healing nature implicit in such surroundings and of the effect the land 

has had on her, both personally and professionally. 

Deb told me her story sitting in her high-ceilinged living room, looking out over the yard 

she describes. On this blustery November afternoon the trees were bending their leafless 

branches towards the windows, and seemed to fill the room with their presence. It was easy to 

hear in Deb’s voice her connection to this property and her love of this place. 

Of particular note is the fact that the schoolhouse where Deb lives is the same one which 

Eugene Burrell refers to in his story; it is where he attended grade school. Eugene was one of the 

little boys whose energy Deb wonders about when she goes outside and thinks how the land was 

once used. Eugene would have sat in a desk in front of the chalkboard to which she refers. 

Doris Wilson was born in Germany but has lived in Canada for the last forty plus years. 

She is now in her seventies and lives alone in a house she built on 400 acres of bush and scrub 

farmland north of Highway 7 and east of Madoc. She is proud to be completely self-sufficient, 

growing, harvesting, and hunting for all her needs except the occasional pound of cheese or 

butter. These treats are purchased from the sale of pelts from animals she has trapped for food. 

Doris knows the land on which she lives intimately and considers it as her provider and her 

friend. 

I met Doris while watching the sled dog races in Marmora with a mutual friend. She 

invited us to come and visit her later that month and I asked if she would be willing to have her 

story recorded. She agreed. Later that week, on a snowy day in March, I drove slipping and 

sliding over the back roads and finally into her laneway where she met me, snow shovel in hand. 

We spent the next three hours together as she talked about her life and her intimate relationship 



with the land. (Note: Doris retains a strong German accent and cadence when she speaks. Her 

story is transcribed with deference to her particular way of phrasing things.) 

Elmer Buchanan has been a schoolteacher, school administrator, elected member of 

Ontario’s Provincial Parliament (NDP Minister of Agriculture 1990–1994), foster parent, and 

farmer. His favourite role is farmer. Elmer lives with his partner, Lee Resmer, on land north of 

Havelock that was deeded to his great-grandfather by Queen Victoria. He is a staunch believer in 

sustainable small communities and in the conservancy of land, particularly farmland, and he 

advocates for the family farm as the means of providing good food for the next generation. 

This story was recorded as we sat in Elmer and Lee’s sunroom late on a February 

afternoon. Even though the light was fading, we were able to see the places Elmer mentioned 

through the window. We were also able to visit the barn and walk along the stone fences. 

Eugene Burrell was born in the house where we now live. His memories of this land 

span nine decades and his knowledge of the area is legendary. Eugene tells stories of growing up 

among the families whose names live on throughout Hastings County. He regularly drives 

around the countryside watching the changes that are taking place on farms and in the towns—

always with an eye to how people are taking care of the acres of fields and bush. 

Eugene was born in the space that is now our bedroom, so coming here to be interviewed 

was easy for him. We sat in our living room in early April and he commented on several aspects 

of how the property has changed over time. As we drank our coffee, Eugene began to tell stories 

from his childhood spent here with the land we both love. 

Gladys Maracle’s name came up regularly as a schoolteacher who instilled in her pupils 

a love and respect for all of nature. Hers is one of the oldest families living on Tyendinaga 



Mohawk Territory, with history that goes back to when the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte were 

given land by Queen Victoria in recognition of their loyalty to the Crown. 

Now in her nineties, Gladys divides her time between Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory and 

her daughter’s home in South Dakota. During the winter of 2010–11, her granddaughter recorded 

and transcribed Gladys’ story about growing up on a farm in Tyendinaga and her delight in all 

things natural. 

Jean Morgan comes from one of Hastings County’s first settler families and married 

into a third generation farming family. When interviewed, she was in her 93rd year and still in 

love with the farming lifestyle. Although she has moved back into town, Jean’s fondest 

memories are of witnessing the beginning of life in the barn, and she still marvels at the 

abundance of goodness available from the land. 

This story was recorded in the living room of Jean’s cozy apartment on a cold November 

night. Jean invited my mother to come along as they were great friends, and so the three of us sat 

and chatted before Jean and I recorded her story, which she was delighted to tell. The evening 

holds special poignancy for me as it was the last time I saw the two friends together—my mother 

died ten days after that evening. 

John Baker comes from a farming family of many generations, but is the first member to 

farm in Hastings County. Raised in the belief that all things come from God, John honours the 

land as both sacred trust and provider for all our needs. In the last few years, he has cut back a 

little on the market gardening that supported his family of five and concentrated on planting 

traditional medicines that have promise in the treatment of modern diseases.  

I spoke to John at his dining room table one cold evening in early March. As the wind 

blew outside, we watched the snow swirl around the fence lines and the horses huddle near the 



barn doors across the roadway. The house seemed full of warmth and coziness compared to the 

winter wind whistling outside. 

June Hagerman is a retired school administrator who lives north of Stirling on a farm 

that has been in her husband’s family for five generations. The sugar bush and a long tradition of 

maple syrup production have taught her to respect Nature’s inevitable cycles. June’s particular 

fascination with the 60 plus acres of producing maple trees is the natural healing which seems to 

take place when people are exposed to this yearly phenomenon. She has often witnessed the 

calming effect of the rhythm of running sap and the stillness of the area on those who are going 

through stressful life circumstances. 

I went to visit June one bright afternoon in early March and as we sat in her kitchen, 

drinking tea and eating fresh baked muffins, she told me her stories of loving the land. All 

around the house were trees and gardens and as she spoke June gestured to those areas that were 

featured in her narrative. 

Kirsten Neumann Stephens recently moved back to Hastings County with her young 

family, after having lived in a larger urban area for several years. She and her husband are 

teaching in local schools while trying to build up their alpaca and horse farm. Kirsten dreams of 

one day having enough acreage to allow her and her husband to run camps and outdoor retreats 

for young people who need the healing experience of knowing animals and working the land. 

Kirsten told me her story while sitting in the living room of her century farmhouse. We 

could see the alpacas in the field through the bright moonlight on the snow of a crisp January 

evening. When we went outside, we could also hear her laying hens settling in for the evening. 

Lee Resmer lives with her partner, Elmer Buchanan, in a century old farmhouse on land 

north of Havelock. From the fleeces of her alpacas and angora goats, she spins skeins of wool 



with which to knit various items of clothing for sale from her home. Lee is keenly aware of the 

interaction between humans and both wild and domestic animals and birds. She considers her 

four-legged and winged companions to be her teachers. 

Lee’s story was recorded during a visit to her home near Havelock. Sitting in their 

sunroom, the late January sun sinking over the fields, we could hear goats and alpacas settling in 

for the night as we spoke.  

Peter and Claire Bussell are also retired teachers, and Peter is a bee farmer. With 

property in the Oak Hills, they have operated a “pick your own” berry patch for twenty-plus 

years and have grown a large vegetable garden. Peter has travelled throughout Canada, setting up 

bee and honey exhibits that demonstrate to children and the public at large the intricate structures 

of colonies and the various steps of honey production. Claire teaches yoga in her home studio 

and spends hours walking around the lake and back in their bush. 

I spoke to Peter and Claire on a snowy afternoon in mid-February. As the snow fell on 

the lake outside their window, we watched their grandchildren skating and their dog running 

after snowflakes. It was easy to see why this couple loves the land they live upon and the water 

that borders it. Peter did most of the speaking throughout the hour and a half we were together, 

but Claire’s interjections reflected her own sense of belonging in this place. 

Rob and Linda Belnap gave up good careers in Toronto and moved to a tumble-down 

farm northeast of Springbrook while their children were quite young. They have restored both 

the buildings and the land with hard work and commitment. Both Rob and Linda acknowledge 

the challenges of living with the land, but say they would never exchange their life now for the 

life they left three decades ago. 



 They told me their story, candidly and with lots of humour, while sitting at their dining 

room table in a lovely refinished room. The house is now warm and cozy and the land looks well 

cared for and rich. Both Rob and Linda credit their experience living with the land as having 

developed them as individuals and as a couple. Their commitment to the adventure has not 

dimmed. 

Steve Tubb and his partner moved their family from Scotland to Rawdon Township 20 

years ago, after visiting the area for many years. They live in a century house and are small 

holding farmers who work to become self-sufficient on the land. Steve keeps livestock for 

personal production, taps maple trees in the Spring, grows a significant market garden and hopes 

to establish a micro-brewery, using homegrown and smoked heritage hops. Together they 

maintain a vision of “walking lightly” on the land.  

Steve told his story on a frosty afternoon in November, as he sat in his favourite chair 

overlooking his hop garden. Speaking for just a little under fifteen minutes, Steve showed me 

through the window exactly where this story took place. 

Susan Deciantis has lived with her partner and their Jack Russell terriers in a century 

farmhouse just north of Bancroft for over 20 years. A large vegetable garden and the annual 

raising of meat chickens, along with laying birds, allow them to come close to self-sufficiency on 

the land. Susan also buys natural fibers from local farmers and weaves them into cloth for 

articles of clothing, household items and bags. She considers the land her friend and her 

provider. 

Susan agreed to come into our house to tell me her story one bright January day while she 

was on her way to Belleville. It turned out to be her birthday! This is a fairly short story, but 

represents beautifully her connection to the land on which she lives. 



Peter Mewett is a retired teacher who has long farmed bees on his property just east of 

Stirling. He carefully studies the scientific research regarding the changing life of bees and is 

committed to spreading the word about the fragile balance of our eco-system. Peter believes that 

children need to be shown, at an early age, the impact of our actions on the natural world.  

Peter and I talked over coffee and fresh baking and he expressed his deep concern over 

the state of bees worldwide. Because Peter has studied this subject for years, his presentation of 

the facts could read as somewhat detached; however, sitting, listening to him talk, hearing the 

emotion in his voice, and watching his changing facial expressions, I understood that the story of 

bees and their vital contribution to human life is his passion. 

Responding and Reflecting upon the Stories 

As stated earlier, it was important to me that this research would become a shared 

experience between me and the storytellers. I believed that in this way we would model the 

building and deepening of relationships to which Wilson (2008) refers. Acknowledging every 

story as a gift graciously given to me, I listened to each one and viewed the video recordings 

several times before transcribing the recorded interviews myself. This was a long process as it 

involved an initial verbatim transcription and then an editing process through which I tried to 

form each oral story into a written version without losing the intended meaning. The second 

writing was done while viewing the video recording, in order to be sure that the “flow” of the 

story was correct. Opportunity for participants to review transcripts was provided, but no 

changes were requested. In retrospect I wonder what that means.  

In accordance with the outline in the Letter of Explanation that was given and/or read to 

participants, I have retained a digital copy of all audio and video recordings, as well as a digital 

file and a hard copy of both verbatim transcriptions and edited story versions. This is true in all 



cases except Gladys Maracle’s, where I have only her written story and no transcription or digital 

file. Each transcribed story is preceded by an anecdotal account of who the person is and where 

the interview took place. I have also kept all signed Participant Consent Forms.  

Learning from Aboriginal Educators 

Gathering the stories from the Aboriginal community and subsequently reflecting upon 

them, I was aware that special consideration and an awareness of cultural sensitivities were 

required. Battiste (2000) says that for many Aboriginal people, the very word research conjures 

up visions of being culturally poked and prodded with little understanding or care for the sacred 

values behind traditional practices and beliefs. For example, addressing a reluctance to share 

sacred stories, she writes,  

Among Indigenous peoples, possessing a song, story, or medicinal knowledge 
carries with it certain responsibilities to show respect for, and to maintain a 
reciprocal relationship with, the human beings, animals, plants and places with 
which the song, story, or medicine is connected.” (Battiste, 2000, p. 71)  
 
This spiritual element and concentration on relationship exposes a common vulnerability 

that needs protection against misunderstanding and cultural abuse. Aboriginal people need 

assurances, through ethical reviews, that the knowledge they share will not be used to hurt, 

mock, or otherwise abuse their people. For many years, that assurance has not been forthcoming. 

Battiste discusses this problem, noting when addressing indigenous conceptions of sacred 

ecology and the protection of intellectual and cultural rights, “… misuse of knowledge can be 

catastrophic, not only for the individual abuser, but for the people, the territory, and, potentially, 

the world. Misuse of knowledge is tantamount to an act of war on another species, breaking their 

covenants …” (Battiste, 2000, p. 67).  

However, as much as Aboriginal educators stress the necessity for sensitivity among non-

Aboriginal researchers, particularly when dealing with storytelling, Porter (2008) encourages 



non-Aboriginal educators to consider the teachings of the elders. He strongly puts forth the 

notion that traditional teachings, although often ignored by those who believe them to be simple 

and unsophisticated, will come into their own as the world becomes more complicated. Citing 

examples given to him by his grandmother, Porter says that people seek relationships in order to 

understand the growing complexities that surround them. They seek out someone who can 

explain how to live in a complicated world, someone who knows the truth from the past. 

Storytelling, as a means of exemplifying the need for certain character traits, is an example given 

by Porter of a practice used by the elders to convey their wisdom.   

Battiste, while recommending caution, says of research using indigenous teachings and/or 

stories:  

There are two different points of view at issue here. The first is the right of 
Indigenous peoples to exercise and transmit their own knowledge and heritage as 
they see fit. The second is the benefit the Western world can derive from this 
knowledge and heritage. Some European and Canadian scholars are beginning to 
realize how important Indigenous knowledge may be to the survival of our world. 
(Battiste, 2000, p. 87) 
 

This view is applicable to my research since I am not only including stories from First Nations 

people, but also building on the traditional notion that the land teaches and forms those who live 

upon it. From reading the work of these and other First Nations educators, I have concluded that 

sensitivity to the precious nature of personal stories is a valuable research constraint in any 

culture, and so I have used their teaching to guide my reflection and analysis of all the stories 

collected. 

In an attempt to maintain this sensitivity, as I reflected upon the stories before analyzing 

them for specific character traits, I asked myself specific initial questions: How has and does the 

“homeland” that Noddings (2003) refers to form those people who live and have lived here? 

How do these stories from the area reflect this formation of character and sacred connection? 



The answers to these questions, though not formally recorded, guided my thinking and began the 

process of being immersed in each story on a personal level. An unplanned benefit of starting to 

think about the stories this way was that both questions related specifically to the lenses through 

which I eventually chose to view the stories: Nel Noddings’ (2003) Circles of Caring; Celia 

Haig-Brown’s (2010) stated contention that the land teaches us all we need to know physically, 

mentally, emotionally, and spiritually; and the Seven Grandfather Teachings, as explained by 

Benton-Benai (1988). I chose these lenses because they each address a research interest of mine: 

the symbolism of the circle metaphor, which I wanted to incorporate, is central to Noddings’ 

work on character development; this metaphor is also present in  First Nations’ traditional 

teaching that the land forms those who live upon it: and the Seven Grandfather Teachings 

(Benton-Benai, 1988) represent character traits similar to those adopted for formal instruction by 

the Hastings and Prince Edward District School Board (www.hpedsb.on.ca).  

Determining What the Stories Say

Since I believe stories to be alive and transformative, it was difficult for me to consider 

them as forms of data and to decide how I would analyze them. Having already changed each 

story from its oral form to a written one, thereby setting limitations on its growth and 

development, I was loath to further subject these stories to any analysis of their parts that 

involved dissection and disconnection from the whole. According to Battiste (2000), stories have 

a life of their own and will affect both the storyteller and the listener through the relationship 

developed by the telling and the hearing. The theme each one reflects becomes apparent through 

careful listening. This is consistent with van Manen’s (1990) third research step of reflecting on 

the essential themes of the phenomena. It also builds the respectful relationship with the data 

(stories) of which Wilson (2008) writes. To borrow a simile from Sterling (1997), whose study 



of the oral tradition also included recording many stories, storytelling is like basket-weaving in 

that many elements make up the whole and are interwoven to the same end. I wanted to make 

sure that I included elements of voice, gesture, expression, and all other aspects of the telling in 

my reflection. 

Jane Gallop (2000) writes about the process of “close reading” or “noticing things in the 

writing, things in the writing that stands out” (p. 7). As an English teacher, I use this method of 

analyzing text with my students for the purpose of understanding what is actually written as 

opposed to what we think is written. In my study, however, I modified Gallop’s notion to “close 

listening.” When playing and replaying the recorded stories, I listened closely for what she calls 

“text that attracts [my] attention, but are not principal ideas” (p. 8). What this meant for me was 

that I was able to hear the story behind the story and identify underlying stories, which travel 

along with the main one. For example, in this area of rock-strewn fields, when a farmer tells of 

days spent hauling stones to form fence lines, the apparent story is about that back-breaking 

activity. The underlying story may be one of perseverance and dogged determination, or of the 

great care about the land implicit in the continued labour. Or, it may be about despair and 

disappointment, or the following of dreams. Gallop goes on to explain that, through this process 

of paying close attention, we will learn something new. She writes (emphasis added): 

Reading [listening to] what one expects to find means finding what one already 
knows. Learning, on the other hand, means coming to know something one did 
not know before. Projecting is the opposite of learning. As long as we project 
onto a text [story], we cannot learn from it, we can only find what we already 
know. Close reading [listening] is thus a technique to make us learn, to make 
us see what we don’t already know, rather than transforming the new into the 
old. (p. 11) 
 

This process allowed the stories to speak to me about learning from this land as Battiste (2000) 

said they would do. 



 In order to connect the stories to the three lenses, I first used a simple colour-coding 

method. Choosing to use Nel Noddings’ circles of caring first, I listened to each story and 

colour-coded the printed copies, to discern where Noddings’ (2003) circles of caring could be 

applied to each story. Having established the circles to be discussed as a) caring for self and 

family; b) caring for friends and community; c) caring for plants, animals, insects, and birds; d) 

caring for the wider global community; and e) caring for things and ideas, I reread the stories 

looking for examples of each circle. This was a more difficult task, as there were often places 

where more than one category applied. For example: Peter Mewett’s (January 2011) care for 

bees is intimately connected to his caring about the wider global community. In cases where this 

type of overlap occurred, I chose to include the identified examples in both circles of caring.  

I repeated the process for Haig-Brown’s medicine wheel model, colour-coding examples 

of physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual teaching. Categorization is the antithesis of the 

central meaning of the medicine wheel: relational unity between all the aspects of our lives. To 

respect this teaching I tried to choose examples of character traits that seemed to me to best 

exemplify specific teaching, never discounting the fact that all the teachings are intertwined and 

effect each aspect identified. My subjective analysis of the stories and the intentions of the tellers 

were aided by the relationships I had developed with individuals, through the repetitive listening 

to their stories. 

 When reading the stories through the final lens of the Seven Grandfather Teachings, I did 

not use a colour-coding method, but rather chose to identify one or two stories that best 

exemplified each teaching. The decision to do this was based on the traditional understanding 

that each of the seven teachings could and should be illustrated through a story (Benton-Benai, 

1988). Understanding that character traits may have different meanings in different contexts, for 



definition purposes of each teaching, I relied on Benton-Benai’s examples. The most difficult 

one of these was the shades of difference he cites between “truth” and “honesty” (p. 64). When 

looking for examples of these two, I acknowledged that it might be possible to interchange the 

stories chosen as someone else might understand his definitions differently. 

Reflection on the Process 

By the end of the time I spent with each story, I felt that I knew, intimately, the teller’s 

relationship to some aspect of the land. Segments of each story would come back to me when I 

was involved in unrelated tasks, and I would find myself reflecting on the connections between 

people unknown to each other. Some of these are related in the next chapter on analysis. I also 

found that many experiences in my own life were similar to those spoken about by the 

participants. In this regard, it was hard to maintain any level of objectivity regarding either other 

participants or their stories, and the relational aspect of the research spoken of by Wilson (2008) 

occurred naturally. I found that not only did the stories themselves describe the type of people 

who have lived here and the character traits that have been formed through that experience, but 

they also described parts of me: I am enthralled by maple syrup season in the bush, as is June 

Hagerman (March, 2010); I walk in the fields when I am disturbed by life events, as does Cindy 

Hubble (November 2009); I marvel at each birth, as does Eugene Burrell (March 2011). The list 

of similarities goes on. Through this personal connectedness to the stories, I learned a great deal 

about myself as I listened, read, transcribed, and reflected upon each one. 

My understanding of this research answers the last of Wilson’s (2008) questions, in that 

the learning from the stories has been reciprocal. In the time since recording each story, I have 

had conversations with almost all participants, as they inquired about my progress. Several, 

including Eugene Burrell, Deb Troy, June Hagerman, and Cindy Hubble, have stated that they 



appreciated the opportunity to think about their experiences with the land. I have also had offers 

from other people to tell me their stories, if I ever engage in further research into the subject of 

what the land teaches us. Both of these phenomena have led me to believe that the land is a 

significant factor in the lives of the people who live here, and that an unspoken 

acknowledgement of Her effect on their lives is indicated. 



Chapter 4: What do the Stories Say? 

My mother was a great storyteller. The year that our middle daughter was 

married, my mother and I travelled by train from Toronto to Winnipeg and back 

in order to see the newlyweds settled in their new home. During many of those 

hours, as we watched the Canadian Shield roll past, my mom told me stories 

about various relatives and their lives in the eastern provinces of this country. I 

heard about my grandmother’s tearful departure from her home in Newfoundland 

as she followed my grandfather to Dartmouth, Nova Scotia; a long trip on a 

churning ocean to a noisy city in a separate country. I heard about my 

grandfather’s garden where, among the vegetables, he planted roses to remind 

his Nellie of her home; and my uncles who moved east in order to get away from 

the dreary employment prospects of the eastern provinces. I heard about fisher 

folk and net minders who became soldiers, writing letters from far away, longing 

for home and the smell of the sea. I heard how my mom had marveled at her first 

sight of the Rocky Mountains and then panicked as she felt trapped by their peaks. 

During the night, as we passed through sleepy Northern towns, my mom 

and I kept talking. I asked questions about people and circumstances, to which 

she most often replied with yet another story, set on the seacoast while we 

watched the stars reflected in Northern lakes and the sky begin to lighten over the 

granite face of Kenora and Keewatin. Now, as I reflect on that conversation, I see 

how each person, including my mom, carried in their character the markings of 

the land from which they came. 

 

Hearing What the Stories Have to Tell Us 

As stated in the previous chapter on methodology, I had first looked at the 27 collected 

stories for representations of relationships consistent with Nel Noddings’ (2003) identified 

“circles of caring.” Using close reading and close listening, I looked for specific words or 

phrases that related to certain aspects of caring. I also paid attention to the body language of the 

participants who agreed to be videotaped. 

My second stage of analysis looked at the stories through the lens of Celia Haig-Brown’s 

work regarding the land as teacher and informer. This is the most subjective analysis of the 

stories, as it relies in part on my personal interpretation of both the traditional notion of the land 

as teacher and the meaning of the words used by the storytellers. For this reason, I have included 



many direct quotations from the stories, in order to allow them to speak for themselves as much 

as possible.  

In the third and shortest analysis, I have offered evidence from certain stories of those 

character traits incorporated into the traditional Seven Grandfather Teachings. This is in keeping 

with the literature, which supports the teaching of positive character traits through storytelling. 

The choice of one story over another to illustrate these teaching does not presume that the 

teachings are not exemplified in other stories. I have only chosen what I consider to be the best 

examples of these traits, in order to show that recognition of such traits through storytelling is 

possible. At the end of this chapter, I have also noted some particular findings that did not fall 

into any of the previous three aspects of analysis and were not anticipated before the research 

was conducted. These findings include changing gender roles, reports of required ingenuity, and 

the unexpected connections between the storytellers. 

First Lens: Noddings’ Circles of Caring 

In the literature chapter of this dissertation, I discussed how exposure to stories helps 

children develop character, as it teaches them to care. However, two points of further explanation 

are needed before determining how the stories I collected relate to the specific paradigm 

originated by Nel Noddings (1984). In her original book, Caring: A Feminine Approach to 

Ethics and Moral Education (1986), Noddings uses only the concept of circles to illustrate her 

notion of spiraling care, but in the second edition of this book (2003), she expands this 

illustration to include the idea of chains and links. I have used both metaphors in this analysis.  

The second edition of the book also has a new preface in which Noddings (2003) answers 

criticism regarding her previous separation of the terms “caring for” and “caring about.” She 

states, “Caring for is both the means by which most people come to care about and the end that 



should be achieved by caring about” (xvi). Since both are points on a continuum and the shade of 

difference in meaning is slight, I have chosen to encompass both caring for and caring about in 

the one word caring. For each area of caring, I have asked the question, “What do we learn about 

this form of caring through reading or listening to the stories I recorded?”  

 

 

Caring for Self and Family 

The inner circle of caring that Noddings writes about is that of caring for self and for 

family. Several of the recorded stories illustrate this. For example, Alan Coxwell (March 2010) 

and John Baker (March 2010), both in their fifties, stress the importance of caring for their 

bodies and maintaining strength through daily workouts in the fields and barns—“bovine 

aerobics” as Coxwell terms it. This choice to be healthy through work habits is not arbitrary. It 

represents a serious commitment to physical well-being, since equipment is available to do the 

jobs, such as manure spreading, that these men choose to do by hand. Not only is the cardio-

vascular advantage of this work recognized, but the added pulmonary benefit of working out in 

the open air, rather than in a closed gym, is noted in each story. Caring for such physical health is 

also implied in the stories of women such as Jean Morgan (November 2009), Gladys Maracle 

(February 2011), Susan Deciantis (January 2011), and June Hagerman (March 2010), when they 



tell of being able to walk long distances easily and carry out the completion of necessary daily 

chores. Bill Brant (October 2010) and Ron Belnap (May 2010) could never have carried out their 

extensive building renovations had they not been strong and fit. Eating good food that will 

nourish the body is also a feature of several stories. At a time when the long term effects on our 

bodies of chemical additives to food are being researched and debated, Elmer Buchanan 

(February 2011) and Doris Wilson (March 2010) advocate eating only what is grown naturally 

and, preferably, locally.  

 The aspect of caring for ourselves emotionally is also addressed in several of the stories. 

Kirsten Stephens (January 2011) speaks of deliberately setting aside her grief after the death of 

loved ones and choosing to engage herself in activities to help her forget the sad circumstances 

of her life for a few hours. June Hagerman (March 2010) and Cindy Hubble (November 2009) 

speak of their need to settle inner struggles before they amount to bigger emotional problems. 

They do this by walking.  

Taking the time to think through situations and work out solutions is a form of caring for 

oneself and of making personal emotional health a priority. This effort is also reflected in Deb 

Troy’s (November 2009) account of caring for herself by making time to enjoy her natural 

surroundings, “I looked out and all the water on the trees was here. All the droplets were 

different colours: red and orange and blue and it looked like Christmas in the summer and [I] 

watched this. It lasted as long as it lasted: five minutes, eh?” Choosing to make time for such a 

moment is an example of Deb caring for her emotional self. Choosing to make time to work in 

the barn or garden or go for a walk across the fields has become a priority for me when life is 

busy. Those activities centre me and allow me to find a place of emotional calm. 



 For others, the act of pursuing a dream means they are caring for themselves. Kirsten 

Stephens (January 2011), Bill Brant (October 2010), and Rob and Linda Belnap (May 2010), all 

made choices that resulted in their own happiness by following their dreams of moving to, or 

developing, farms. In Lois Clarke’s (April 2010) story, her determination to follow her dream of 

studying art was finally fulfilled and led to a lifetime of pleasure. In these stories, we hear 

examples of finding happiness through listening to ourselves and paying attention to the desires 

we feel. Sometimes this means making choices to act alone, as in Rob and Linda Belnap’s case, 

and sometimes it means seeking help from family as in Bill and Marilyn Brant’s (October 2010) 

story. Either way, the intent to be responsible for finding our own happiness, thereby caring for 

ourselves, is apparent. 

 The other aspect of the inner circle, caring for family, is directly reflected in some of the 

stories and implied in others. Elmer Buchanan’s (February 2011) acknowledgement of his 

ancestors does not strictly adhere to the parameters Noddings (2003) has set out for caring 

relationships, because there is no chance of reciprocal relationship, as she defines it. However, 

Buchanan would disagree, as he feels strongly that by caring for the members of his family who 

have gone before, he is keeping alive the heritage with which they provided him. For Buchanan, 

caring for his ancestors takes the form of acknowledging their hard work and lasting positive 

impact on future generations through good decision-making about land usage. Colin Lake 

(February 2010) expresses care for his ancestors in a similar fashion; he is motivated to work 

hard with his livestock as a means of honouring previous generations, who established an 

agriculture business on the land where he now lives with his young family. It is also true for June 

Hagerman (March 2010), who speaks of planting trees that will provide memories and shade for 

future generations. Again, the notion of reciprocity is not possible in concrete terms, but June’s 



sense of spirituality leads her to believe that the generations to come will, in fact, have a 

relationship with her through the natural world she has left for them. 

 The concept of family is broadened when Bill Brant (October 2010) describes his efforts 

to help his “family” of people on the Tyendinaga territory. He has worked hard to facilitate a 

system whereby other members of the Tyendinaga Mohawk Nation, as well as other First 

Nations people, can find the necessary financial resources to set up farms and all types of 

agricultural businesses. This is Bill’s way of caring for his extended family and for future 

generations of young people who are drawn to live with the land. The level of his caring is 

readily apparent in the enthusiasm he displays, as he speaks of those who have already been 

helped to follow their dreams. His wife Marilyn is proud of him and says, “I think there are a lot 

of people who would like to farm, some dream about it, but they do not want to take on all the 

debt or all the work. Bill has really persevered with finding funding for Native farmers.” 

 From all these stories, examples can be drawn about caring for self and family. Noddings 

(2007) writes of the need to instill in school children a sense of self-understanding and self care 

as part of curriculum. This includes understanding the functioning of our bodies, our emotions, 

and our families’ origins. The recorded stories have within them elements of each. 

Caring for Friends and Community 

Bill and Marilyn Brant’s (October 2010) idea of family, which includes the people of 

their nation, would be seen by other cultures as community. Caring for friends and community 

represents the widening of Noddings’ (2003) circles and is spoken of in many of the stories. For 

example, June Hagerman (March 2010) invites both friends and strangers to walk with her 

through the bush. She loves to share that experience with others and to watch as the wonder of 



being there engulfs them. When her phone rings and someone asks permission to walk on her 

property, she describes her reaction as “joyful.”  

This is also true of Deb Troy (November 2009), who takes great pleasure in welcoming 

friends and clients to her home. As a registered massage therapist, Deb purposefully has her 

office set up overlooking the vista of fields and trees that surround her property, so that those 

who come to her for physical healing will be able to share in the richness of the landscape. Her 

caring for people extends beyond a professional responsibility and into the community, as she 

speaks of having people come to stay at her home from time to time. However, this was not 

always easy for her. Deb tells of the time when a neighbor began building on the property 

adjacent to hers. She says, “A man built there and I was depressed for a very long time—

probably two months—which is a very long time for me. I am not a depressive person, but that 

just upset me … I know things are changing … I mean, I should want to share paradise with 

others.” Lois Clarke (April 2010) reflects with some frustration on the changing face of her old 

neighbourhood, especially the movement of people from the city into farmland. Her voice rises 

when she recalls a conversation where a newcomer was complaining about the smell of cattle in 

the summer. Although she speaks of fond memories shared with people who lived around the 

family, in response to the current situation she says, “Why did they move here? They knew the 

cattle were here first and that bothers me.” Accepting changes in a community and being able to 

care for those who bring about those changes is a challenge for sure. 

In other stories, caring for community takes the form of joining organizations such as 

farming groups (Peter Mewett, January 2011); giving to the local food bank (Bill Brant, October 

2010); sharing stories with school children (Doris Wilson, March 2010); or organizing huge 

projects such as Hay West, which moved trainloads of feed donated by Ontario and Quebec 



farmers out to their drought-ridden counterparts in Alberta and Saskatchewan (Cindy Hubble, 

November 2010). Each of these activities is an example of caring for the wider community.   

Claire Bussell’s (February 2010) act of caring for the community takes the form of tree 

planting: “… one of the really good things that we did that I loved was just last spring we had 

8,000 trees planted on our land. You know, we don’t do community involvement a lot, but that’s 

one of those things I look at as our commitment to our community” Peter adds that the 

knowledge that one day other people will walk through those woods gives him great pleasure. 

The importance of living and working in a community where friends and neighbours care 

for each other was brought home to me a few years ago. At the time, a company from Toronto 

was holding meetings in our village to discuss building a new dump site. Our farm and several 

farms surrounding us were targeted as the prime location. According to the hired consultants, our 

land was perfect for a landfill site due to the slope of the land, plus the directional flow of the 

nearby creek, and ready access to transportation routes. We and all our neighbours were appalled 

at the thought and banded together to fight such a proposal, gathering evidence that we could 

indeed prolong the life of our current dump site rather than build a new one. Eventually we won 

our campaign, and the consultants moved on to their next assignment. During the last meeting 

that was held, one of our neighbours commented that if the decision had gone the other way, 

someone would have had to start looking for five farms in proximity to each other. We were not 

going to be separated! 

Caring for Plants and Animals, Insects, and Birds  

Because the stories were collected in an agricultural community and from people of the 

Mohawk Nation, every one of the 27 people interviewed made some mention of caring for 

plants, animals, insects, and birds, which is Noddings’ third circle. Most specifically, caring for 



plants such as trees involves also caring for the birds and animals that make their homes in the 

bush. This observation is also made by Noddings (2003),who opens her chapter with a discussion 

of how all human and animal life depends upon plants. Birds can be included here as well. The 

fact that our relationship to plants is not reciprocal could again raise some problems within the 

caring circle, but Noddings states,  

I could just care take, but in caring the responsive behavior of the cared-for adds 
something to me as one-caring that it cannot give to the perfunctory caretaker. 
The engrossment of caring leads me to learn more about plants in my care, and to 
try harder to meet their needs. (p.160) 
 

She acknowledges that we can develop a relationship with plants, even though it will be, by 

some people’s definition of the word, one-sided. 

 Caring for trees is often spoken about in the stories. Deb Troy (November 2009) and June 

Hagerman (March 2010) both give examples of groups of trees as well as individual trees with 

which they feel a special connection. June speaks of never feeling alone while she is in the bush 

and likens the rustling of leaves to someone talking to her. As Claire Bussell (February 2010) 

plants trees to contribute to her community, so June relates how the planting of individual trees 

on significant occasions has been a tradition in the Hagerman family. The caring she does for 

those trees is related to the caring for family past, present, and future. 

 Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) speaks very specifically about his parents discussing 

how to care for trees. From them he learned that “if you look after the maples and the cedar, etc. 

it is there when you need it.” Their negative reaction to a neighbor who did not care for his 

timber made a lasting impression on Elmer. He is adamant that trees will continue to provide for 

humans as long as the humans make good and caring decisions about forest land. This comes 

very close to Noddings’ (2003) definition of a reciprocal relationship. 



 In Wilma Maracle’s (October 2010) story, she speaks of the joy that caring for a garden 

has brought her. “We had all kinds of space and the whole back terrace was a garden. I had fruit 

trees and raspberry bushes … and tomatoes and potatoes and carrots and cabbage and 

everything. It was just like a picture. That was a garden!” As she speaks, the extent of her caring 

for these plants is evident. These were not just plants that nourished her family’s bodies; these 

were plants that gave back joy in return for the caring Wilma gave to them. 

 Accounts of caring for animals and looking out for their well-being can also be found in 

many of the stories. Alan Coxwell (March 2010) made me chuckle when he said that he brought 

in a bull for his cows rather than artificially inseminate them because he liked to keep the 

romance in farming! While I am sure there was a degree of wryness in this comment, Alan went 

on to say that he had missed having cows after selling his initial herd and had intentionally gone 

looking for more. His daily routine involves not just caring for their basic physical needs of food 

and shelter, but making sure they are comfortable and have the right amount of shade in summer 

and warmth in winter. He admits to learning from cows and to simply enjoying watching them. 

Colin Lake (February 2010), on the other hand, appears to be much more pragmatic in his 

approach to his cattle herd. The motivation for him to look after, rather than care, for these 

animals is the economic benefit realized from good animal husbandry. The two farmers are very 

different in their philosophical approach to chores. A probable explanation for this is that Alan 

does not need to support his family with the profit he makes from his cows. Colin does.  

Doris Wilson’s (March 2010) approach to the wild animals surrounding her is much like 

Colin Lake’s (February 2010), as she sees them as a source of sustenance. There is no sense of 

caring for these creatures in her story. In fact, since traps are notoriously hurtful to animals, her 

story could be seen to evidence an almost disturbing lack of caring for them. It is an attitude that 



would not be understood by Lee Resmer (February 2011), who often finds it easier to care for 

animals than human beings. Her advice would be that we all take lessons in how to care for each 

other from the animal kingdom. 

Other people distinguish between caring for wild animals and caring for domestic 

animals or pets. Susan Deciantis (January 2011) is greatly concerned for the welfare of her dogs, 

as well as for the deer that frequent her home, but wishes that the elk that destroy farmers’ 

cornfields would disappear or move elsewhere. Her comments on the destruction caused by these 

imported animals resemble those of Barb Thompson (October 2010), who is quite happy to take 

her shotgun and dispose of the cougar menacing her chickens or the coyote stalking her other 

livestock. In both cases the choice of which animal to care for is made based on the wellbeing of 

another species.  

 Sometimes, caring for pets and domestic animals is described in the stories as a source of 

delight and happiness. Jean Morgan (November 2009) obviously loved her little dog as Kirsten 

Stephens (January 2011) now loves her horse and her alpacas and Barb Thompson (October 

2010) loves her goats. Jean’s husband and father-in-law kept horses for work, but she reports, 

“They really loved their horses. They really did.” The attachments of people to these creatures 

result in time spent with them as well as special acts of kindness done. Reading their stories 

reminds me of my mother whose great pleasure upon visiting our house was being greeted by our 

dogs as she parked her car. There were always dog biscuits in her purse and no matter what the 

weather she would always spend her first five minutes here “visiting” with the dogs. Often when 

we were not home my mom would come out to our farm just to have the company of her two 

four-footed friends for an hour or so. This was a reciprocal relationship that lasted through 

several canine lifetimes and through the last two decades of mom’s life. 



 It is also important to include the caring for birds in this circle. Owls feature particularly 

prominently in the stories told by Steve Tubb (November 2009), Peter Bussell (February 2010), 

and Susan Deciantis (January 2011). In each of these accounts, an owl is not just seen or met, but 

admired and remembered. All three people speak of these birds with respect and view their 

encounters with them as a special moment in life. Each person expresses a sense that some 

special communication transpired between themselves and the owl. Caring flows naturally from 

such an experience.  

 Jean Morgan (November 2009) cared for her chickens, her little “biddies” and still 

marvels at the way they followed her around. Hearing her tell of feeding her flock and gathering 

eggs, it becomes clear that doing so was not a 

chore, but a pleasure she looked forward to each 

day. Eugene Burrell (March 2011) exhibits similar 

pleasure when telling about being able to 

watch little chicks hatch in his stepmother’s 

incubator. “Isn’t that wonderful?” he asks 

smilingly, and the care is evident. My 

grandchildren have had the same experience of watching chicks emerge from their eggs through 

the window of an incubator on the dining room table. Their extreme gentleness when handling 

these little fluff balls and their concern that each one be comfortable in a new pen is evidence of 

genuine care. That the chicks quickly learn to trust little hands and come willingly into them for 

food seems to suggest some reciprocity in the relationship. 

 Finally, there is the example of Peter Mewett (January 2011) who definitely fulfills the 

requirements of caring in his work with, and study of, bees. From his understanding of their 



importance to humanity, through to his continually growing knowledge of their needs, Peter’s 

whole story is a lesson in why we need to care for this winged species. His enthusiasm is 

contagious, as he describes the hive’s communal work to protect the queen bee and their 

impressive rate of honey production under ideal conditions. I found myself completely drawn 

into the story, and I have read many articles on the subject since the afternoon we spent together. 

This is good teaching when the student begins to care about the subject as passionately as the 

teacher! 

Caring for the Wider Environment 

In all the stories, care for the wider environment was implicit in some form or other. 

Again, this is to be expected from people whose every day existence depends to some extent on 

the land, the local water and air quality, and the weather that surround them. However, no one 

spoke specifically of caring for this wider circle other than Peter Mewett (January 2011). 

 Peter spoke animatedly about the crucial role bees play in our lives. His knowledge of 

scientific research has led him to care passionately for all aspects of the local and global 

environment as it pertains to bee health. The use of toxic herbicides and pesticides, while 

perhaps producing greater crop yields, frightens him when he considers the overall effect they 

will have on bee colonies and their ability to pollinate fields. For Peter, this equation amounts to 

short-term gain in profit for long-term loss of food production worldwide. He does not 

understand how politicians cannot, or will not, act to prevent the widespread destruction of bee 

colonies by limiting the use of chemicals. 

 Peter is also concerned about new diseases that are attacking bees due to the 

intermingling of wild and domestic bees and the stress caused by the new trend of transporting 

bees over wide distances to pollinate various crops. Both these factors, Peter believes, will result 



in alarming changes to bee behavior and even to further bee deaths. This outcome, if not 

avoided, will have a disastrous effect on our global environment. Peter concludes his story with, 

“Bees are essential to us for our own survival over the long-term and we gotta keep looking for 

the right ways (to do something). It may mean changes in agriculture to a point.” 

Caring for Things and Ideas 

Looking for evidence of this circle of caring within the stories, I was drawn first to Elmer 

Buchanan’s (February 2011) care for his stone fences and his century old barn and to Barb 

Thompson’s (October 2010) admission that it was the stone fences that attracted her to her 

property. In both cases, there is an attachment to something inanimate that gives great pleasure 

and yet requires upkeep and maintenance. Anyone who has a stone fence knows that soil erosion 

and weather play havoc with the placement of the stones and that yearly inspection and 

replacement is vital if the fences are to continue to do their work of keeping livestock enclosed. 

The same is true of old barns: Their survival does not come easily. Upkeep, which involves the 

annual lugging of heavy rocks or bracing of old timbers, is hard work. Someone who chooses not 

to replace these things with three strands of electric wire or a modern structure does so because 

they value them highly.  

 Other stories speak of taking care of things such as wells and pipe lines (Rob Belnap, 

May 2010), barn floors and roofs (Bill Brant, October 2010), and chimneys (Bill Maracle, 

(October 2010) for very practical reasons, which is different from simply caring for the thing 

itself. The motivation for taking care of such things is the well-being of the animals or humans 

that need them. This distinction is important in our understanding of what Noddings (2007) 

means by the caring children should be taught in schools. Taking care of these things is still a 

vital act in the chain of caring for and about other species, but it does not mean that you care for 



the thing itself. I care for our grandchildren, and therefore I take care of our well in order that 

they not get sick from drinking our water; I care for our dogs, and therefore I take care of their 

kennels in order that they have a clean place to sleep; I care for my garden, and therefore I take 

care of the sprinkler system in order that the plants can be watered; I care for our century home, 

and therefore I take care of the alarm system in order that we not lose it to fire. 

 In the area of caring for ideas the most obvious story would again be that of Peter Mewett 

(January 2011). He cares deeply for the ideas generated through his research and study. He 

spends hours pondering the question of bee health and future survival and searches for new ideas 

on the subject. His story is an excellent example of how intangible ideas can be cared for and 

protected. But I also found caring for ideas in Lois Clarke’s (April 2010) story about her love of 

art and in John Baker’s (March 2010) account of how his father would have loved to go to 

university. 

  Caring for thoughts and ideas is also evident in Bill Brant’s (October 2010) story about 

trying, as a Mohawk person, to sell the vision of owning a farm to bank managers and federal 

agricultural representatives. His commitment to the dream of farming was not thwarted by the 

racism he encountered or by economic woes. Having built up his own successful dairy farm, Bill 

continues to care for the idea of helping Native people, like himself, to enter the agricultural 

business by setting up a lending company from which they can borrow necessary capital.  

 When reading the stories through the lens of Nel Noddings’ (2003) circles of caring, I 

found no significant difference between the accounts given by people who are members of the 

Mohawk nation and those who are not. Neither were there any notable differences between the 

accounts of these two groups and those of people who were not generational farmers, but had 

lived in this area for 20 plus years. In fact, comparison of the three groups of people in regards to 



their caring practices would suggest that the land has indeed taught the same lessons to all. This, 

in turn, has resulted in people who share many more similarities than differences. 

Second Lens: The Land as Teacher and Informer 

In her previously quoted book, The Circle Unfolds (1995), Battiste, draws from the 

teachings of two First Nations; it is their traditional land that is the central character in the 27 

stories at the heart of my research. She uses the 

ancient Anishinabe medicine wheel (named 

sacred circle in the Haudenosaunee tradition, to 

which the Mohawk people belong) to illustrate 

the four areas of human development and growth 

through which a child reaches maturity: the 

body, the mind, the heart, and the spirit. In  

this paradigm the four quadrants of the 

wheel reflect the physical, mental, 

emotional, and spiritual components of our lives. In order for us to live balanced lives, as with 

any wheel, each quadrant must be equal; one quadrant cannot outweigh another or balance is 

lost. But the four directions of the wheel, according to Battiste (1995), are not complete without 

an understanding of two more directions: that which is under (the earth) and that which is above 

(the cosmos). These two additional directions affect all others and provide the teaching needed to 

live healthy lives. We, and all that is within us, are at the centre of the wheel. 

Ojibway writer Basil Johnston gives a more detailed definition of the land in the 

introduction to his book, Honour Earth Mother (2003). He is frustrated by what he perceives to 

be the European definition of land—that land is merely something that covers the earth’s surface. 



He describes land as the “trees and shrubs, plants and flowers, insects, birds, animals and fish … 

the rock carved into mountains, hills, valleys, scarps and meadows; the water falling as rain from 

above …” and ends by stating, “The land is everything” (xiv). For people who share this 

worldview, Mother Earth is not passive, but takes an active part in communicating with the 

human species. “Men and women watching the plants, insects, birds and animals will learn 

something … it is the Earth telling them something they didn’t know before” (Johnston, 2003, 

xiv). Although I have used the word land, it is with this wider understanding of the term that I 

have interpreted the data collected through the stories.  

Also in deference to the indigenous worldview, I have chosen to use the feminine 

pronoun when referring to the land throughout this analysis. This choice fits with my own 

perception of the land as being my physical nurturer and provider, as well as both source and 

guide for my spiritual and emotional health. The word land, to me, encompasses not only the 

physical elements around me such as rocks and trees and water, but also the way the sky looks 

and the weather patterns. It includes the myriad of life forms existing beneath the soil under our 

feet and the invisible creatures floating through the air. There are sacred times when I am in the 

midst of this ‘land’ that I feel my own being to be intimately connected to all of those things 

mentioned and I treasure those times. They instill within me a sense of connectedness that insists 

on acknowledging the land as a life force, as Her. This same connectedness results in my sense 

of living with the land rather than on Her. It is with this relationship in mind that I have 

conducted my research. 

Celia Haig-Brown explains the concept of land to her students by stating, “In this course 

outline, land is italicized to emphasize the complexity of our use of the concept. For our 

purposes, land encompasses all waters, earth, and air and is seen simultaneously to be an animate 



and spiritual being constantly in flux.” (personal communication, December 14, 2011). She 

focused upon this notion of the land as teacher during a presentation entitled Pedagogy of the 

Land, given to the Eastern Ontario Regional Professional Learning Circle of Native Studies 

Teachers (October 2010). Also referring to the medicine wheel as a model of balance for human 

existence, she contended that Western education systems could learn a great deal from a close 

examination of the wheel and its teachings, especially in the area of learning from the land. 

Using her wider definition of the word land, and the one quoted from Johnston previously, Haig-

Brown expanded on the notion that, according to the Aboriginal worldview, it is the land that 

teaches and nurtures us physically, mentally, spiritually, and emotionally.  

How do teachings from the land encompass our physicality? Haig-Brown cited examples 

of both urban and rural dwellers whose lives were controlled by the variance in climate and the 

vagaries of weather. The city dweller whose commute to work is delayed by a snowstorm learns 

that the force of nature is great enough to send computerized transit schedules into chaos. The 

city dweller also learns to walk carefully on ice and to take sore muscles into account while 

shoveling through drifts. Those who live in rural areas understand the dangers to health posed by 

well pollution during spring run-off and the need for caution around overflowing rivers and 

streams. Haig-Brown notes that we have bodies made of matter and we interact with matter; 

thus, while we may not always be aware of the immediate and secondary effects the land has on 

our physical selves, we cannot be immune to those effects or teachings. In Battiste’s (1995) 

opinion, we are bound to the earth and only when we acknowledge that primal relationship will 

Western educators begin to understand the depth of teaching offered by the land. 

If the land addresses our physicality and moulds us through our interactions with Her, 

what about the mental, emotional, and spiritual areas of our existence? By looking at what 



learning must be gained in order to live in a certain place, it becomes easier for us to understand 

how the land forms and teaches our minds and emotional centres. As children, we learn to think 

about directions in order to return home each evening and to consider the weather before 

deciding on appropriate clothing. We use our minds to judge distance between house and car and 

to understand climate change and predict growing seasons. At a young age, we begin to evaluate 

the possibility of rain or snow by watching the sky. Similarly, our emotions are affected by the 

land upon which we live. In language commonly used to denote feelings, children will say they 

love spring and hate cold winter days. And psychological research has suggested that we are 

indeed profoundly affected by the amount of sunlight available and the sound of water lapping. 

We grow into emotional maturity as we come to understand the seasonal cycles of nature and the 

truth that what dies in fall will resurrect in spring.  

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of our lives to define is that of spirituality—an aspect of 

humanity rarely considered in western education. Battiste simplifies the concept of spirituality by 

defining it as a relationship with all things, hearkening back to the traditional expression, “All 

my relations” (Battiste, 1995, p.19), which refers to our connection to every other being with 

whom we share this planet and beyond. It is a huge concept. How does the land teach this sense 

of connectedness? It teaches through exposure to and reflection on the magnitude of a sunset, the 

possibility contained in a seed, the reality of inter-species communication, the powerful forces of 

weather, the development of an embryo in an egg. 

Before determining how this pedagogy of the land might be applied to the stories I have 

been given, it is important to heed Battiste’s words about the six directions: “The six directions 

are not a model, but a pattern or an organizing principle. Models connote a small, imperfect copy 

of something more real. The six directions are a way of thinking about existing in the universe” 



(Battiste, 1995, p. 16). They provide a way of thinking about the experiences of life with the 

land, as exemplified in the stories collected. 

The Land Forms Bodies 

The effect of the land on physical development features prominently in the stories 

collected. All but two of the 27 stories specifically mention how living with the land has affected 

the body of the storyteller. A powerful example comes from John Baker (March 2010): 

We would help with the hay, we’d help with the cultivation of the cauliflower, 
and the hoeing, and all the other things that had to happen on the farm. We would 
work late evenings, but at the end of the summer in our teens we would be just as 
brown as berries, and we were strong … strong as horses. We would go back to 
school, to the next year and we were just so strong that we’d be wrestling and 
fighting with the other kids and nobody could touch us because we were just so 
strong and muscular just by hard work. We didn’t have to pump iron, didn’t have 
to do any silly stuff like that and didn’t have to go jogging. We were so fit, just 
from work … I’ll go work in the barn in the morning; I’ll go work in the barn at 
night because I equate work with staying fit … you put 1000 bales in the barn in a 
day and you work together and you work in the heat and you work up in the heat 
of the barn and you put all that away and you come in at night and you’re tired 
from hard physical work … I think it is a righteous thing to be involved in hard 
work that’s physical, that puts bread on the table and feeds this country. 
 

John’s account of how the work that the land requires shapes individual bodies is echoed in Alan 

Coxwell’s (March 2010) description of his work in the barn as “bovine aerobics.” In his fifties 

and still spreading the daily collection of manure over a ten-acre field using just a pitchfork and 

wheelbarrow, Alan says, “Every day when I come in I change my T-shirt ’cause it’s soaked with 

sweat. I can’t get in my car and drive to a gym in town and pay them twenty bucks and get on a 

treadmill, so it all works together and in the summertime I’m doing hay and there’s the garden 

and I’m still building my house.”  

 In this climate, the construction of permanent shelter for animals and humans is an 

immediate necessity. Several stories relate the hard work involved in this process. Bill and 

Marilyn Brant (October 2010) relate their surprise at the amount of work it took to make both 



their house and their barn into livable dwellings when they first purchased their own farm. They 

speak of having to repair the broken down barn first, so that their cows would be safe and dry. 

Each night, after finishing their day jobs in other locations, they worked alongside each other 

shoveling out old manure, breaking up and removing cement, moving beams and replacing 

broken windows. The livestock had to be protected from the severity of winter if the farm was 

ever to become a reality; only after the barn was constructed could they move on to repairs and 

renovations for their own home. Barb Thompson (October 2010) also speaks of needing to tear 

down and rebuild her chicken coop, to keep the birds safe from both weather and predators. She 

and Doris Wilson (March 2010) are women in their seventies who have taken a primary role in 

the building of their own houses and are proud of being able to both work hard and maintain 

their health and stamina through physical labour. They are proud that their efforts have resulted 

in protection from the natural elements for both themselves and their livestock. Living on their 

land has afforded them both the necessity and the opportunity to develop physical skills and 

strength that belie their years. 

The maintenance of homes and buildings for livestock also features predominantly in the 

stories told. Rob and Linda Belnap (May 2010) speak honestly about their first winter living on 

their acreage: 

When I lived in town I took it all for granted. I took for granted just turning on the 
tap and water came out … here it didn’t come out. We had no well, we had no 
septic, and we had an outhouse. We totally roughed it, eh? And all those things, I 
didn’t realize. The work with the firewood, like how much wood we had to cut … 
I just didn’t realize the tremendous amount of work the people before us must 
have endured just to keep warm. 
 

Rob goes on to talk about digging a trench from the barn to the house with a shovel, because he 

had no money to rent a backhoe. The trench had to be four feet down into the earth so the water 

would not freeze in winter; thus, he began to understand that climate was a major factor in the 



land to which he had moved. Later, after hauling water by toboggan from the nearby creek all 

winter, he put up eaves troughs and connected them to a cistern in order to have water to wash 

with and to give to animals. Alan Coxwell (March 2010) had the same experience of drawing 

water using a toboggan in winter, and large jars during a dry summer. He eventually dug a 

cistern to keep rainwater and marvels at the work that addition saved. 

When you live with the land, the work of maintenance is not confined to buildings. Doris 

Wilson (March 2010) speaks of the seasonal work of gardening, turning the ground in spring, 

planting, and harvesting—all by hand. She also spends summers repairing traps for her winter 

income (from pelts) and making sure her fences are secure and posted well to keep out other 

hunters. June Hagerman (March 2010) says of maintaining the sugar bush, “It’s hard work. 

Syrup … people say it is expensive … that’s because it’s hard work.” Elmer Buchanan (February 

2011) echoes this when he says, “So, if you looked after the maples and cedar, etc., they were 

there when you needed [them].”  

My own experience is that the land calls from us the very most we can physically give in 

order to be warm in winter, have a crop in summer, provide for our livestock and be able to eat 

food grown on our own property. None of these things come easily, although they each provide 

an element of satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment. I can empathize with Jean Morgan 

(November 2009) when she recalls with delight seeing a table set with food all produced on their 

property, even knowing the physical effort expended. Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) says, 

“One of the things that has always been important to me is that if you live on the land you can 

feed yourself. You can be self-sufficient and what we can produce with the land allows us to 

survive and enjoy life.” The body is repaid for its labour with good nutrition and sustenance. 



Fresh vegetables, meat, maple syrup, eggs, milk, butter—all require great effort in the 

production, but all giving back nutrients to keep the body strong and fit. 

But not all labour is reported as being very hard. Gladys Maracle (February 2011), Wilma 

Maracle (October 2010), and Jean Morgan (November 2009) each recall the pleasure of walking 

or riding on horseback each afternoon to bring in the cows from pasture. This was a quiet time 

for reflection, an enjoyable activity. The milking, which had to be done by hand before dinner 

and again in the morning before breakfast, is also remembered as a chore with benefits: easier on 

the body and providing immediate reward.  Although now more mechanized, this experience is 

implicit in Colin Lake’s (February 2010) story as he tells of struggling to fill his dairy quota by 

milking three times daily rather than the traditional twice. Although physically tired, Colin is 

proud that he is able to continue the dairy farm started by his grandfather. He also speaks of the 

rewards that come from growing and harvesting all his own feed even though the process 

demands long, grueling hours in the fields and short nights of summer sleep. Churning butter 

and/or cheese making is mentioned by Gladys Maracle (February 2011), Marilyn Brant (October 

2010) and Jean Morgan (November 2009) as work that is hard for farm women, but is also 

rewarding in its results. The muscles referred to proudly by John Baker (March 2010) and Alan 

Coxwell (March 2010) come from working in the fields: They are built up in calves and forearms 

as livestock and families are cared for and fed. These chores, diverse though they are, are seen as 

physically beneficial both in the exercise they provide and the sense of well-being that results 

from their completion.  

The history of hard work and physical effort required by the land is referred to 

throughout these stories, as people reflect on the past and the endeavors made by their 

predecessors to create a life here. Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) marvels that the stone 



dragged from fields to build fences by his great, great grandfather still stay in place, as does the 

foundation for his barn.  

Alan Coxwell (March 2010) knows the work of rock gathering first hand, and he gives an 

account of dragging rocks from a nearby 

field to build his own foundation, which 

he hopes will outlast him and be 

available to future tenants on his land.  

Gladys Maracle (February 

2011), looking back over her nine plus 

decades, remembers being a little girl 

and watching her Dad walk behind a 

team of horses cutting hay, while her mom drove another team of horses and a hay rake. She 

says, “When all the hay was raked, and piled into mounds, my father hitched the team of horses 

to the hay wagon and went back into the fields to pick up the hay mounds. This took several 

people, one man on each side of the wagon.” For Eugene Burrell (March 2011), the farm on 

which we now live is alive with memories of his grandparents hauling rocks to build the barn 

foundation and clearing space for a larger garden. He tells of the work they did each season to 

prepare for the next: tilling in order to plant planting in order to harvest preserving in order to 

eat, rotating in order to renew. Everything was governed by the earth, weather, and climate. 

Many stories entail memories of working together with others. Both Gladys Maracle 

(February 2011) and Eugene Burrell (March 2011) remember the women on the farm working 

hard in the kitchen to feed the men after a hard day. Lois Clarke (April 2010) recalls that “if 

anybody needed something they didn’t hesitate to go to their neighbours, and we traded stuff and 



work back and forth as long as I can remember.” Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) expresses 

some sadness when he says, “One of the things I feel somewhat passionately about is the fact we 

have lost the ability to work together, because even in my father’s generation when I was 

growing up, other members of the community would come for the traditional threshing of grain 

and that was the grain you used to feed your animals and it was a community thing.” It is ironic 

to me that now when farmers form a group to help each other with haying and other chores, the 

federal government tries to impose a tax on the services offered by those who come to help. The 

work comes under the category of taxable goods and services and bartering such labour is 

subject to tax. 

Another facet of physical work that was mentioned in several stories was the opportunity 

hard work gave to earn money towards a desired goal. Lois Clarke (April 2010) tells of growing 

acres of green onions for sale in local stores in order to achieve her dream of taking art lessons. 

Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) was able to turn his efforts in the family sugar bush into 

spending money for the following year and Doris Wilson (March 2010) was able to buy a freezer 

with the small profit from her trapping. All these people recognize the land as providing a means 

by which they could earn cash for other needs or wants. 

The physical experience of living with the land, as related in many of these stories, can be 

summed up in Gladys Maracle’s (February 2011) words,  

I learned the importance of working together with family, friends and 
neighbours. I learned that living off the land is not easy. I learned that the land 
demands patience, persistence and pain. But I also learned that the rewards are 
great and timeless. 



The Land Forms Minds 

That living with the land teaches thinking and decision-making skills is a theme that 

surfaces often in the stories told. Often the reference is made in passing to something just 

“known” about the weather, the land, or other aspects of nature, from growing up in an 

atmosphere of observation. Aspects of this ancient notion of knowing about and learning from 

natural surroundings has received modern acclaim: It is the eighth form of intelligence referred 

to by Harvard psychologist Howard Gardner (1999), who titles it “naturalistic intelligence.” In 

an online interview with Kathy Chekley (1997), Gardner defines this form of intelligence as he 

ability to recognize and classify plants, minerals, and animals, including rocks and grass and all 

variety of flora and fauna. In the same interview he asserts that

[Pattern recognition] is an ability we need to survive as human beings. We need, 
for example, to know which animals to hunt and which to run away from … brain 
evidence supports the existence of the naturalist intelligence. There are certain 
parts of the brain particularly dedicated to the recognition and the naming of what 
are called “natural” things. 
 

The evidence that a connection to the natural world is hard-wired into our very brain structure is 

an example of 21st century science supporting traditional knowledge. 

Our ability to recognize patterns of natural phenomena could be expanded to include 

knowledge of weather patterns, star constellations, and recurring seasonal changes. Haig-Brown 

(October 2010) speaks of “not knowing what or how we know” and gives the example of 

someone who always knows the compass direction in which they are heading, but has no idea 

how they know that. People who know when weather is about to change, or who can tell the clay 

content of soil by gently rubbing it between their fingers, are also exhibiting this way of 

knowing. It would be impossible for someone to isolate the time when they learned this 

particular knowledge, or who taught it to them. According to Haig-Brown (October 2010), 



exposure, observation, sensual participation, instinct, and example are all possible factors in the 

development of this form of intelligence. Johnston (2003) says, “Our ancestors learned what they 

knew directly from the plants, insects, birds, animals, the daily changes in weather, the motion of 

the wind and waters, and the complexion of the stars, the moon and the sun” (xii). This learning 

is still going on today. 

One of the best examples of the ability to recognize patterns in weather is present in Peter 

Bussell’s (February 2010) story, when he says: 

We look out and we see when did the ice form on the lake and when did it go off? 
We look and we see the crows and we know the ice is going to go because all of 
the detritus that goes up to the top freezes just beneath the ice and so the crows 
land because they can eat it. And so that is the telltale sign that the ice is going 
within the next couple of days. We see the crows on the lake, or we look at the 
sky and my favourite (constellation), Orion, is the winter constellation, and winter 
is here.  
 

Reflecting the predictability she has learned to expect from living with the land, Doris Wilson 

(March 2010) speaks of keeping a journal for many years, in which she recorded the regular 

appearance of certain edible plants every year during the same months:  

From the 1st of May (there is) dandelion … and then wild leeks and fiddleheads. Then 
duck eggs and turtle eggs later … wild asparagus, stinging nettles (for tea), rhubarb, 
elephant blossoms, raspberries, strawberries, blackberry leaves, raspberry leaves and 
blackcap leaves for tea. 
 

 The patterns of growth are so consistent that Wilson bases her annual nutritional needs on this 

knowledge, much as the original Anishinabe and Haudenosaunee peoples, who lived here 

centuries before, would have relied on the land to supply their food according to an observed 

pattern. 

 The practice of learning through observation and differentiation of natural phenomena is 

often cited in the stories as a means of determining what wildlife is present on the land. Susan 

Deciantis (January 2011), Barb Thompson (October 2010), Peter Bussell (February, 2010), and 



Lee Resmer (February 2011) all speak of seeing various samples of animal scat on the ground 

and being thereby alerted to the presence of bears, cougars, deer, and coyotes in the vicinity. 

June Hagerman (March 2010) and Deb Troy (November 2009) see patterns in the tree leaves and 

bark that indicate maple sugar time is approaching or the season is changing, while Steve Tubb 

(November 2009) displays an understanding of the feeding patterns of wild birds when he says 

of owls, “We just haven’t had the winters that have caused them to come south looking for 

food.”  

Recognizing nutrient-rich hay and soil, viable crops and garden produce, and good 

quality milk and cream feature in the stories of Colin Lake (February 2010), Bill Brant (October 

2010), and John Baker (March 2010). Without this ability to discern desirable patterns in both 

land usage and production, none of them would be able to support their families. Again, this 

reflects a skill practiced for centuries by the inhabitants of this area. It is a knowledge passed 

down from generation to generation, often beginning in infancy, as children such as Gladys 

Maracle (February 2011) followed their parents around on their daily activities. 

 The same skills of close observation learned from a life of relationship with the land lead 

John Baker (March 2010) to note, “I drive by farms and I see the collapse of the old, what they 

call “bank barns,” the hip roof barns and it’s a sign of what we saw twenty years ago in upper 

state New York: the collapse of the agricultural economy.” His observation of changing patterns 

of land use and the tell-tale signs of neglect make Baker to wonder as to why others are not also 

able to “read” the landscape and take appropriate action to save arable land and protect the 

agricultural economy. His understanding of the need to protect the land in order that we might 

continue to thrive as a species reiterates Battiste’s (1995) contention that we need to recognize 



our need for all the elements of the medicine wheel and treat each with respect, if we are to live 

healthy lives. 

In other stories, however, the teller reports a specific search for knowledge needed to live 

successfully on this land. Sometimes this knowledge has been gained through the conversation 

and influence of more experienced land dwellers, and other times it’s been gained through 

research—an exercise Bill Brant (October 2010) refers to as “book learning”—and a desire to 

study a land-related subject. In a few cases, more formal education was sought before a 

commitment was made to live with the land. Whether it is knowledge gained through formal or 

informal means, it becomes clear from the stories that the land teaches and requires those who 

live on it to be mentally alert and observant. 

 For some of the people interviewed, living with the land presented a challenge that led 

them to pursue a specific course in formal education. Bill Brant (October 2010), although 

brought up within a Mohawk community and exposed to traditional teachings regarding the land, 

decided as a young man to attend Kemptville Agricultural College to learn more about farming 

practices. He wanted to make his living through agriculture and to do that he had to know about 

modern techniques. Interestingly, although he has the technical knowledge gained from this 

experience of tertiary education, it is his wife Marilyn whom he credits as being “an excellent 

farmer.” Marilyn demonstrates her strong attachment to the land when she says, “This is our land 

and this is where we wanted to be.” For others a specific issue became a catalyst, prompting 

them to seek specific knowledge from others. Deb Troy (November 2009) speaks of needing to 

consult an arborist regarding the ill-health of some trees outside her home. Consider the depth of 

wisdom learned in this experience: “I was all really sad, but this person said trees have a life 

expectancy just like you and I. So I’m trying to accept what happens.” Colin Lake (February 



2010) used a nutrient analysis program to explain the deficits in his herd-feeding program and 

thereby came to better understand the relationship between nutrition and pregnancy rates in 

cattle. His fields are tired from years of producing hay and need to be dressed with good 

fertilizer; without it, they will produce only marginal feed. Giving back to the earth that has 

sustained a family for three generations is a lesson well learned through the use modern 

expertise, but it is one that stems naturally in the worldview that sees our life with the land as 

relational. 

 This concept of relationship between all species and the land becomes very clear in Peter 

Mewett’s (January 2011) account of his in-depth study of domesticated and wild species of 

honey bees and their colonies. Over years of informal observation and structured learning 

through various beekeepers’ organizations, he has become wise in the ways of these small beings 

that have been around for thousands of years. He speaks with insistence when stressing the 

importance of them to our human survival. According to his reading, over the last three years in 

Ontario, we have lost over one-third of our domestic honey bees to new diseases and to modern 

agricultural practices, which include the use of toxic herbicides and pesticides. Citing scientific 

studies that show bee health to be declining worldwide, Mewett makes a sophisticated and 

logically sound case for their protection: 

You think of what animals eat, cows for example forage on hay crops and so 
forth and if we lose some of those hay crops that depend on honey bees for 
pollination, and then it’s going to affect the animals, which will in turn affect 
us. The same thing is true for other fruits and vegetables, all the way along. It’s 
got a ripple effect all the way up and it would certainly be an economic disaster 
as well as a food disaster for the world. 
 

Mewett’s interpretation of these scientific studies strongly supports the traditional belief of 

relationships between the species. His observations have led him to seek such support in 

research, in order to convince people, including politicians, of the immediate necessity of 



acknowledging our dependence on bees and our responsibility to take appropriate actions to 

protect them. This is a powerful lesson taught by the land, through scientific means, about the 

dangers of using chemicals and upsetting the natural balance. Although very different from the 

learning described in Doris Wilson’s (March 2010) story, both cases underscore the careful study 

and timely observation needed to understand what teaching the land has to impart. Both Wilson 

and Mewett exhibit a learned appreciation of the connectedness between the land, other species, 

and us. 

 Knowledge about the land comes to us in many ways. Some knowledge is simply, 

inexplicably embedded in us and some knowledge is learned through experts and studies. But 

some knowledge is gained through observation of the land, through our ability to observe and 

ponder, to mull over and try to understand, to think deep and long about something. 

Philosophers, from Plato on, have contemplated the meaning of life while watching the stars or 

the work of an ant. It is curiosity and wonder that cause people like Lee Resmer (February 2011), 

Susan Deciantis (January 2011), and June Hagerman (March 2010) to spend hours contemplating 

such phenomena as the social actions of animals, the history of land use, and the repetitious 

patterns of the seasons, and to then begin applying the learning acquired to their own lives. It is 

through this exercise of thinking that I have come to have some understanding of life cycles and 

the importance of protecting the body in order to protect the inner life (i.e. a damaged seedpod 

does not produce as vital a plant as a healthy seedpod does). I have watched vines overtake trees 

and thought about what it means to be a good neighbor, found water after digging down through 

parched soil and thought about outside appearances, and picked wild fruit and thought about 

generosity. In each of these circumstances the land has informed my thinking and challenged me 

to make connections to my own experiences.  



The Land Forms Emotions 

In considering the emotional and spiritual teachings from the land—Haig-Brown’s third 

and fourth noted areas—it is sometimes difficult to separate the two. The question of where 

emotions, or feelings, end and where a sense of the spiritual begins is hard to answer in many 

cases. Since any delineation between the two is arbitrary within the context of the medicine 

wheel and its teachings regarding our whole selves, I have chosen to use the yardstick of 

connectedness as a guideline for purposes of analysis. When an identifiable emotion such as love 

or frustration or anger or satisfaction is generated, I have included that example in this section on 

how the land forms our emotional selves. Since relationship implies reciprocity, I have also 

included in this section how the land has been perceived to respond when strong feelings have 

been evidenced. At times when the feeling has aroused, or has been aroused by, a deeper 

awareness of or sense of connectedness to a force outside of oneself (i.e. a Higher Being, God, 

Mother Earth, etc.), I have included that story in the section following this one. Again, this 

separation is for ease of explanation and organizational purposes only, as I accept the teaching 

that all elements of our selves are intimately and intrinsically connected and that what affects one 

part of us will inevitably affect our whole being. 

 Among the stories collected are many reports of happiness at having lived closely with 

the land and delight in the opportunities this experience has provided. Jean Morgan (November 

2009) begins her story with “I had a ball!” and ends with the emphatic “I’ve had a GOOD life!” 

Deb Troy (November 2009) describes her “delight” at living in “paradise,” while Wilma Maracle 

(October 2010) laughingly recalls the absolute pleasure that accompanied the smell of fresh 

mown hay. Rob Belnap (May 2010) states that he has never been so happy in his life as he was 

during the two years that it took to make a livable dwelling for his family and livestock on the 



farm they had purchased. “I would jump out of bed early and have all this work to do, and I was 

the happiest I’ve ever been because I was finally on a farm.” In fact, an element of happiness and 

satisfaction stemming from the land can be found in every one of the stories collected. Even 

Colin Lake (February 2010), despite his current struggles, is pleased that he has been able to find 

an answer to the problem of poor quality feed and looks with hope towards the future.  

 In light of the great number of times happiness is spoken about in the stories, it is 

interesting to see that feelings of frustration also feature prominently. This frustration is often 

spoken about as the result of coming to understand the dependence of humankind upon weather, 

soil, temperature, water level, etc. Cindy Hubble (November 2010) illustrates this dichotomy 

when she discusses her own emotional response to the power of the land: 

The land has taught us a lot of things about gratitude, about submitting. I mean, 
you have to accept the fact that you are not the centre of everything and that a lot 
of other things are in control of what you do, particularly when you’re farming. 
You know, you do your best to do things right, but there’s Mother Nature who has 
the final say in just about everything …. We make our living from [the land]. It 
provides us with food … heat, shelter, everything. It always amazes me that when 
you sit and look at water or a beautiful sunset and the peace and calm is there, and 
just as quickly it can turn into a force that can take your life, like the beautiful 
Crowe River. There have been young people around here, or people my age that 
have lost their lives in a snowstorm around the river. I mean it’s so opposite, it’s 
like a paradox. 
 

Earlier in her story, Cindy talks about the drought a few years ago that sent Western Canadian 

wheat farmers into bankruptcy and about other summers when rain made a third cut of hay 

impossible here. The third cut is the cut that tips a small farm’s economic scales between bare 

survival and profit. June Hagerman (March 2010) puts it this way, “You feel you can organize 

and map your life. [The land] does not allow that and you must be respectful of that.” 

These are all examples of times when the land appears to be holding back her 

benevolence. The resulting sense of frustration, even anger, is voiced by many: June Hagerman 



(March 2010) speaks of the quality of maple syrup being dependent on night-time temperatures; 

Susan Deciantis (January 2011) describes the problem elk are causing in the corn fields; Peter 

and Claire Bussell (February 2010) note how bears contribute to the already fragile life of bees; 

and Jean Morgan (November 2009) mourns the fact that a small farm could not support three 

families. In all these cases, significant emotional struggle has occurred within people as they 

have come to realize the enormous power of the land’s forces and their own limitations. To use 

Kirsten Stephen’s (January 2011) expression, the land can “test your mettle” for sure. 

Apart from the feelings of happiness and frustration, a deep sense of satisfaction and 

well-being, of contentment, was the most commonly mentioned feeling in the stories collected. 

The sources of this well-being are many and varied: Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) talks of 

the satisfaction of producing enough food to feed his family through the year; John Baker 

(March 2010) and Alan Coxwell (March 2010) note physical strength acquired through hard 

work on the land; Bill Brant (October 2010) and Rob Belnap (May 2010) speak with pride about 

the accomplishment of maintaining a relationship with the land that others thought impossible; 

and Steve Tubb (November 2009) and Susan Deciantis (January 2011) describe a close 

encounter with another species that transcended normal experience.  

There are also accounts of sadness, both in the words of the stories recorded and in the 

facial expressions and gestures used in the telling. Deb Troy (November 2009) was sad when her 

trees were ill, and both John Baker (March 2010) and Lois Clarke (April 2010) were deeply 

saddened at the change in land use they see currently. But, these stories more commonly note the 

land’s positive influence on feelings of sadness, despair and depression. Many note her ability to 

heal and bring comfort when these negative emotions arise. June Hagerman (March 2010) invites 



people who she knows to be going through difficult times to come walking through the bush with 

her: 

I don’t know what it is. Whether it is the meandering through the woods, the 
opportunity of sharing that peace, the opportunity of quiet talk … it always allows 
us at the end of the trip either not to say the problem is solved, but some choices 
are on the table. A person is allowed to catch their breath. 
 

Deb Troy (November 2009) also reports this healing ability of the land: “Many people come here 

to recover … There have been lots of difficult times. Lots of things people have gone through 

and they have been able to stay here while they went through it.” For Cindy Hubble (November 

2010) the land is her friend and confidante during difficult times: 

I also find the land a very centering factor. I can walk out there, and I do very 
often, especially when there’s turmoil in my life. If I need some kind of balance, 
some kind of centre, it is there. Quite often I’ll go out and I’ll just go for a walk. I 
walk about and catch my breath before I say something I may not want to say. 
And I usually can find an answer. It’s not always an answer I like, but I find an 
answer to deal with the situation. 
 

It is interesting that both June Hagerman (March 2010) and Cindy Hubble (November 2010) 

speak of having the opportunity to catch one’s breath by walking on the land during times of 

emotional upheaval. It is as though, for these women and the friends who walk with them on the 

land, the air entering their bodies brings life and healing. Kirsten Stephens (January 2011) found 

relief from overwhelming grief while working with her horse, while Lee Resmer (February 

2011) found safety and relief from loneliness in physical isolation in the bush. For me it is the 

soil that soothes my feelings. When I am hurt or upset or just feeling the pressures of time 

constraints in everyday life, the actions of digging, planting, weeding, and pruning in my garden 

are like medicines. I love to feel the soil with my fingers and it is the first place I go when I need 

to work things out. This is so important to me that during the winter months I have a greenhouse 

where I can putter on all but the coldest days. For those I have lots of indoor plants growing. 



This ability of the land to be both catalyst and healer for emotions is reflected in ancient 

teachings.  Many First Nations people use the four “medicines”—sage, cedar, sweet grass, and 

tobacco—in smudging ceremonies. While some nations, such as the Mohawk people, use them 

separately (Porter, personal communication, June 12, 2011), others, such as the Stoney Nakota 

people, use them together according to my friend and elder, Duane Mark (personal 

communication, May 13, 2011). Whatever style is practiced, the belief is that the land has 

provided a means whereby humans can balance their emotions and the other aspects of their 

being. Here is where the boundaries between emotion and spirit overlap. Implicit in this notion 

are a relationship and a connection to the land as a personal entity, capable of knowing and being 

known, caring and being cared for. Johnston (2003) clearly expresses this ancient expectation of 

people for an intimate and caring relationship with the land as he writes: 

When our spirits flag and are burdened with cares and worries, losses and 
sorrows, Mother Earth comforts us. She whispers and chants to the downhearted 
and dispirited through the tree tops, over the meadows, in cascades and rapids. It 
is a mother’s soothing voice offering solace to the low in spirit. She whispers, “I 
love you. I care.” (p.vi) 
 

The Land Forms Our Spirits (Our Souls) 

It is easier to recognize the spiritual references in the stories when people have used 

traditional names for a Divine Being. John Baker (March 2010) clearly names the Christian God 

when he describes his parents, but he also acknowledges that for others the name was different: 

[My parents] were a church-going people. They were a people of faith and they 
believed. Somehow the people of faith and the people who lived on the land were 
very close, because when you depend on the weather and you depend entirely on 
a decent crop, you know there is a Higher Being.  
 

Again, June Hagerman (March 2010) names her own belief, while including the beliefs of others, 

when she says about walking through the sugar bush,  

It’s probably the most spiritual experience that I think one can have, as someone 
who is a believer in God and a believer in nature and sees the whole power of 



Mother Nature … [farmers] realize there is a different Being, a Higher Being, if 
you will, that is out there, that you have to be respectful of in terms of what your 
actions are going to be.  
 

Deb Troy (November 2009) acknowledges that only her faith in God calmed the fear she felt 

initially upon moving from an urban area to the land she now calls paradise. “You’ll be all right. 

This is your place” is what she heard God say to her during the first few days. 

 These are four very specific experiences where a connection to the Divine is named and 

explained. In other stories, the spiritual nature of experiences is less concrete and more mystical 

in nature. For example, Steve Tubb (November 2009), Peter Bussell (March 2011), and Susan 

Deciantis (January 2011), all speak of encounters with owls that left them with a sense of 

intimate connection, almost like entering another reality for a few moments. Bill Brant (October 

2010) explains, “There is something there when you see spring coming. You see the land come 

back to life. You see animals being born, and, you know, you see animals dying. You see the 

circle of life…” This mystical connection with other species is also broadened to plants when 

Deb Troy (November 2009) relates the story of her client watching a rainbow on the trees 

outside the treatment room window.  

I recognize this relationship of plants to the Divine. I can never adequately express the 

feeling of awe that overcomes me when I hold seeds in my hand and realize that I am holding the 

potential food that will nourish my family during the coming year. When harvest time arrives 

and my arms cannot contain the produce from just one squash plant or bean bush, let alone count 

the generations of seeds reproduced within each individual vegetable, I am overwhelmed with an 

unable-to-be-expressed awe at the power of Creation. It is during these glimpses into the 

limitless possibility held within the casing of one small seedpod that the part of me I call my 

spirit is renewed and reformed.  



Even less definable is the experience of several storytellers who spoke of a driving force 

within themselves that could not rest until they were living with and on the land. Alan Coxwell 

(March 2010) explains how his search for a place to live came to an end when he discovered the 

place where he now lives, “[I] absolutely knew that this was where I was supposed to be.” 

Neither Kirsten Stephens (January 2011), nor Cindy Hubble (November 2009) were at peace 

until they followed an inner prompting to live near animals, trees, and growing things. Marilyn 

Brant (October 2010) and Rob Belnap (May 2010) chose to leave more lucrative careers, 

because the land called to them with a voice stronger than reason or pragmatism. Although 

indefinable, this force or inner pull to the land is very real to these individuals and constitutes 

their common encounter with a Divine or spiritual element in the universe.  

It is clear from the stories that the land does indeed teach and form the four aspects of our 

selves, as identified by Haig-Brown and represented by the four quadrants of the Anishinabe 

medicine wheel. The stories also show that this formative activity is not limited to First Nations, 

Metis, and Inuit people. In fact, there are startling similarities between some of the stories told by 

people from Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory and those told by non-First Nations people living 

within the area of this study.  For example, Jean Morgan (November 2009) and Gladys Maracle 

(February 2011) share almost identical memories of farm days and the impact that time had on 

their lives; Bill Brant (October 2010) and Rob Belnap (May 2010) give eerily similar accounts of 

having a deep desire to move to a farm even when that desire translated into years of back-

breaking work without the support of a community; Bill and Wilma Maracle (October 2010) and 

June Hagerman (March 2010) watched their children grow up enjoying the mystery of the sugar 

bush at maple syrup time.  



Similarly, there is no obvious difference between those people who have been taught by 

this land for generations and those whose stay here began 20 or more years ago. Steve Tubb 

(November 2009) and Eugene Burrell (March 2011) both express awe when speaking of their 

close encounters with bird life; Kirsten Stephens (January 2011) is as happy in her life among 

creatures as are Jean Morgan (November 2009) and Gladys Maracle (February 2011). The truth 

of Haig-Brown’s claim seems to lie in the evidence that the land forms and informs everyone 

with whom she has a relationship, regardless of cultural heritage. What other cultures owe to the 

First Nations, Metis, and Inuit peoples is the articulation, recognition, and appreciation of this 

primal mentoring relationship. 

Third Lens: The Seven Grandfather Teachings 

The final lens through which I have chosen to view the stories is that of the Seven 

Grandfather Teachings. These teachings and their accompanying story come from the 

Anishinabe people, specifically the Ojibway Nation, whose life in this area pre-dates the coming 

of the Haudenosaunee, the Mohawk Nation. It is appropriate to include their teachings in this 

analysis for two reasons: a) the land, as defined in this chapter, has remained a constant teacher 

for all people throughout the centuries; and b) the Grandfathers traditionally used stories to 

illustrate their teachings. 

 Unlike with the first two sections of analyses, in this last section I have chosen to focus 

on just one or two stories that best illustrate each individual teaching. This does not mean that the 

excluded stories display no facets of the teachings, but rather that I have chosen the best 

examples from the 27 stories collected. I believe this is in keeping with the original methods of 

instruction used by the Anishinabe elders, whose responsibility it was to tell the most relevant 

stories to their people and, thus, teach the values held therein. I have begun each section with the 



English definition given for that teaching by Ojibway writer Edward Benton-Benai in his book, 

The Mishomis Book: The Voice of the Ojibway (1988). 

 

Wisdom 

“To cherish knowledge is to know Wisdom. Wisdom is given by the Creator to be used 

for the good of the people. In the Anishinabe language, this word expresses not only wisdom, but 

also means prudence or intelligence” (Benton-Benai, p.64). 

 This teaching is embedded in every aspect of Peter Mewett’s (January 2011) story. His 

search for knowledge about bee colonies, their lives, and their declining health is not motivated 

by the hope for personal gain, but by a deep concern for future generations of all species living 

on earth. His concern that the agricultural business worldwide is making short-sighted choices 

regarding the use of toxic sprays is based on careful study; he has read the available literature 

and come to a well-informed belief that such sprays will have a disastrous long-term effect on 

global food production. He urges prudent decision making by industry leaders and politicians, as 

well as by individuals. in order that the current situation does not worsen. 

 Peter’s is not a popular message because it encourages restraint for profit margins and 

because it seems hard for corporate and political giants to factor the lives of these tiny bees into 



their production equations. He cites some international food companies who have listened to the 

message and acted accordingly, allowing this wisdom into their head offices, but many others are 

still doing business as though they have no concern for the future. The foolishness of this pursuit 

is apparent: According to Peter’s research, the bee business, which encompasses both pollination 

and honey, is a billion dollar industry in Canada and a multi-billion dollar industry in the United 

States. 

 Peter’s story illustrates both wisdom that benefits all people and foolishness that benefits 

but a few. He and others like him, who are attempting to spread this message, can be seen as 

modern day prophets: They see and understand what is happening and try to give advice as to 

how to rectify an increasingly bad trend.  

Love 

“To know love is to know peace. Love must be unconditional. When people are weak 

they need love the most. In the Anishinabe language, this word, with the reciprocal theme /idi/, 

indicates that this form of love is mutual” (Benton-Benai, p.64). 

 This teaching is typified most clearly in June Hagerman’s (March 2010) story, as she 

relates her passionate desire to share the peace and healing of her sugar bush with friends and 

with strangers who become friends. Certainly it is in this place that she has found peace, and it is 

here that she welcomes people who are in need of her love and of the love offered by Creation. It 

does not matter to June in what state people arrive, there is always the offer of tea and biscuits 

and time for a walk and a chat or a silent meditative stroll. 

 The reciprocity in the relationships June cultivates comes not only from mutual love 

between humans, but also from the love given freely by Mother Earth. This is in keeping with 

the ancient Anishinabe belief that Mother Earth is still forming mutual relationships with her 

children, and that we can access those relationships by spending time with her and by taking care 



of her. June explains how she is personally affected by this love, saying that she never feels 

alone and she is strengthened in her life by knowing that. 

The teaching on love would not be complete without the acceptance that love can come 

in many forms, from all species. For example, the hawk that allows June and others into his 

domain and the trees that offer shade are seen, in the Anishinabe worldview, as being conduits of 

Mother Earth’s love to human beings. They, like June herself, do not distinguish between rich 

and poor or educated and uneducated. They are believed to offer the same gifts of love and peace 

to anyone who seeks them. 

Respect 

“To honour all creation is to have Respect. All of creation should be treated with respect. 

You must give respect if you wish to be respected” (Benton-Benai, p.64). 

 To exemplify this teaching, I have chosen two stories in which the teaching of respect 

predominates: those of Steve Tubb (November 2009) and Cindy Hubble (November 2009). 

Although quite different in content, both stories bespeak a respect for elements of creation 

through the attitude of the storyteller. Both stories also focus on a particular incident that taught 

respect for creation. 

 Steve Tubb (November 2009) relates, in a voice still full of wonder, the story of his 

encounter, almost a decade ago, with a great grey owl. Using the terms “gorgeous” and 

“fabulous” to describe this bird, he recalls every detail of its plumage and of its physical actions. 

He also vividly remembers its power over him when he says, “We had eye to eye contact until 

the moment I chickened out and ducked.” He knew he was in the presence of something 

magnificent and the memory of that event has not dimmed. The respectful tone in which Steve 

tells this story emphasizes the continuing significance of the encounter to him.  



 Cindy Hubble’s (November 2009) voice is similarly respectful as she describes the ability 

of Mother Nature to take life as well as give it. Having seen firsthand the devastation of crops 

through drought, wind, and flood, she cautions that human beings need to live with the utmost 

respect for the power of Nature’s forces. Her personal learning includes exercising respectful 

submission to the apparent will of Mother Nature and approaching the air, water, and earth with 

caution, which is not to be confused with fear. Cindy’s respect is not born out of fear, but it is 

born out of her acknowledgement that human beings are relatively frail in the larger picture of 

creation. 

Bravery 

“Bravery is to face the foe with integrity. In the Anishinabe language, this word literally 

means ‘state of having a fearless heart.’ To do what is right even when the consequences are 

unpleasant” (Benton-Benai, p.64). 

 Although at times somewhat harsh in her judgments of people and society, Doris Wilson 

(March 2010) tells a unique story of bravery and integrity. Well into her eighth decade, she lives 

her solitary life in the bush according to the principles she holds to be true and defends her right 

to do so with passion, even in the face of ridicule, criticism, and the occasional physical 

hardship. This woman portrays the meaning of having a fearless heart. 

 From the time Doris chose to live apart from common society, she has built for herself a 

life of independence. She provides for her own shelter, food, clothes, and recreation without the 

help of anyone else, because this lifestyle brings her happiness and satisfaction. It also reinforces 

her firm belief that human beings can survive, indeed live well, by existing very simply on the 

land. 



 Doris is somewhat amused that her choices to stand by her values and live this way cause 

consternation for others. The idea that some people think they can still hunt on her land prompts 

her steely pronouncement that “This is not right!” She cannot understand why anyone pushes 

that claim when clearly she has title to her property—a title she is willing to defend forcefully if 

necessary. In the face of threats and anger coming her way, her strong heart does not fail her! 

 Doris is equally amused and perplexed that some people view her as an oddity, someone 

to be visited, marveled at, questioned, but not copied. While she goes so far as to encourage 

friendly visitors, particularly parents with their children, her motivation in doing so is not social 

interaction, but the chance to convince the younger generation of the veracity of her ideas.  

Doris expresses her wish that others would try the simple lifestyle several times in her 

story. She agrees that living this way does take a certain amount of physical strength and 

acquired knowledge, but listening to her speak, it is obvious that the main ingredient in her 

decision-making is her strongly held opinion that what she is doing is right.  

Honesty 

“Honesty in facing a situation is to be brave. Always be honest in word and action. Be 

honest first with yourself, and you will more easily be able to be honest with others. In the 

Anishinabe language, this word can also mean righteousness” 

(Benton-Benai, p.64). 

 John Baker (March 2010) exemplifies the fifth of the 

Grandfathers’ teachings through his realistic, down-to-earth 

assessment of farming and the hard work it entails. He knows 

firsthand the pitfalls of looking at farming too romantically and 

gently admonishes people who want to believe that view to take 



another look. The amount of physical labour, emotional stress and economic strain that is 

entailed in farming does not get sugar-coated in John’s account of his life or that of his family. 

He believes that anyone entering farming as a career must do so knowing all the facts and 

keeping their eyes wide open to not only the rewards but also the struggles they may face. The 

term “righteous” appears in John’s story as he says, “I think it is a righteous thing to be involved 

in hard work that’s physical, that puts bread on the table and feeds this country.” 

 When explaining why he still made the choice to establish his own farm, despite his 

knowledge of the difficulties that lay ahead, John admits that all the romance of life with the land 

was not completely dead for him! But he feels he was realistic in his expectations and that 

realism has guided his subsequent choices. He wryly comments, “The price of pork is the same 

today as it was in 1948; the price of beef is below what it was 15 years ago (not in stores, where 

the price may be different, but to the producer) … there is no good reason why anybody should 

stay on the land to farm.” This is an honest assessment of a hard situation, entered into bravely 

because of the desire to be on the land. He reflects on his own choice, “In hindsight it was a 

romantic decision, not a business decision, but I wouldn’t trade a lot of it for anything!”  

 John is also honest about the needs of farmers. His dad stopped farming on a large scale 

after the last child left home, because there was no extra cash to pay outside help. In turn, John’s 

own farming operation has been significantly downsized now that he has no children needing to 

raise university tuitions through raising fruits and vegetables. “The day the last person headed off 

to university and wasn’t coming back is the day the operation stopped because unless there’s a 

labour force there isn’t much reason to do it. There’s no margin to hire people.” This honesty is 

not meant to discourage those who would be farmers, but to prepare them for what lies ahead. 



Humility 

“Humility is to know yourself as a sacred part of Creation. In the Anishinabe language, 

this word can also mean compassion. You are equal to others, but you are not better” (Benton-

Benai, p.64). 

I think the first thing that comes to mind about being on the land, living on the 
land is that we are two human beings that live here and all of these animals with 
us … how well they share with us, they really do! … they teach me patience and 
responsibility. They teach compassion. 

 

This is how Lee Resmer (February 2011) opens her story and reveals her acceptance of kinship 

to those animals with whom she shares her life and space. This notion of equality is not just a 

philosophical stance. Lee goes on to explain that from watching both wild and domestic animals, 

she has learned how humans ought to treat each other.  

 In Lee’s view, it is the animals who instinctively understand themselves to be a “sacred 

part of creation” and who offer to us an equal relationship, if we 

are willing to entertain such a concept. They know the secret of 

compassion, and they also know the secret of trust. Lee suggests 

that when she sees the level of trust her alpacas, for example, 

place in her, she is able to trust them in return.  

Sharing, patience, responsibility, compassion, and even 

humility are all teaching that the animals offer to humans, as long as we are willing to give up 

the idea that we are better than they are. Lee’s story, though short, is a powerful example of the 

sacred connections that can be made between species and the lessons that can be thereby learned. 



Truth 

“Truth is to know all things. Speak the truth. Do not deceive yourself or others” (Benton-

Benai, p.64). 

 “There were always a lot of things that made you feel like a second-class citizen.” Bill 

Brant (October 2010) speaks the truth about systemic racism even when it is uncomfortable or 

when it costs him financially. His personal experience, as a Mohawk farmer, with lending 

institutions and government bureaucracies is studded with examples of underlying prejudice 

against Native farmers—a prejudice that has led him to speak out on their behalf. 

 When Bill decided he wanted to farm on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory, he took all the 

right steps to become a credible candidate for the industry. He went to Kemptville Agricultural 

College to learn the business side of things and made careful observations about other farms he 

saw. Upon graduation he discovered that his counterparts were able to obtain start-up loans that 

were unavailable to him because of his ethnic background. This was confusing to Bill, as he 

thought he would be able to get support from the federal Department of Indian Affairs, but there 

he met with people who knew something about economics and nothing about agriculture. One 

clerk suggested that perhaps he should rethink farming and become a bus driver! 

 Throughout all his meetings with various officials and representatives, Bill never 

hesitated to speak the truth regarding his background and his intent to break down the racial 

barriers that kept appearing before him. He passed this persistent attitude on to other Native 

farmers and now has established a group to provide economic encouragement to those who wish 

to begin farming. When listening to Bill speak, the frustration is sometimes evident in his voice, 

but he has come to the point in his life, he says, where he can deal more philosophically with the 

racism. However, this gentler, less angry, stance does not mean that he is not aware of continuing 



difficulties young Native people, farmers in particular, face when trying to make their way in the 

world. His example to them is to speak the truth about their abilities and their resources, and to 

also speak up loudly when they feel they are encountering racism. 

Additional Findings 

Changing Gender Roles 

One common thread in many of the stories collected is the amount of hard work it takes 

to live with and on the land. The work 

described often assumes the same form: 

animal husbandry, maintenance of buildings 

and fields, predator control, planting and 

harvesting, etc. The interesting details to 

note are who did this work and how that role 

has changed between the generations. It is a 

slice of history told inadvertently. 

Gladys Maracle (February 2011), Jean Morgan (November 2009), and Lois Clarke (April 

2010) were all between 85 and 94 years of age when we spoke. Considering the similarities in 

their age and stories I wondered why, in such a relatively close geographic area, they had never 

met in their youth. Each of them recalls being a young woman on the farm and being responsible 

for such chores as fetching the cattle, looking after chickens, churning butter, and making meals. 

They performed these daily chores, along with the other women on the farm, while the men 

worked in the fields, marketed farm produce, maintained the buildings, and, in the case of Lois 

Clarke’s father, worked in the mill. Only during harvest time would women, and sometimes even 

children, be called upon to do any of the harder physical labour. John Baker (March 2010) 



reports the same pattern being followed by his ancestors as do Wilma Maracle (October 2010) 

and Marilyn Brant (October 2010). (There must have been an assumed affinity between women 

and chickens since even when Eugene Burrell tells of watching chicks hatch, it was his 

stepmother’s incubator!)  

If there is a rebel among these women, it is Lois Clarke (April 2010), who was so 

determined to buy art supplies that she planted her own field of green onions, sold them by the 

curbside and set off for Belleville to make her purchases. As she tells this story, Lois laughs at 

her own impudence! She went on to follow that act of independence by going off and joining the 

Air Force, eventually becoming an airplane mechanic during WWII. 

The accounts are quite different, however, from Cindy Hubble (November 2009), Lee 

Resmer (February 2011), June Hagerman (March 2010), Marilyn Brant (October 2010), and 

Linda Belnap (May 2010). These middle-aged women (all are between 45 and 60) work beside 

their male partners in the barns and the sugar bush, performing necessary chores such as drawing 

water and helping with renovations. They are also involved in financial and business decision-

making.  

Kristen Stephens (January 2011), who in her early thirties is the youngest person I 

interviewed, is the main work force on her farm, calling on her husband to help with chores only 

when there is something she cannot do. Not only does she do most of the day-to-day upkeep 

around the farm, but Kristen does all the shearing of the alpacas and the marketing of their 

fleece. She also sells the resulting wool products from her home. Kristen does all this while 

being employed to teach outdoor education on a half-time contract with the local school board.  

If many of the women interviewed are examples of changing gender roles, Barb 

Thompson (October 2010) and Doris Wilson (March 2010) are anomalies to the pattern; both 



women are in their late seventies and still perform many jobs that have traditionally been seen as 

male responsibilities, such as hunting, trapping, constructing, and protecting property and 

livestock. Doris lives alone and Barb lives with her husband who is in his eighties, so both 

women also perform domestic chores in their homes.  

Susan Deciantis (January 2011), Deb Troy (November 2009), and Claire Bussell 

(February 2010) did not discuss this particular aspect of work.  

Humour  

Laughter was often present during the telling of stories. Sometimes it was because of an 

obviously funny story or comment, such as Jean Morgan’s (November 

2009) story of the pig eating ice-cream or Alan Coxwell’s (March 2010) 

decision to run a bull with his cows in order to keep the romance in 

farming. But more often, humour came through the wry telling of naïve 

decisions, such as Rob and Linda Belnap’s (May 2010) decision to move 

into an unheated farmhouse in January. As they tell of their trials during that first winter, both of 

them frequently chuckle at their own innocence. Rob thinks it would make a good book and 

Linda laughingly replies that no one would believe it. In theirs and other stories it is obvious that 

people have often thought back to the difficulties they have experienced and been able to cast 

those hard times in a good light, laughing at themselves and the circumstances. 

Required Ingenuity 

Several times I was amazed at the ingenuity required to live on this land. The ability to 

generalize this ability to other situations is illustrated as Bill Brant relates the following story: 

Marilyn and I went to the farm machinery show at the International Centre. I shut 
the door, the car locked and I did not have a key! Marilyn said, “What are we 
going to do?” I answered, “Marilyn, we are in a group of farmers!” and the first 
person who came along fixed it.  



Bill goes on to say that farmers have always needed to be innovative and clever at fixing 

“something with nothing,” and this appears to be true in a number of stories other than his own.  

 Both Alan Coxwell (March 2010) and Rob and Linda Belnap (May 2010), in the 

accounts of their first years of living on their properties, speak of drawing water from a fair 

distance using a toboggan and saving those steps in spring and summer by collecting rain water 

off the roof in barrels. (The use of rain barrels is still prevalent on many farms. Our garden 

would not have been watered many summers if it were not for the water collected in barrels 

under down spouts.) Elmer Buchanan (February 2011) marvels at the resourcefulness of his 

predecessors when they used stones and cedar rails to build fences that are still standing. This 

practice of using whatever resources are available extended in Wilma Maracle’s (October 2010) 

case to children; she recalls being 11 years old and driving the tractor for her father when her feet 

could hardly reach the pedals. As noted in John Baker’s (March 2010) story, there was no money 

to hire help. When Wilma’s Dad needed her to do the work of an adult, she rose to the occasion 

as best she could. These examples of doing whatever is necessary to get the job done and using 

available material to do so suggest that resourcefulness might well be another character trait that 

the land teaches and that listening to these stories reveals. 

Unexpected Connections Between the Storytellers 

It is not surprising that, in a relatively small geographic area, 27 people would share some 

history, even perhaps some heritage. However, I was not looking for these commonalities when I 

first began this research, and I have found some of the unexpected connections between 

storytellers to be fascinating. They have added a dimension to the stories that I could not have 

predicted. For example, as explained in the Introduction, in 1793, Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory 

was officially given to the Mohawk people (who had chosen that particular site in 1784) as 



compensation for their loyalty to the British crown. According to June Hagerman (March 2010), 

and Elmer Buchanan (February 2011), the original Hagerman and Buchanan families acquired 

their land at exactly the same time and for the same reason. They were all United Empire 

Loyalists! I would like to explore how the reactions of those two groups of people to being given 

this land might differ. How do people on Tyendinaga Territory feel now about being called 

United Empire Loyalists considering the legacy of residential schools and the Indian Act? 

 Obviously the five people interviewed who live on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory know 

each other. But I was curious to know whether the current Hagerman families, who live in 

Rawdon Township, or the Buchanan family, who live in Dummer Township, were aware of each 

other. Neither was, but all agreed that two centuries ago their ancestors could well have been 

close since they would likely have travelled to this area together. 

 Another example of shared history comes from the connection between Deb Troy 

(November 2009) and Eugene Burrell 

(March 2011). Prior to interviewing him, I 

knew that Eugene had been born in our 

house, in the room that is now our bedroom, 

to be precise, when it belonged to his 

grandparents. I was, however, startled to 

learn that he had attended school in the 

schoolhouse which is now Deb’s home and 

that he was one of the young boys who planted the row of trees to which Deb refers in her story. 

Eugene made this connection for me one day when we happened to meet in town. He said he had 

remembered more events, about which I might be interested in hearing. My heart skipped a beat 

Figure 7: Eugene Burrell, at 2 years old, outside the 

house in which we now live. 



when he vividly recalled the day the pupils in his school were sent outside and allowed to plant 

trees along the border of the school property.  

It was a lovely picture he painted for me of a sunny day, happy youngsters and the unexpected 

release from sitting still behind 

hard wooden desks. I could easily 

imagine small boys planting 

smaller saplings, never envisioning 

how one day towering pines would 

stand in that spot; never 

envisioning the effect their hour of 

digging and planting would have 

on one young woman, transplanted to that very place from her life in the city. Eugene and Deb’s 

connection through that school day activity added a much richer meaning to June Hagerman’s 

(March 2010) and Claire Bussell’s (February 2010) comments regarding the importance of 

planting trees for future generations. 

The last connection I unexpectedly found is perhaps the simplest, but the most far 

reaching: It is the connection between Colin Lake’s (February 2010) poor quality hay, which he 

is having to top dress with added nutrients in order to produce healthy calves, and Peter 

Mewett’s (January 2011) study of Ontario’s ailing bee colonies and their growing inability to 

adequately pollinate crops. Peter’s explanation of how the food chain works, with humans 

dependent on the production of livestock, and livestock, in turn, dependent on nutrient-rich feed 

from fields that have been pollinated by healthy bees, came shockingly alive for me as I read and 



reread both these stories. The reality of our interconnectedness with all species has never been so 

clear to me.  



Chapter 5: Implications of this Research 

for Character Education 

Fall has settled in. Chrysanthemums are blooming in our otherwise bare 

garden. Black birds congregate nightly in the old maple tree and along the 

telephone wires. Gunshots echo at dawn from the pond over the hill. Soon the 

animals will be breaking through a skim of ice for their breakfast drinks. And one 

morning we will wake up to a skiff of snow on the roof.  

Yet, even through the melancholy of summer’s departure there is a hint of 

joy and expectation. Fires will be lit again. Bean soup and squash pie will smell 

good. Evenings will be long and cozy. 

The best part of all is that the time to talk will lengthen with the shadows. 

There will be time to be together. Books to read. Stories told about past summer 

memories. And winter birds at the feeder.  

The fields will rest, and so will we. Soon enough the seed catalogues will 

arrive. 

  
Reflections and Future Steps 

After collecting the stories, listening to them again and again, transcribing them into 

written form and living with them as constant companions to my thoughts, they have become 

like old friends, but old friends who have enriched me in many unforeseen ways. I climb over 

rock fences and think of Elmer Buchanan’s ancestors toiling up steep hills dragging a stone boat. 

I check every fence post for a glimpse of Steve Tubb’s magnificent great grey. I feed the 

chickens and generations of women gather alongside of me. I sit here watching a late September 

sun sink over the fields and my awareness of the seasonal cycle is heightened because of Doris 

Wilson. These are only a few examples of how the stories have affected me. Every story has 

come back to visit me on many occasions.  

Not only has every story come alongside me to visit, but every story has, in some way, 

changed the way I live my life, the choices I make. I have learned to more closely observe 

animal behavior from Lee Resmer, to recognize the righteousness of hard work from John Baker, 

to allow myself to have a vision for the land from the Brants, and to listen more intently to the 



whispers of the trees and fields from Cindy Hubble and Deb Troy and June Hagerman. The 

threads of these stories have become inextricably woven with my own story and they have 

changed the fabric of my life. I am proof that the ancient elders were right: Stories change us by 

living within us. 

But there is an irony here. Not once did I approach any of the participants and ask them 

to teach me something. Not once did I sit in someone’s kitchen with my tape recorder and video 

camera running and have them say, “Now, I am going to teach you something.” Not once did 

someone ask what I had learned from our time together. Not once. Rather, every participant gave 

me the gift of their story and sometimes I reciprocated by giving them mine. We did not speak of 

learning or teaching or assessment or evaluation. Together we were Egan’s (1986) storytellers, 

not teachers. The only teacher we acknowledged was the land. 

Important, too, is that these stories come from common folk who have always been easily 

accessible to me. In as much as any of our lives are ordinary, these stories are examples of 

Dissanayake’s (1982) making beautiful of the ordinary. The practical content of these stories is 

the stuff of everyday life: work, family, homes, and relationships. These are not stories that will 

grab news headlines. They are the recounting of one person’s life experience, in a certain place at 

a certain time, to another person in the same place and at the same time. The experience becomes 

special in the telling. 

When I began this research, I did not envision the extent to which my own experience 

would become evidence of the notion that stories and character development are intimately 

related. I ascribed to Wilson’s (2008) view that “The goal is a coming together between 

researcher and subjects to create mutual reality and to find common meaning in the natural 

world,” (p.37) because I believed it to be right. Now I know “mutual reality” and “common 



meaning” not only as concepts in research, but as aspects of my life. Without my explicit 

planning the goal was achieved. 

Implications for Classroom Practice 

Stories are powerful, but character can still best be taught by example. My hope is that 

every child would have an adult in his/her life who could provide a pattern for the learning of 

positive character traits. Ideally, this adult would be a parent or caregiver under whose consistent 

influence a child’s character would grow and flourish. However, since the Ontario Ministry of 

Education has made character development an area for instruction, curriculum must be 

developed. The type of stories I have gathered provide a far richer opportunity for character 

development than contrived scenarios and checklists where a student self evaluates how honest, 

caring, courageous, etc., he/she has been in the last week.  

As a teacher I ask myself questions about how stories, such as these, might best be 

delivered: Is simply hearing a story enough to result in some character development in children? 

Does the story need to be gently analyzed, and the specific character traits pointed out, before 

students will understand its innate teaching? How might even young students be encouraged to 

think deeply about the stories they hear, and to live with those stories long enough to learn the 

stories’ lessons? How long would it take for the stories heard to—as Thomas King (2003) would 

say—become theirs? What is the difference between hearing local stories and hearing those from 

a book? 

Noddings (2005) uses the term “homeplaces.” Gradle (2007) echoes this idea of being 

connected to the land when she asserts that 

understanding the significance of being rooted in place and belonging to others 
once again suggests a metaphor of being in a relationship that is far more than the 
sum of its individual parts. Being placed in the world feeds us spiritually, nurtures 
us physically, and connects us functionally. (p. 1513)  



Those people who gave me their stories knew their homeplaces. Their rootedness came 

through clearly in the stories they told. Abram (2007) points out that such a relationship is not 

just of benefit to humans when he asks,  

Can we begin to affirm our own co-evolved, carnal embedment within this 
blooming, buzzing proliferation of life … most importantly; can we begin with 
our students to restore the health and integrity of the local earth? Not without 
restorying the local earth. (para. 22) 
 

Is there any better way to do this than to introduce students to their neighbours and friends who 

live with the land and are willing to share Her teachings through the telling of their stories?  

Imagine a student in my class reading Miriam Waddington’s 1982 poem, Advice to the 

Young, where she writes: 

There is a morality 
in bee-keeping 
it teaches how 
not to be afraid 

of the bee swarm 
it teaches how 

not to be afraid of 
finding new places 
and building them 

              all over again. 
                   (pg. 191) 

 
 

Imagine that student then hearing Peter Mewett’s story about bees and their resilience, or 

connecting the idea of “finding new places and building them all over again” with the 

perseverance of Bill and Marilyn Brant, or Rob and Linda Belnap. The morality of which 

Waddington writes would thus be brought alive by a vivid local example. 

When the combination of storytelling and character education is entered into a Google 

search on the Internet, a staggering one million entries are listed. This is obviously a concept that 

parents, educators, and others are considering seriously. Various sites include one that 



encourages parents to make up stories in order to teach desired virtues to toddlers 

(http://www.teachingvalues.com/whystorytelling.html); another that provides lesson plans to 

teachers who are interested in using folk tales to depict positive character traits 

(http://www.wisdomtales.com/character.html); and another that includes specific directions for 

developing puppet shows to teach positive character in the classroom 

(http://www.transformationpuppets.org/pages/other.htm). These three examples all appear on the 

first page of listings.  

There are many, many more pages, and I am delighted at the evidence of interest in 

storytelling as a whole. Not only is there a seeming resurgence of interest in storytelling, but also 

in its promotion as a valid means of pedagogy. This is good and refreshing, and it affirms the 

writings of First Nations educators. However, after opening site after site, I find there to be a 

major difference between the concepts offered online and those passed down through traditional 

wisdom: Who is the teacher? In most of the sites, teachers and parents and other caring folk were 

responsible for creating and/or telling stories, with the intent of developing strong and good 

character traits, empathy, and understanding of others in young people.  

In the traditional wisdom of First Nations people, now being shared with non-First 

Nations people (Battiste, 1995; Porter, 2008), the teachings of the elders are passed down 

through stories. An integral element in those teachings is the belief that the land is our common 

teacher and that we each have our own stories about what we have learned from Her. Gregory 

Cajete (1999) makes the connection between character development and the land for traditional 

peoples explicitly clear when he writes, “Indigenous character development appears to be 

intimately linked to respect for the land” (p. 55).  



Ryan and Bohlin (1999) suggest what a working definition of character education in 

schools should be. They note that it should do the following: 

Help students know the good and do the good. In short, it is about helping students 
mature into persons of integrity, persons of intelligence and moral character. It is 
necessary therefore to help students wrestle with and understand the good. That is, 
what is true and worthwhile in life, as well as what is right. To do this, we need to 
help them develop knowledge of the good and intelligent judgment so that they 
learn to choose well among competing and attractive options in life. (p. 46) 
 

My experience with this research highlights the value of living among the storytellers, as 

part of a community learning from the same land; it suggests that students could connect more 

strongly to the values implicit in stories told by local people. The stories are full of examples of 

knowing and choosing the good. The stories I was given lived powerfully within me because I 

could identify not only with the elements included in their telling, but also with the people who 

are the storytellers. These are not make-believe stories: They are real accounts of lived 

experience on land to which I am rooted. I know how many rocks cover the fields around here 

and, thus, I marvel at the tenacity of those who built their barn foundations stone boat by 

grueling stone boat. I have seen the havoc wrecked by weather systems and can appreciate the 

courage it takes to replant a field after a rogue storm’s carnage.  

The students from rural areas who sit in my classes also know these things. But, what of 

those students from urban centers? How can the land teach them and develop their characters? 

To reiterate an example offered by Haig-Brown (2010), any urban dweller that shovels snow or 

slips on ice or seeks relief from the humidity is interacting with the land. I do not believe that the 

land, as Haig-Brown views it, cannot teach people who live in cities. Urban dwellers can 

experience challenging weather conditions, the pleasure of gardening, caring for and feeding 

small animals and birds, walks through parks or ravines, and many other opportunities for land-

based teaching. It takes perseverance to grow tomatoes on an apartment balcony, courage to 



brave the elements every day while cycling to work on a busy road, and vision to believe in the 

ecological renewal of a broken-down neighborhood. Cities also often draw newcomers to our 

country. I believe that these immigrants’ stories about life with the land in their homelands will 

confirm, for students, that cultural diversity and bio-diversity are intimately linked. There are 

many opportunities for urban students to be taught by the land. 

Nel Noddings (2007) connects the current movement towards experiential education with 

the need for storytelling. She suggests that what is now deemed new thought was actually 

suggested much earlier, but was not given serious consideration. In Experience and Education, 

Dewey (1938) discusses the changes to education that following such philosophers as Rousseau 

would entail. In his Pedagogic Creed, Dewey (1897) says, regarding the teaching of children, 

“We must be able to carry them back into a social past and see them as the inheritance of 

previous race activities” (p. 1). The stories from people such as Jean Morgan and Lois Clarke do 

exactly that. And, while Dewey (1938) does not specifically mention narrative, he does challenge 

educators with the question, “How shall the young become acquainted with the past in such a 

way that the acquaintance is a potent agent in appreciation of the living present?” (p. 23). 

Understanding the stories behind the building of rock fences and the planting of pine trees, or the 

creation of green spaces and the traditional springtime cleanup of garbage strewn riverbanks, is 

surely an example of what Dewey was talking about. Having such local people come into 

classrooms to tell their stories would expose students to the richness of experience the tellers 

have to give. A discussion to follow-up the story would allow the teller to further explain how 

his or her own life has been molded through learning from the land.  

Older students could also be asked to reflect upon their own interactions with the land 

where they live. What effect has the weather had on their life? How does it feel to walk on only 



pavement? Grass? Through fields? What does the sunset inspire in them? As students come to 

the understanding that their own stories can be the means of substantial learning for others, they 

will also understand the importance of their own lives.  

Noddings (2005) argues for spotlighting stories in curriculum, rather than eclipsing them 

with the elements of formal instruction: 

It is hoped that as students study and write about their own homeplaces, they will 
become receptive to the stories of people in other places … many works 
containing these themes of place are often ignored in favour of tedious 
discussions of vocabulary, metaphor and technique. (Noddings, 2005, p. 64) 
 
This receptivity could result in increased tolerance and understanding, culminating in the 

development of caring and compassion that are acknowledged as desirable character attributes. 

As for the question whether the students would, eventually, live with the stories long 

enough for them to become theirs, traditional wisdom would say that once we have heard a story 

we are never the same again. I have previously discussed contemporary literature and findings in 

the area of brain research that would support that belief. My own experience with the stories I 

was given leads me to believe it is true. 

Implications for Ministry of Education Curriculum Development 

During the last few years, the Ministry of Education in Ontario has developed character 

education initiatives and materials, such as Finding Common Ground: Character Development in 

Ontario Schools, K–12 (2008). Interestingly, at the same time there has been a major initiative 

towards developing Native Studies courses in all Ontario secondary schools. Through the 

development and enhancement of an Aboriginal Education Office in 2006, great strides have 

been made towards exposing all Ontario students to Aboriginal content during their school years. 

In the elementary panel the Grade 4 curriculum has been particularly reviewed, and material has 

been provided for additional resources to the other grades. At a conference I attended on October 



23rd, 2011, Bryon Brisard, Education Officer with the Ministry of Education, made the following 

statement, “When we reviewed the elementary curriculum we found 150 expectations where 

First Nations, Metis and Inuit perspectives could be introduced seamlessly.” At the time of 

writing, Brisard and his colleagues were travelling around Ontario training school board 

personnel in the use of a teachers’ toolkit that outlines resources and strategies for integrating 

Aboriginal content into curricula. Storytelling and learning from the land are prime examples of 

the pedagogy they will be promoting. 

The secondary panel has received special attention from the Ministry’s Aboriginal 

Education Office. While certainly motivated, in part, by a desire to increase the academic 

success of Aboriginal students in Ontario, this special attention is has resulted in benefits for all 

Ontario secondary school students. In the 2009–2010 school year, the Ontario Ministry of 

Education provided subsidies to school boards that offered one or more of the 7 secondary 

school Native Studies courses outlined in the Ontario Curriculum documents for Native Studies 

(1999, 2000). That year, the Hastings and Prince Edward District School Board (where I serve as 

a teacher and a member of the Aboriginal Education Advisory Committee) increased the number 

of Native Studies courses offered in our secondary schools from 5 sections to 25 sections. The 

following year, 2010–2011, saw higher numbers of students enrolled in these courses and a 

corresponding increase to 35 sections offered. The curriculum in each of these courses focuses 

on Aboriginal culture and tradition, including the acceptance of storytelling as a vital form of 

pedagogy. Thus, the more students are exposed to these courses, the more likelihood that stories 

and teachings from the land will become part of their curriculum. My research suggests that 

character education will be an unexpected benefit of this intentional exposure to traditional 

wisdom.  



Other developments also indicate Ontario’s interest in incorporating traditional teachings 

into the main stream of educational thought. In the summer of 2010, the Ontario Ministry of 

Education selected a writing team to review and revise the two Native Studies curriculum 

documents mentioned above. As a member of this team, my particular task was to work with a 

team and review the Grade Eleven Aboriginal Voices course. Our final presentation included, to 

my delight, many suggestions for using recorded written and oral teachings from the land as 

catalysts for discussion in the classroom. Again, I believe students will be changed when they 

hear and study these stories.  

The Ministry will also benefit from work being by the federations. In the fall of 2011, the 

Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation made Aboriginal issues and, in particular, the 

teachings of the medicine wheel, the focus of their developing Common Threads curriculum 

document. My friend and colleague, Troy Maracle, is on that writing team and hopes the end 

product will be widely used across the province. It, too, addresses the tradition of learning from 

the land and being connected to a place. At the same time, I am part of a program sponsored by 

the Ontario Teachers’ Federation entitled Books of Life. We are one hundred teachers from 

across Ontario—fifty from Aboriginal classrooms and fifty from non-Aboriginal classrooms—

who have been paired for the year. Our common task is to work with our students and guide 

them through the process of writing stories about their life in the place where they live. These 

stories will eventually be shared with our partners in book form. The aim of the program is to 

expose students from two different cultures to each others’ lives through storytelling. I think it 

will be very interesting to see if there are differences in character development according to the 

different teachings of the land upon which the students live. 



These are only two examples of initiatives that have affected me personally. My peers in 

the elementary panel report ongoing developments, both in their schools and within their 

federation, that highlight the importance of storytelling as it relates to many areas, but 

particularly to character education. I have already noted that, parallel to these initiatives, there is 

work being done to strengthen Aboriginal content in the curricula being taught in classrooms. 

Storytelling and story hearing is coming into its own, ushered by increased awareness at the 

Ministry and Federation levels that we have everything to learn from listening to our Aboriginal 

peers and the elders who instructed them. 

The Ministry needs to consider carefully the connection between character education and 

the extended incorporation of Native Studies into curricula. I would suggest that, at all levels of 

curriculum development and teacher education, we consider emerging research that connects the 

two: The recent work of Kanu (2011), for example, concentrates on how Aboriginal perspectives 

can be integrated into our classrooms. The concrete connections made between character 

education and Aboriginal stories and practice by Dufault (2003) also provide clear guidance as to 

how the two initiatives could be intentionally combined.  

Stories from the land, stories that allow the land to be the teacher, can be incorporated 

into any subject area and into both elementary and secondary curricula. We need to look for 

ways to open the door for this type of teaching if we, as educators, are truly concerned with the 

development of character within our students. And we should be: It can be argued that the future 

of the world depends upon citizens who recognize and act for the good. John Miller (2000), who 

has long argued for holistic education in our schools, says that we need a sense of place within 

the universe. He goes on to explain, “Almost everything in the curriculum could be included in 

the Universe Story as all subject matter could be woven around this story” (p. 94).  



Following this line of thinking, students would be exposed to stories, ideally gathered 

from the place in which they live, during math classes and science and history and every other 

subject area taught within our classrooms. These stories, based in lessons taught by the land, 

would be valued not only for their ability to illustrate mathematical, scientific, and historical 

principles and realities, but also for the lessons in character development intrinsic within them. I 

suggest that the Ministry looks to First Nations teachers and educators for help and expertise in 

this area of pedagogy that they know so well. 

Questions and Practices Requiring Further Research and Exploration 

After considering the implications of my research at both the classroom and the Ministry 

levels, I am left with questions that need further study and exploration. I wonder: How can we 

best inspire pre-service teachers with the possibilities of storytelling and its connections to 

character education? How do we initiate professional development sessions to explain the 

importance of stories across all subject areas? How then do we begin to make clear, but concise, 

connections between all subject areas and character education? Finally, how do we clearly 

illustrate the need to gather local stories of the land, so that the land Herself might become the 

teacher?  

The questions I am asking imply some shifts in current pedagogical practice. In order to 

enact that shift within the Ontario education system widespread evidence needs to be gathered 

supporting the notion that the incorporation of stories from the land into curriculum will result in 

the positive character development of students. I suggest that research should be conducted in the 

following areas:  



• How much storytelling is being done and through what curricula in classrooms 

across Ontario at the present time? Are there classrooms where storytelling is 

currently being used for character education? 

• How could the practice of “close listening” be taught to students along with 

“close reading” in order to affirm the importance of oral teaching? 

• A pilot project needs to be developed whereby students from various geographical 

areas are exposed to such stories, gathered from local people who self-identify as 

being close to the land. This pilot project should include the short and long term 

recording of changes in students’ perceptions and character development through 

anecdotal accounts from the students themselves, parents and teachers.  

• An in-depth consultation needs to be set up with First Nations, Metis, and Inuit 

elders representing various Aboriginal peoples within Ontario whereby their 

traditional wisdom regarding the land as teacher is respectfully explored. The 

results of this consultation could then be appropriately incorporated, with their 

specific permission, into curricula delivered in classrooms. Note: Extreme care 

needs to be taken that appropriation of sacred knowledge does not occur. Any 

questions about this should be directed to the elders and their advice taken. 

• Due to the multicultural nature of this province, research could be conducted into 

the use of storytelling for character development within other cultures and the 

results compiled for presentation to educators. Teachers in Ontario from various 

ethnic backgrounds might be more willing to integrate stories into their curricula 

if they have already been exposed to that practice. It is important for all students 



to see themselves mirrored in the curriculum. The acknowledgement of other 

ethnic practices is likely to engage wider teacher and student audiences. 

          Further information of these kinds would not only benefit Ontario students. On a national 

and even an international level, it would be very interesting to compare what character traits take 

pre-eminence in the stories of people from diverse land areas. For example, if the Mohawk 

people, living on arable land, display the perseverance necessary to farm through drought and 

flood, do the Mi’kmaq people, living on the sea coast, display the flexibility needed when 

dealing with the vagaries of the sea while fishing?  Are there measureable distinctions in the 

dominant character traits of prairie farmers compared to northern miners? Can these character 

traits be identified through the stories they tell about living on specific areas of land? Can we 

prove that cultural diversity is linked to biodiversity and then help students develop the character 

traits necessary to live rich and fulfilling lives where they live? 

All of these possibilities for further research would increase our knowledge of the impact 

of stories on the character development of students. Exact tools for measurement of that 

development would be more difficult to find. I have mentioned that anecdotal accounts of 

changed behavior and perceptions could be used. It is also possible to track such things as 

incidents of bullying in schools and the amount of time students devote to working for social 

causes. Recently Hastings and Prince Edward District School Board used a school climate survey 

that was designed to collect feedback from students, staff and parents as to how they felt about 

being at school. A similar tool could be developed to indicate whether identified positive 

character traits were increasing among the school population after stories from the land had been 

added to curriculum in any chosen area. 



It is my experience that teachers welcome the introduction of new practices when the 

benefits for students are observable and when the existing curriculum can be practically modified 

to include the new material. If the traditional teaching of the elders can be seen to increase 

positive character development I believe teachers will be happy to look for ways to incorporate 

stories into all areas of curriculum. Any practice resulting in an increase in positive attitudes and 

behavior among students is attractive to the whole school community. It is also possible that the 

whole staff would find their own characters changing due to the impact of stories, as I did while 

reflecting on the stories given to me. 

I am hopeful that within my own sphere of influence I can affect some small change in 

local classroom practices. Classrooms at all levels of schooling within our board could be opened 

to those who are willing to come in and be storytellers. When I consider the people who gave me 

their stories, I think of how valuable Peter Mewett’s story would be in a biology classroom, how 

Jean Morgan or Gladys Maracle or Lois Clarke could add living dimensions to a history lesson, 

how explicit Doris Wilson could make a lesson on time and money management. These people 

live within a short drive of schools in our area and, given the opportunity, may be very willing to 

spend some time in a classroom. As indicated before, not only would the subject area at hand be 

addressed, but students could be guided to reflect upon what character traits were revealed 

through each story. Implicit in this experience would be a developing understanding that no 

subject is an isolated entity and that character education is integrated into every area of learning. 

An added dimension to such story telling would be students’ exposure to the notion of 

their spiritual selves. At present there is little space in our Western education system for students 

to explore this aspect of themselves and when the subject of spirituality does arise it is often an 

uncomfortable situation. For example, in my Grade 12 English class we study Joseph Boyden’s 



novel, Through Black Spruce and Timothy Findley’s Not Wanted on the Voyage. Both authors 

develop themes that emphasize the spiritual aspect of humanity. It is my experience that many 

students do not initially know how to approach that subject and can only connect the term 

spirituality to their idea of organized religion. Those students have never met someone like June 

Hagerman or Cindy Hubble, both of whom speak of their own spiritual experiences as routinely 

as they speak of their physicality as they tell their stories.  

As I said before, this study of local stories has now become part of my very being. It is no 

longer a separate activity, confined to quiet hours seized when the rest of my life has been 

shoved aside. I have remembered snatches of stories while cooking dinner, in the midst of 

conversing with a 2-year-old, between loads of laundry. “Remember when Mom/Grandma wrote 

her dissertation” has become part of our family myth and creative versions of it are already being 

passed along. No matter what else our grandchildren remember from this period in my life, they 

will always have the stories to remind them that when you want to do something badly enough, 

you can find a way to do it. They will know where this story took place and that the story is 

important to tell. They will also know what I have learned: that our stories are our whole lives; 

and that what we do and think in one part of our being must be incorporated into the whole, in 

order for all the parts to be authentic.  

It is this same experience that I desire for my students; my research has convinced me 

this experience is possible, if we allow stories into the classroom. But not just any stories. In 

order to connect intimately with students’ lives, I believe the stories must be from the people 

who live in the place the students know best: the land upon which they live. The stories I heard 

have had such an impact on me because I am surrounded daily by the land from which they 



came. Every feature of this landscape serves to remind me of some aspect of one story or 

another, and so it will be for students who hear stories of an area with which they are familiar. 

The stories are out there and waiting to be heard. The Northern Cree believe that when 

stories are not told, they lie quiet for a little while and then they choose someone to enter. Having 

chosen that person, they make themselves known through purposefully entering every facet of 

their being. Eventually the host cannot keep quiet and must tell the story out loud. Our job as 

educators is to facilitate that process and let the story do the rest. 
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Appendix A: 

Transcribed Stories 

 
Alan Coxwell, whose farm is located towards in the tiny hamlet of 

Wellman’s Corners, is currently a beef farmer, but once had a dairy quota and 

has also raised pigs. For many years, he expressed his opinions about farming 

and his love of the land in the editorial columns of the local newspaper he 

owned. Alan’s belief in the value of hard work is evidence in his refusal to 

operate machinery to perform any task that can be done manually. 

I visited Alan on a day in March and followed him around his property 

as he did chores. I recorded his comments as we went. Pointing out all the 

nooks and crannies of the buildings and geographical features of the land, his 

face often broke into a wide smile and his eyes twinkled. Alan’s love for the 

place where he has put down roots was obvious. As he stated, he knows it is 

where he is meant to be. 

 

ALAN COXWELL 

 

The way I would describe my daily routine is that I’ve tried to achieve some kind of 

balance in my life. As we all know, to live long and healthy we need good food and exercise 

mainly and none of the evil habits like smoking and drinking, so I’ve just tried to organize my 

life to achieve those goals. Actually I got this way, it came to me, when I was at Queen’s 

University and I was jogging around the track in the Jock Harty arena because I used to sort of 

be a long distance runner and in the jogging you can kind of meditate I guess. It is such a 

repetitious, rhythmic thing, running around the track. Anyway, I came to the conclusion that I 

might as well be a hamster in a cage and run on that wheel. I thought at that point that I should 

use my energy to do productive things and create things that I need. So, what do you need?  

We were taught in Grade 5 or so that we need food shelter, clothing, water and air. A lot 

of those things are really easy to get. Shelter is the tough one ’cause you need a place to put your 

shelter and you need material to build your shelter.  

That was the end of the early 70s and the back to the land movement, the hippie 

movement and all that jazz was in effect and I started looking for a piece of land. And this piece 



of land where I live and have lived since 1976, right out there at the brow of the hill was here. I 

walked out one late afternoon and there was a thunderstorm rolling along there with lightening 

coming out of it and the alfalfa in the field was about eight inches high and it was spring time. 

As soon as I walked out to the point of the hill where my sitting chairs are now I absolutely knew 

that this was where I was supposed to be, intuition or whatever and I listened to it. 

Actually I’d worked up at Queen’s and I graduated in business and I had 3,000 bucks in 

cash when I got out instead of a huge student debt. I used that 3,000 bucks and gambled it on the 

land that was vacant. There was no house or anything on it and I just thought I’d put 3,000 bucks 

down so I could get this hunk of land that I felt like I was supposed to have. I thought if I was 

smart enough to figure out how to keep it then it was mine and if I wasn’t smart enough then I 

shouldn’t have had it. So then I thought well I had to build a house and I had no money and 

stones are free, so I decided to build a stone house. I tore down a barn basement a few miles 

away from here and spent about three summers with an old John Deere tractor and an old wagon 

hauling rocks back home. Course all the neighbours in Rawdon Township thought I was 

absolutely out of my mind ’cause I had just bought a farm in a notoriously rocky section of the 

world and I was hauling rocks back here.  

I was born and raised in Campbellford so I’m only 15 minutes from it and 15 minutes 

from Stirling. I’m local pretty much. 

I found this place this way: my father was a photographer, retail guy in Campbellford. I 

came home from Queen’s one year at Christmas time and I went over to my old neighbourhood, 

the other side of the river in Campbellford, and I hadn’t been there in years and the old restaurant 

was there where we hung out as teenagers and so on … the Chateau Restaurant was still there 

and I just went in to have a cup of coffee and to kind of suck in the ambience and a real estate 



guy that I knew came in and he sat down and he said “Mind if I join you?” and I said, “Help 

yourself,” and so we sat and talked and he told me about this piece of land and so I came. 

So I wound up buying it, building the house and then trying to figure out how to farm. 

And at one point I had 12 Jersey cattle and I separated the cream for the Creamery in Stirling. 

That was the only niche that I could get in and get some cash from and that’s been an ongoing 

lesson. Because at that time the dairy farmers were getting quote from the fluid milk and it was a 

lot easier and no one wanted to be bothered separating the cream. They were giving the cream 

quota away so they gave me some and I figured out how to separate cream … bought a cold 

separator and started in. It was not lucrative by any stretch of the imagination, but we lived very 

low, you know. We didn’t have electricity for three or four years I think.  

We moved up here with no well because I had no money to drill a well and that was 

really stupid. But as the years went by and I got the money to drill a well I did and we got great 

water. There’s a spring at the far end of the farm and I would carry jugs of drinking water, like 

old glass wine jugs back up here … and on a toboggan in the wintertime and we caught the water 

off the roof. I had a cistern that I built in the basement and a pump up into the kitchen. I mean if 

you don’t have an electricity bill, a phone bill, a car payment bill, you can coast for a long time. 

At that time the mortgage on the land I think, was 125 dollars a month. I had to figure out how to 

come up with 125 dollars a month in order to keep it. 

I just try and keep it simple. I’ve got rotation pasture that I’ve been able to build since I 

was down at the newspaper. (Then I was with the newspaper.) I just got a few cattle and I just 

keep them (now) for my own meat. If somebody else wants a half when I’m doing one … I just 

like having cattle around and they’re part of that whole balance thing that I try to achieve ’cause 

you know they get me up and get me out. Every day when I come in I change my T-shirt ’cause 



it’s soaked with sweat and I figure you should do that once a day. But, I can’t get in my car and 

drive to a gym in town and pay them 20 bucks and get on a treadmill so it all works together and 

in the summertime I’m doing hay and there’s the garden and I’m still building my house. 

There’s about 50 acres. It’s an old farm. The old farmhouse is down on the corner down 

by the mill down there, the brick house. That’s the old farmhouse. An old guy had it and he 

farmed the place with horses. I don’t know if he ever had a tractor or not actually. It was a small 

farm. He didn’t have 100 acres like most people around here do. It’s good land. If you look on a 

soil map it’s the same as the best land along the Stirling/Campbellford Road there. An old farmer 

told me once if you buy land buy good land because if you don’t want to do anything with it you 

don’t have to but if you want to you can. So I followed his advice. 

I keep a bull. I just kind of like to keep the romance in farming. Those Eastern breeder 

guys with their big rubber gloves … it’s just not very romantic. Actually the first bull I got … I 

just … when I started the newspaper it overtook my life. For the first year I milked the Jerseys 

and ran the newspaper and I thought “Well, I’m gonna kill myself doing this,” so I got rid of the 

cream quota, but I always kept the calves and bred the registered Jerseys. 

 I did the unthinkable and bred them back to beef cattle and they became Heinz 57 pretty 

quick. Then just gradually … if you don’t have the time and you can’t keep the fences up … the 

herd dwindled and finally the last one went and for about six months I didn’t have cattle and the 

weeds grew up and I missed them. I kept seeing these cattle just south of Madoc; these Red 

Limousines that I’ve got now. So finally one day I stopped in and talked to the guy and bought 

three heifers. Then I met someone down the road at the sale barn one day and he said, “What are 

you looking for?” and I said, “I need a red Limo bull.” And he says “Oh I got one.” And I said, 

“Can I rent him?” and he said “Sure,” so he trucked him over here and he hung around for a 



couple of months and he bred my cattle and I gave the man $100 bucks and he came and got 

him. I found out later he wasn’t his bull.  

The bull wasn’t polled and I had said I wanted a polled bull ’cause I don’t want to deal 

with horns. This guy hops out of the wagon down there and he’s got these scraggly horns 

sticking out. And I said “He’s not polled,” and he says, “Well, he’s sort of polled.” And anyway 

I got two young bulls from him… one with horns and one without. They’ll have to go ’cause you 

can’t have three bulls around and they can’t breed their moms. 

I call it bovine aerobics, doing this. Every day I shovel out the cow pen and spread the 

manure over this field. In about six months me and my wheelbarrow have done the whole thing, 

all by hand. It’s better than any gym workout you could have and I don’t pay a cent for the 

privilege. 



Barb Thompson is a Boer goat farmer and lives north of Stirling in a 

home she designed herself. In her eighth decade, she is proud to maintain a self-

sufficient lifestyle, which includes doing most of her own construction and 

building repair around the property. Barb knows every inch of her farm 

intimately and takes great pleasure in watching the changing seasons and their 

effect on her livestock. 

Barb told me this story as we sat in her bright kitchen on a crisp October 

afternoon. Barb spoke for approximately an hour as I recorded her speaking on 

an audio recorder and her husband and dog listened. At times during the story, 

Barb would get up and show me the area about which she was speaking. At the 

end of our time in the kitchen, we walked around her yard and I was introduced to 

her chickens and goats. 

 

BARB THOMPSON 

There are rock walls all around the fence lines. Big, big huge rocks and one morning I 

looked over and there’s this little white face looking over at me with little beady eyes and I 

thought, “Oh my heavens, a little weasel.” He was so cute and he just stood there just watching 

me very carefully. That was kind of the cutest thing. But, I’ve had a few odd things happen like 

when I was deer hunting, sitting up in my tree stand and it was getting dark, starting to get too 

dark to hunt. I’m about to climb down and I look off in the corner and I see this big, big black 

mound there. I couldn’t identify it ’cause it was too far away and it was too dark, but I was sure 

it was a bear. I just climbed down out of my stand and walked out of the bush, which must have 

been where his den was and took off on the four-wheeler and headed home.  

Actually, I have seen a lot of scat. They come right up into one of the big fields back 

here. I’ve seen logs beat up. You know, they are looking for their food. I have a field camera and 

I had it out and I have a picture of a mama bear and a baby bear. I did get a picture of a bear back 

in that corner, so I know there is bear here for sure. 

The coyotes have been a real nuisance. Mostly they take chickens. One day I got up in 

the morning and I let the dog out and then I had let him back in. I was sitting there and I could se 

the backyard and I saw this coyote go across towards my chicken coop. I thought, “Well, how do 



you like that!” So I got my rifle (which I have loaded). Well, it wasn’t loaded then, but the 

ammunition was here and the MNR have said that I can do that. I can keep it here because of the 

goats and chickens. Anyway, I loaded it up and out I go, in my nightgown, into the back yard. I 

couldn’t see him and I thought, “Well, where did he go?” Then out he came out from the chicken 

coop, nothing in his mouth. He just came out and I shot him. He rolled ass over teakettle and 

then ran into the bush. I thought, “Oh shoot!” but anyway I checked it out and he was dead on 

the other side. 

So…weasels and bears and coyotes. Actually, I shoot a coyote almost every year. They 

come out when I’m in my tree stand, in my back field and I shoot them. I can’t let my goats out 

in my back field ’cause there’s no electric fence around it. Last night when I was bow hunting, 

that’s what made me come back in. I heard a pack of them chasing something just in the woods 

past from where I was so I just got down and went back.  

Back to the cougar thing: I was in the back yard and I heard the chickens. Actually, I 

heard the rooster and the hen and they were in the other side of the garden across from me. I 

looked over and I saw this big yellow thing heading for the chickens. He tried to grab the rooster, 

but he got away and he grabbed the hen, but he was on a flat out run. I thought it was a fox, but I 

am convinced that it was a cougar. The only reason I say that is that it was only a few days later 

that I heard the cougar in the morning. I had let the dog out and he snuck down off the deck. 

(He’s a big collie.) Off he goes and he starts smelling around the driveway. The next thing you 

know, he’s in the garden and he takes off at a dead run. I called him back immediately and I 

heard the cougar screaming. It definitely was a cougar. It went down the fence line and across 

the back and I could hear it still screaming, but I couldn’t see it. I ripped down brush like crazy 

so I could see.  



I really think it was a cougar that got that first chicken. I had two chickens that I kept in 

the barn because they fought and one of them liked to peck in the field and it disappeared. It’s 

gone, but the other one is okay. The cougars are just picking them off so I moved the chicken 

coop and put them over here. I put a new coop in and I put it up on two foot blocks so it’s up on 

stilts right close to here. Now I can keep an eye on them and nothing has come around to bother 

them. I tore down the old coop that was way back there behind the shed. I couldn’t see what was 

going on back there. 

I have a hay elevator to put my hay up in the barn. I can’t grow all my own hay as I have 

no way of harvesting it. I buy my hay and keep goats and chickens totally separate from the 

house money. I sell the babies and make enough to pay for their feed. I sell enough eggs to cover 

their feed. The brown hen lays an egg almost every day. She’s a good girl. 

I haven’t seen any wild animals in the winter, not around the house. Where my dog can 

see, he keeps it clear. Just the other day he took off after something. He barked at it and went to 

the end of the clearing. Once it goes into the bush he stops. He won’t go into the bush after it, 

which is a good thing because a pack of coyotes can really destroy a dog. 

The deer sign attracted me here. I wanted a place where we could have goats and this is 

perfect for goats. All these rocks! Lots of rock fences here! This place had been used by an old 

gentleman who had cows eat on the fields. This was a 200-acre farm, this whole stretch, and we 

are on the west side. This was cattle graze. I think this looks like it was used as a hay field 

because it was so smooth. Back in there is another huge big field that covers the whole width, 

and then the little field that I look at for hunting is farther down. That was used for hay.  

We designed the house, as we couldn’t find anything we liked. I redesigned this whole 

kitchen. This is my third design, this kitchen. This house can be handicapped accessible if need 



be. The master suite en suite has a walk-in shower; one of those big square ones and you can take 

a walker right in. That was all planned. I can come (out) in a walker or a wheelchair and we just 

have to install a ramp. The house has in floor heating in the basement and a water boiler instead 

of a regular furnace. The plan is the perfect retirement place, so if one of us becomes disabled we 

can still live here. Hermie, my husband, is 83 years old and he has all his wood in already. I 

designed it like this.  

I broke my ankle shortly after we moved here. I stepped out and we had just got the dog. 

He was a puppy. I broke my ankle by stepping off the back step and landed on the garage floor. I 

knew I had broken it. I put a tensor bandage on it, trying to deny it, but I did hear it break. 

Eventually I went to the Emergency department and they put a cast on it. I had a collapsible 

wheelchair here and I used that and I could go everywhere. 

The whole thing that’s going to mess me up is not being able to drive. If I can’t drive, I 

can’t live here. There’s a lot of work to do here. It’s endless: outside maintenance and ground 

work. I do the weed eating and all these flower gardens and the vegetable garden. This garden 

was huge. I went out one morning last spring and I had been saying this garden needs to get 

smaller, so I went out and took the wire off and the posts out of the ground and had it all rolled 

up. I took it down to half the size this year, just planted four rows of potatoes and other things I 

wanted. I get it all canned up and it sits in the basement. 

Keeping the path clear in winter and not icy … that’s my biggest thing is the ice. With 

the coop being back there it was hard ’cause it would just get to glare ice. It’s easier now. I’ve 

got a pair of snowshoes with diamond points. They work on ice ’cause they have points on them 

that stick down. 



Bill and Marilyn Brant live, semi-retired, on Tyendinaga Mohawk territory, 

on the large dairy farm they bought and built up from a dozen young borrowed 

heifers. Over several decades, they have seen big changes in both the dairy 

industry and in the attitudes of people towards farming and agri-business in 

general. In their stories about living with the land, both Bill and Marilyn 

commented on the satisfaction of watching crops grow and animals thrive.  

Sitting in their bright kitchen on a warm October afternoon, it was easy to 

see Bill and Marilyn’s pride in what they have accomplished over the years, their 

love of the land, and their concern that the Mohawk people not lose their 

traditional sense of belonging to the land that had been theirs for centuries. 

 

BILL AND MARILYN BRANT 

Bill: There were always a lot of things that made you feel like second class citizens. My 

mom and dad had a very small farm and I can remember going to public school my first days and 

they asked me what I wanted to do when I grew up and I told them I wanted to farm. I remember 

that as plain as day, but there was absolutely no opportunity here on the Territory. Now there 

were some very big farms back in those days, what you considered a large farm, but there was no 

way that you could get any financing. When we went from the horse age to the machinery age, 

even though you had assets, you could not get financing because in the Indian Act you couldn’t 

mortgage. The Indian Act says that the property of a Native person on a reserve is not subject to 

mortgage or pledge.  

The department of Indian Affairs said they would loan money for economic 

development, but by the time you got through to them to get something happening it took a long 

time. It was a government agency and a lot of the people knew nothing about agriculture and you 

couldn’t get any money. So, even a lot of these big farms, although there was opportunity there, 

they couldn’t get the money to carry on farming and the children didn’t bother going into the 

farming business. [Those children] went all different places. Our family is as far away as 

England and down in the States and all over. They have gone because really there wasn’t any 



opportunity on the territory to do the things they wanted to do. So it was very difficult getting 

started, but I guess I’m sort of a bit of a scrapper when I find something I want to do. I won’t quit 

’til I get an answer … I don’t know why. So we decided we wanted to farm … after Marilyn 

decided. Marilyn came from a farm, too. 

Marilyn: And I never ever thought I wanted to farm for sure! I just never liked all that 

work. Our farm was just on the next road to the south, not very far away. My dad and us used to 

share shearing … back and forth as it wasn’t very far away. I guess I convinced myself. I thought 

I wanted to go to University and at the time there wasn’t any money for me to do that. I was 

accepted at one in Ottawa and we couldn’t really afford for me to go, so I went to teachers’ 

college and decided I didn’t like teachers’ college, but I finished it.  

I guess it was a good thing that I did that, because it helped us to get started and borrow 

some money from a relative who was a doctor and we bought the farm. When I was in the 

classroom I thought “Oh, I love the kids, but I do not like being stuffed in this one room all day!” 

I used to take them outside a lot as we were in the country and everything just switched around 

and I thought, “Oh, I do want to be outside. I do want to farm after all!” 

Bill: And she is an excellent farmer. She helped her dad a lot. Well, actually, when we 

were going to get married we decided that if I could find a place that had a barn, we would build 

a house, and if we found a place with a house, then we would build a barn. Whatever we needed.  

I went to high school and from there I went to Kemptville Agricultural School, and now 

called college. I went there and I graduated from there and my six counterparts were getting 

junior farmer loans at four per cent and they could get tile drainage loans for the same. But tile 

drainage loans would not apply to the reserve because they couldn’t take a loan. So, where my 



counterparts were paying four per cent I had to purchase my first tractor from Household 

Finance. There was just no money anywhere to buy … and that was all the way up. 

Marilyn: The farm that we were on was my grandfather Maracle’s homestead, which we 

didn’t find out until years later. When he moved away he bought land over in New York and 

started to farm there. He had a brother here whose wife had passed on and they had no kids. This 

farm was terrible! He had woodchucks in the house, it was so bad! And the barn was just like 

that! And he didn’t really want to sell, but he said we could use it if we gave him a third of the 

crop. So that’s what we did.  

We cleaned it up, made it livable, took wagons and wagon of garbage out of the place 

and eventually it got to the point where he said that he would sell to us. Then we couldn’t find 

any money to buy it. I had an uncle who was a year older than I am. He had just graduated from 

Queen’s and started up his family practice. He said, “I’m the medicine man and you’re the 

farmers.” That’s where we got the money to buy the place. 

Bill: To give you a snapshot of what this land was like when we come here: it was kind 

of like a dirt road coming in and in spring as you drove in you drove in a rut. You had to back 

into the yard. This field on the left, where there is wheat now, was only about two or three acres. 

The rest was grown up with these tall bushes and willows. This property on this side was all 

willow stuff. This tree had massive roots. The barn was just the centre piece of the barn that is 

there now and it had manure as high as the windows.  

There were windows on the side of the barn and they just threw the manure out the 

windows. It had an old gangway on the side, but the door had fallen off. There was really no 

floor in the barn. They had cemented one side, but it wasn’t very good. It was all rooted up with 

manure mixed in, probably about three feet deep where they had thrown it in. Right here [where 



the house now stands] was a pigpen that might have been 15 by 25. Out from there they had used 

more fence wire and as the boards and stuff fell off they got tramped in the manure. It was just a 

mess!  

The roof was moss covered and it sank down. Over in this area was another little building 

they used for a chicken coop. Right where we are sitting here was weeds. We built a house: our 

old house sat just a foot behind this one. So that’s what the buildings looked like. There was an 

old drive shed right there that was falling down. They had really no fences here. No fences 

whatsoever. And in the barn the walls were leaning and the barn floor was actually lower than 

the ground, so if it rained the water came right in and flooded the barn. That’s what the buildings 

looked like.  

There was no power in the barn and very little power in the house; something like a 60 

amp breaker. But we started doing our thing. We started farming. Marilyn taught school for three 

years and back in those days I think it was $3,400–$3,500 for salary. 

When we started we got some cows from the Department of Indian Affairs. They were 

purebred Holsteins. We had to pick the kind of cows we wanted and we wanted Holsteins and we 

wanted them registered. So what we had to do was we had to buy 10 cows. We got good cows 

and we kept them for three years and we were to pass them along after three years. We were to 

pass them along to somebody else. We could keep the offspring from three years. And so we did 

that and we had a registered herd name with the Department of Indian Affairs. The prefix of our 

cattle was Tyendinaga something. We registered them and we had very good fortune in the first 

year. Out of the ten calves we had eight or nine heifer calves, so that gave us a great start.  

And this is what we had to do: I poured the floor in the barn. What I did was I got used 

ties from the railroad and I stood them side by side so the cows would not be in the water. They 



stood up and I put the roof on and closed the gangway door so we had that. The old pigpen that 

was sitting over here, the lumber was all soft from the water. I took a bag of cement so that at 

least when you stepped you didn’t go on your knees! We only had electric cord from the house 

over to the barn, just like a heavy extension—copper 12 wires—and ran it to the barn.  

To milk I bought a used Canadian Tire milking machine. That was just a little half horse 

motor and it had two piston pumps and two glass jars on there, but the floor was so bad that 

when you moved over the floor the jar would fall off and smash. And even then the water still 

ran in the barn. What had to happen as things moved on, and to get our start, was that we agreed 

to let Marilyn’s dad take our herd and keep them. We had a cream quota at the time and I wasn’t 

paying enough attention to it. So when we let her dad take our cows we lacked a couple of cans 

of cream to keep our quota.  

I worked out in the Department of Highways as a snow plow driver for about six years 

and Marilyn taught school for about three years to try and get us rolling. In the daytime I would 

work and build our barn. And that’s what we did. We poured the new floor in the barn. 

Later on our cows were facing in, and I wanted them to face out so I wouldn’t have as 

much manure. I broke that entire floor and re-poured the floor the other way to put the gutter 

cleaner in. I raised the ceiling in the barn. It was only about five and a half feet, so I hung the 

whole barn up in the air with some planks I got from the airport. They were firm. I hung that old 

barn up in the air and took the posts out, put the new beams in. Put the beams in the barn as they 

are now and let the barn rest back on that and put our gutter cleaner in.  

Before we even got to that stage I quit working on the highways in the winter ’cause we 

needed our time here and I told Marilyn to quit school. She was worth more to me here than she 

was making in school. So, that is basically what we did.  



Since we were here and over the years we have poured … I couldn’t count the yards of 

concrete … over 400 yards! After that we did both silos; we did a garage over there and we built 

our house here. One thing, I’m not a person for moving around and we didn’t! We only moved 

once!  

We tore the other house down and we did a lot of work. In the early days the man we 

rented from wanted one third. You know, not being a farmer, he had no idea about one third and 

that that was the profit. We kept losing the profit! But anyway, we got going and we were able to 

purchase this place and we did it a lot sooner than we thought we would be able to 

Marilyn: So we went to Indian Affairs to see if we could get any economic help to get us 

started. We went to Ottawa. We were talking to this person who supposedly knew something 

about economic development and nothing about agriculture and it was going nowhere. This man 

wanted us to drive school buses. “There are no school buses on your reserve,” he said. “You can 

get money to have a school bus company and make some money.” Well, Bill’s very loud voice 

kept getting louder and louder, “I don’t want to drive any school bus!!”  

They finally found a person in the department who knew a little bit about agriculture and 

eventually through that person we were able to make a small loan to help us get started. Bill is 

always looking to get funding for farmers and Farm Credit asked him to sit on a board so that 

they could supply the service to Natives. He went out west, and they made an agreement so that 

Natives could borrow from Farm Credit.  

Bill: It took a lot of time because the only thing worse than dealing with one government 

bureaucracy is dealing with two, because it was a system that the Department of Indian Affairs 

was willing to guarantee the loan to Farm Credit. By the time a person was going to get a loan 

the staff would change and you had to educate the person all over again. And during the 80s we 



had a significant amount of dollars owed because we built two harvest stores and we had a 

significant amount of money owed.  

I have wanted to farm ever since I was a kid. I think farming is a real kind of experience 

that kids growing up in the city are just going to miss. You see the different seasons. You see fall 

when things are growing down and getting ready to go to sleep for the winter. 

Marilyn: We could have probably bought property off the reserve and they would have 

been happy to mortgage it, but this is our land and this is where we wanted to be. 

Bill: If you farm the land (they think) anybody can do that. People who don’t farm don’t 

really know what the challenges are. But I had to prove to these people that we were as good as 

the rest of them here. But, we had a lot of challenges boy oh boy! When we first started here I 

had this guy ask me, “Do you know how much a cow will eat?”  

Everything you see here we put on with our hands. I cleared the land, this land here. You 

couldn’t see the road at all. I plowed the land, the roots and everything up. Pulled them out by 

hand, and then used the cultivator and the same thing, trying to walk to the end of the field. We 

cleared the land. 

Marilyn: It builds character!! 

Bill: There is just something there when you see spring coming. You see the land come 

back to life. You see animals being born and, you know, you see animals dying. You see the 

circle of life my granddaughter says. You see that happen and that’s an experience a lot of other 

people never appreciate and don’t know.  

I feel sorry for our Territory. A lot of the land is rented out to non-Native farmers and the 

land that isn’t is growing weeds. There is pasture, you know, with red cedars and bushes grown 



over it and pretty soon it’s going to be useless. If you have cattle and you don’t work the land 

you just get scrubs and bushes. 

Marilyn: I think there are a lot of people who would like to farm, some dream about it, 

but they do not want to take on all the debt or all the work. Bill has really persevered with 

finding funding for Native farmers. He and some other people have started a company that loans 

to Native farmers.  

Bill: First of all a (hemp crop) sounds good and you have a crop that will last a dozen 

years or more, but you have to find someone to work with as one person cannot afford the 

machinery. Then you need to find a market. 

Back in the late 70s bigger was better. I think if you give farmers an opportunity where 

there is a possibility of them making money; they will take hold and do that. While time may 

have made farmers more efficient, no one taught them the skills of marketing. 

Marilyn: I like farming, but I do not like to sell. Farmers really need to be marketers and 

most aren’t. I have my own theory about that, though: we’re more likely to give food away than 

we are to ask people to pay for it. 

Bill: We always had a big heart and we had more than we need. We’d ask people “Do 

you want some?” and they’d take it if we picked it!!! For a few years we did that and then I said, 

“If they want it they can pick it!” It’s too bad to plow it under, but I can’t afford to pick it and 

then give it away. 

Marilyn: Raspberries got ploughed under! 

Bill: I think the best thing that can happen to kids is that they spend some time on the 

farm. They get wise to machinery, the dangers and all that stuff, and to fixing things. 



 Marilyn and I went to the farm machinery show at the International Centre. I shut the 

door, the car locked and I didn’t have the key! Marilyn said, “What are we going to do?” I said, 

“Marilyn, we’re in a group of farmers!” and the first person who came along said, “Yeah, we got 

something here and we can pull that lock!” A lot of people wouldn’t know what to do, but 

farmers are very innovative ’cause they’ve had to do a lot of things themselves. And right now I 

think to operate a successful farm you have to be a very good businessman and be prepared to 

work. 

I guess we had a lot more to appreciate back in those days. We did everything! We put 

the frame up and farmed and we had our old shingles. We had the cupboards and drywall. And 

the frame and everything we put up. Our whole house. I guess we had about 20 years to think 

about it … how we were going to build. 

Marilyn: We always had lots of kids here all summer. We had foster kids. [Our kids] 

have never liked animals! 

Bill: We don’t do much anymore. Plant a few crops. Try to keep the weeds down. This 

was a good year. We like growing.  

We started as cream producers first and we wanted to go to shipping milk to a cheese 

factory in Shannonville and then it burned down!! The same year as we got cans. Then our cows 

were producing 8000 pounds per year and when we retired our average was 18,500–19,000 per 

year. Our cows had a better diet than we did actually. We fed according to production and they 

got everything they needed to have. We had a surplus of milk according to our quota and we 

gave our surplus to the Food Bank. At the time the truck would come for free and the processor 

would process for free. We made butter for a while. 



Marilyn: The old people would buy. They would say they would like 50 lbs. of butter. 

Now, when you’re 80 years old, what are you going to do with 50 lbs. of butter??! They just 

liked that old fashioned taste of butter with buttermilk. 

Bill: We found out a lot of things about making butter when we first started out. I’d use a 

five litre pail and I made a beater out of an oven rack and I used to churn the butter with a three 

quarters inch drill. We worked through trial and error and found that if the cream was too cold it 

took a long time to churn. If the cream was just about room temperature, it would make butter in 

about five minutes. You could tell, it would just slow that drill right down. We probably pressed 

around 50 blocks at a time. We had the old fashioned tools: the butter tray and the paddles. We’d 

put the salt in. We also found out that with salt in you got a lot more butter. 

Marilyn: The other thing we found out was that you couldn’t make buttermilk out of 

sweet butter. 



Bill and Wilma Maracle live on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory, on land 

given to Bill by his dad and not very far from the farm where Wilma grew up. 

Both of them love the land around the Bay of Quinte and have great memories of 

childhoods spent in both gardens and bush. They have worked to instill that love 

and respect for Mother Earth in their children and their grandchildren by telling 

stories from the past and by taking them back to the original farmsteads. 

They spoke to me one evening in October, at their kitchen table 

overlooking the late fall garden at the back of their property. While Bill told most 

of the stories, Wilma contributed a few of her own and was a strong presence 

throughout the two hours we spent together. Her laughter and hand gestures often 

appeared to remind Bill of further stories.  

 

BILL AND WILMA MARACLE 

Bill: I was born in Belleville but raised just up the road here. Dad built four houses 

actually. He built one as a home and they rented that one out and he built another one on 

property; cottage-like homes they were and he built another one that we lived in all the time. It 

was probably a long time before I remember we had any type of water or septic tank. We ended 

up going over to our neighbour’s property where they had a well and we carried water back to 

the house. We heated with both wood and coal. We got the wood fire going and at nighttime we 

burnt coal.  

There was one time my mother and I were home. Dad was away working in Toronto at 

the time and he had left and mom and I were home. We had put the coal in and got everything all 

set. And we had gone to bed and that night the wind was blowing and we got a back draft down 

through the chimney and the coal gas all blew back inside the house. In fact, we almost died had 

one of us not woken up and woke the other one up and got the door open. We would have died 

simply because of a back draft and what we found out later was that the chimney was just about 

the same level as the roof and so it wasn’t getting the draft that was needed. Dad came home the 

following weekend and he ended up getting another section added on to that chimney and so that 

fixed that.  



Wilma: The first farm that we lived on was on that road over there and  the basement 

stored coal. And I remember them coming and we had the door that you lift up and then they just 

put down loads of coal. That seemed to be the choice of fuel at that point. I grew up on a farm. 

My earliest memories … I was my father’s “boy.” I was 10 and he needed someone to help him 

and they had gone from the horse driven rake and cutter and it was their first tractor so Dad 

needed someone and mom was busy with a baby in the house, so I was selected to go and drive 

the tractor and I obviously wasn’t big enough. My legs weren’t long enough.  

One day I almost killed Dad trying to go around the corner and the grass got caught in the 

blade and it just jammed and it just jerked him and he’s yelling “Stop! Stop!” and I’m reaching 

down for all I’m worth and trying to get my foot on the clutch to stop the thing, but it had thrown 

him right up into the back. He hit the wheel at the back of the tractor. I mean I was a child, but he 

couldn’t afford to hire help and we persevered and I drove the tractor to bring in, to cut the hay, 

to rake ’til I was sixteen.  

Well, we had chickens. It was kind of a little bit of everything farm so we would gather 

the eggs as children and then of course, the milking. He had a milking machine by then. By the 

time I was old enough to pull any milk, we were using the milking machine, and I certainly was 

out in the barn. I loved to farm and the animals.  

That was our fun on a Saturday morning after school we were either in the wintertime if 

you weren’t sliding down hills then you went in the barn and threw down hay just to jump in it. 

That was our fun. The barn was full of hay and then we would jump. I think of it now, the 

walking on the beams of the barn and the round ones even and it was one thing to walk when 

there was hay underneath, but right here was also stored the hay loader and I shudder now and 

certainly if my grandchildren were doing it … ugh!  



You think of the things that you did and fortunately got away with, but they were some of 

the memories … bringing in hay and we had combines and the thrashers they used to go from 

house to house and when the grain was ripe and it came Dad’s turn and I remember the whole 

buzz. All the women would come and all the pies and all the cooking that was done in the house 

because you had to feed all these people. But that’s going back a long ways. We went from that 

to the more modern bales of hay, but we were stooking, the old fashioned combine and then as it 

progressed we moved to another farm.  

We lived right across the Bay of Quinte and in order to get there you have to go to 

Napanee, cross the river and then out, so it was seven miles out. Mom and I used to come back 

and forth by boat and in the wintertime when the ice froze we would drive the car across and so 

we had some experiences on ice not land. When we went to the second farm, things had 

progressed quite a lot. We were baling the hay then and my grandfather was a farmer as well and 

he used to farm in Quebec. He came up and helped Dad build a new stable on to the barn that 

was there. He used to come up and help with the plowing and getting the fields ready in the 

spring and in the fall. 

Bill: We met at Youth Group at Church down in Deseronto. It used to be handy to come 

across the bay in the winter time. There was a ferry that came across in summer. 

Wilma: You couldn’t get to where I lived because it is a peninsula out from Napanee. It 

was just a peninsula, so you had to go into town. But after we were married and moved over here 

the kind of interesting thing was Bill’s father’s connection with the land. He got the land after he 

came back from the war. That was his 3-acre deal that you got. He had built the cottages and he 

had divided it so that each son was passed on a lot there. We actually lived on what was given to 



Bill, the cottage, during the time we were building the house here and during the summer we 

would go over to work by boat and baled hay at that point even.  

As we said before, we did have the barn up there. We would call it the farmhouse. It’s 

still sitting there. The unfortunate thing with the barn was it needed work, quite a bit of work for 

the foundation and at that point we didn’t have the money to put in to fix it up and it fell down 

but you can still see the foundation. We did buy some farm equipment after we bought this and 

we had different people work it because we were working fulltime and it was hard to do it 

ourselves so we just rented it out to crop farmers.  

Bill: She has all kinds of flowers and plants and shrubs. 

Wilma: I enjoy that, but I enjoyed the animals. I had my own horse and as a teenager and 

I enjoyed that. It was kind of a dream. I used to dream as a child of going to the Calgary 

Stampede. That was my goal in life.  

Now, I guess for me, growing up on the farm an animal is an animal. As much I like 

animals they kind of belong in the barn and not in my bedroom. There again, living on a farm 

shapes your life. I came home and we used to walk to school and in an 8-grade classroom. After 

I walked home, I had to walk almost a mile back into the back. I had to go fetch the cows and 

bring them back up to the barn for the milking. Oh, I would walk until I got my horse and then I 

was able to ride the horse. You are working, too, and right now I can see, because I started 

working so young, I am happy when I’m working. People say, “Why don’t you retire?” Well, 

I’m, retired to a certain extent, but I’m happier when I’m working and I think that stems from 

living off the land and you know the gardening, that was one thing when we first bought this 

property was that we had all kinds of space and the whole back terrace was a garden. I had fruit 

trees and raspberry bushes and a strip of land and then we had our tomatoes and potatoes and 



carrots and cabbage and everything. It was just like a picture … that was a garden! I’ve changed 

to flowers!  

Bill: You know you can still be self-sufficient if you need to be. Like the ice storm. I had 

a hard time when water and sewer came up the road here. We had a well and we left the pipes in 

it because some day we might need it. And thank goodness we did. The time of the ice storm 

…we have a fireplace so we can burn wood. We don’t have a generator but we find now that 

solar blankets work quite well and you can bring them in if the power goes off. There are things 

like that that are good.  

Wilma: Living on a farm affected my life. I guess with my mother, she of course grew up 

on a farm as well. My dad came from Britain and emigrated when he was 19. He came to a farm 

and worked until he met her, or maybe until he had the first farm. He basically learned farming 

after he came here and, of course, mom, growing up on a farm, was able to help that way. My 

grandfather had a sugar bush in the Eastern Townships and they were known for their quality 

maple syrup so we used to go down there and they did it with the horse and the barrel on the 

back. We would gather sap with the horses. 

Bill: That was where we spent our March Breaks in the Eastern Townships. We would 

drive down there and help for that week and we would make maple syrup and it was great. A 

great experience! We really looked forward to that every year.  

Wilma: It’s a sense of belonging and a sense of home. For Bill, and his father, it was 

dividing the property up to provide for the next generation. It’s a sense of belonging and a sense 

of home. One interesting thing is that my parents are buried on the farm. Right beside our farm 

there was a church and a cemetery and they needed to expand and my parents donated a lot so 

where they are buried is part of the farm. The building is no longer there, but it was called 



Bethany United. It is not in the family any more. They sold. They moved into town. When they 

moved into town their whole backyard was a garden. From fence to fence it was a garden. It 

gradually dwindled as he grew older. 

Bill: We don’t get old we just mature. It was just that connection to the land. 



Cindy Hubble is a beef and meat goat producer who came thirty years ago 

to land north of Stirling that has been farmed by her husband’s family for three 

generations. She has seen many changes over three decades, but contends that the 

land has remained constant in its ability to teach and to heal. Cindy’s experiences 

have led her to have a great respect for the variances of weather and climate and 

to deeply understand a farmer’s complete dependence on Nature as provider. 

Cindy’s story was recorded in my living room on a damp and cold 

November evening. She had come to see our new crop of goat kids, and we 

arranged to spend some time talking while she was here. The excerpt transcribed 

represents approximately thirty minutes of our conversation. 

 
CINDY HUBBLE 

I actually grew up in Toronto and I would always take the newspaper to my dad to get 

him to buy a farm. I wanted to live in a rural community and fortunately that happened for me. 

It’s something I have always looked forward to doing. I moved here and I don’t regret it. I don’t 

miss being in the city. I’m very glad that our kids have grown up in the country and been able to 

run and play like kids should be able to.  

The land has taught us all a lot of things … about gratitude … about submitting. I mean 

you have to accept the fact that you’re not the centre of everything and that a lot of other things 

are in control of what you do, particularly when you’re farming. You know you do your best to 

do things right, but there’s Mother Nature who has the final say in just about everything. So 

certainly when we did the Hay West that was a great example of Mother Nature depriving, I 

guess, the people out west of the water that was needed for the crops and they were in a very 

serious situation.  

 I had some friends come out from Alberta to do a seminar on the farm and they were 

saying that they had about three weeks worth of feed left for their animals and I said I couldn’t 

imagine how we hadn’t heard of this. So anyway, there was a gentleman, an amazing gentleman 

in Smiths Falls and he had had some relatives that were in that area and was trying to get some 

hay shipped out to them. When I was talking to my friend I had heard a little news clip about 



this. I said, “We have some hay. We can send you out some.” We managed to get a livestock 

truck and it was about 42 degrees C that day. And we loaded it with as much hay as we could 

and there were a couple of bulls on the back end of it, up on top. The truck went out with the hay 

on it and that helped them out an awful lot. But then the whole Hay West movement started a 

week or so after that.  

I remember our first shipment went out the day before the Stirling Fair started. There 

were a couple of false starts. We were supposed to start the train and it was postponed and 

postponed, but I remember driving into Belleville and seeing all the people start to arrive with 

the hay. The hay was being loaded on the rail cars and all of the skid steer loaders were buzzing 

around. Everybody was buzzing around and it really just brought tears to your eyes to see how 

everything could come together! Everybody came together with food, with hay, with equipment 

and anything we needed. Even the Tim Horton’s would offer us free coffee and different things 

down the road and we would zip down and get it. 

But the man who started all this was almost blind and yet he went around and he 

organized all this and set up all the different things. I got the privilege to work with him and you 

would never know that he was blind. In fact, sometimes I forgot and then he would kind of go, 

“Cindy, can you read that for me, I can’t.” I mean even somebody like that, with such incredible 

disability was able to go around to areas and get people working together. Something that as far 

as I’m concerned the government should have been doing, but wasn’t able to organize, these 

people did from their kitchen table and on a national level.  

So much hay! Tons and tons and tons of hay to the people in Alberta and some in 

Saskatchewan! I mean it was just an incredible experience. I mean it was so incredibly busy that 

I actually sent my kids to live at my mom’s for a while. We ended up sending out three 



shipments of hay from the Belleville area. And then I went up to Havelock and they started 

sending it from Havelock, too. This area was well represented, that’s for sure. 

But you know, that just goes to show you … I mean people say, it’s only a drop in the 

bucket, it’s not going to make any difference, but now I know that all these drops in a bucket 

count and before you know it your bucket’s overflowing. It can make a difference. It was very 

inspiring. It was very inspiring to me and to my kids. They were around, but they were very 

young. They made me a poster on wallpaper and it stretched out very long and it had a train 

going across the different parts of Canada. They did up a nice book on it so I have my copy of 

that and when I look at it today it brings tears to my eyes.  

I also find the land is a very centering factor. You can walk out there, and I do very often, 

especially when there’s turmoil in my life. If you need to find some kind of balance, some kind 

of centre it is there. Quite often I’ll go out and I’ll just go for a walk. I walk about and catch my 

breath before I say something that I might not want to say. And usually I can find an answer. It’s 

not always an answer that I like but you find an answer that needs to deal with the situation.  

My daughter, she’s 17 and she bumped into the back end of a car in Stirling recently and 

she was all upset about it, which is good because it shows that she was responsible and aware. I 

came home and she was upstairs in her room and she didn’t want to come down. She thought I’d 

be mad about it. My husband called her down after supper and she came down with a hood over 

her head, a hoodie on. She was trying to hide. So I went out for a walk immediately. I was trying 

to figure out how to handle it. So, I’m walking in the back fields, and the back fields, as much as 

they change they stay the same. When you stop and you’re quiet it’s just like they cover you up, 

like a blanket. The land and the trees, it’s just like you’re part of them and it’s just an incredible 

sense of balance and energy if you accept it. And all of a sudden it just came to me, “What would 



you want your parents to have done if this had happened to you?” I answered my own question 

or the question that was being presented to me, and that was to have a big hug. So I walked back 

and I got my daughter and I said “C’mon. Come for a walk with me.” And she said, “No, no. I 

don’t want to go for a walk.” And I said, “C’mon, get your coat.” It was getting dusky, so we 

started walking back across the field and we kept walking and she walked about twenty feet 

behind me and so I said, “Walk up here with me,” and she said, “No, no you’re walking too fast 

… we have to go back …” and all that. She was walking in one track and I was walking in the 

other and finally I stopped and I stood right across from her and I said, “So, tell me about it,” and 

she started crying, eh? She started telling me, “The kids were in there and I could have hurt the 

kids!”  

All these things started pouring out just like the tears in her eyes. And she started saying 

all these things and so I said, “You know it’s true. I’m glad to see you’re so upset. You had very 

important cargo in my vehicle. You had my three girls: you and your two sisters.” And, you 

know we discussed it back and forth and after a while I just stepped across the track and I just 

put my arms around her and she just cried and cried and cried. It turned out quite well and I told 

her, “You learned something. You’ve been given something to learn without a big expense 

because nobody was hurt, but I’m glad to see you value life.”  

You know, it gives me an opportunity to parent. Because when you go for a walk back 

there in the land it’s always welcoming. It is what it is and it brings everything into perspective, 

into focus. I mean, we do make our living from it. It provides us with food. When you look at it , 

it provides us with heat it provides us with shelter, everything. It always amazes me that when 

you sit and look at water or a beautiful sunset and just the peace and the calm … and just as 

quickly it can turn into something that can take your life, like the beautiful Crowe River. And 



there’s been young people around here or people my age that have in a snowstorm, around the 

river, they’ve lost their life snowmobiling. I mean it’s so opposite, it’s like a paradox, along all 

of it is beautiful and tranquil and calming and yet on the other hand it takes your life if given the 

chance. And that always amazes me. 

You don’t take yourself too seriously because it is what it is and once you accept that 

things are easier. There have been a lot of ups and downs with farming because basically our 

livelihood is at the mercy of that. The health of the livestock, the health of the crops: whether 

they’re productive; whether we’re productive. All means we make a living or we don’t. That 

involved weather. That involves the land itself. It’s a privilege to be a caretaker and that’s sort of 

the way I look at it. We have the opportunity to look after it and farmers do really look after it 

because that’s where you live. I mean you don’t destroy where you live. We have to bring our 

kids up there and it’s great. They can run and they can play. They can take the pick-up truck out 

or you know something like that … bicycles and they can poke around in the field. Their friends 

come up and we can hook a wagon up or take them around. Kids used to love to come to the 

birthday parties at our place and I think it was because they were able to run around and not be 

worried about who’s around and someone hurting them. They could just play in the dirt; play 

around a tree; holler if they want, not have to be quiet … and be quiet if they want. So we’ve 

been very fortunate.  



Jack and Lois Clarke (Jack now deceased, 2010) both come from families 

who can trace their lineage back to some of the first settlers in this area. They 

lived their married life and raised their family close to the farms where they 

themselves were brought up in the Rawdon-Stirling area, only moving to an 

apartment in town during the last few years of their lives. Both of these 

octogenarians told stories of early twentieth century farm life, often dominated by 

the vagaries of weather and climate. They shared a respect for the hard labour 

required to work the land and for knowledge of the seasons of life acquired 

through a lifetime of watching the soil and skies. 

I visited them in their apartment in Belleville one cold winter afternoon in 

March. While we drank tea and ate freshly baked cookies, Lois talked of their life 

together. Jack didn’t say much as she spoke, but he was very “present” in the 

conversation, nodding his head and smiling. This was very much their story, not 

just Lois’s. 

 

JACK AND LOIS CLARKE 

Lois: My dad was the miller at West Huntingdon and he ground grain for the famers 

around the area there. You know the pond that’s there? Dad had a flume there that he ran the mill 

with the water wheel and one tractor. Those were the two things that he used for running the 

mill. I grew up partially on the road across from there and partially down at the four corners 

across from St. Luke’s graveyard.  

We grew a lot of strawberries and we grew a lot of strawberries there at the edge of the 

road there. I picked strawberries when I was 12 years old. We used to pick strawberries and we 

sold them there. I always wanted to paint. The first paints I ever got, I grew green onions and 

pulled them with the elastics and sold them to Loblaws when they were on Front Street down in 

Belleville and made enough money that I bought myself my first oil paints.  

 Dad built a garage there when we got older and I went to Stirling High School when it 

was there. I went to Grade 11 at Stirling High School and then I left and worked at the shoe 

factory for a while there in Stirling when it was going. And then I came down and worked for 

Northern Electric when they were down on Water Street and I moved up with them to the new 

locality.  



While I was working in there, there were five of us who chummed around together. There 

was a big recruitment going on down at the armories and the other four were gonna join the Air 

Force. Well I said, I’ll go down with you, but I’m not gonna join.” As a matter of fact, I was the 

only one who did join! I signed up and I wound up working on aircraft as an “E Tech A,” 

working on the electrical works of the aircraft. 

 First I was stationed in St. John’s Quebec to take my boot training and then I was sent to 

Alberta, halfway between Lethbridge and Calgary. I went up by train to Edmonton and then 

down by bus to the air station and the first person I met at the air station was the boy, Gerald, 

who grew up right beside me!! In fact he and I were in grades together all through public school. 

There were eight grades in our school and 35 kids. That was at West Huntingdon, right where the 

Church was. (In fact, the first year that I went we went to school in the church hall because they 

were just building that school then.)  

When I was out west when I was in the Air Force I also held down the librarian’s job and 

when I went on breaks, I went up to Lake Louise to where artists were painting to watch them 

and see how they were doing everything. Then when I got home I would try. As a matter of fact 

my husband, Jack, was out in Alberta about the same time as I was, but I didn’t even know it. He 

was driving parts up to the new line … to Cold Lake.  

I came home in 1954. I was only in for three years and when my time was up I came 

home. I went to a dance back at Ivanhoe Hall and I danced with my husband a few times and I 

had a feeling he was going to ask to take me home. I ran and hid behind the van. My uncle was 

calling off for that dance and he took me home. Then my husband came and asked me out the 

next Sunday, but we had company coming that Sunday so I couldn’t go. But the next Sunday I 

went and after that, well, I guess that was it.  



We moved to our own home. We lived in Cannifton. We got married in the parsonage in 

Thomasburg ’cause I was United at that time and we got married by the Anglican service, but in 

the parsonage in Thomasburg. Then we rented a place down in Cannifton. We lived down in 

Cannifton for a while and then in 1962 we moved out to Foxboro on Harmony Road. My 

mother-in-law was still living on the farm on Tuftsville Road. She lived there when [a son] was 

married. 

We had our place there in Thurlow and we had a 50 x 100 foot garden and I canned food 

and I belonged to the Junior Farmers and I belonged to the Club Girls. All the time I was 

learning. We chummed around with the neighbours. We knew everybody.  

My grandfather had a big farm at Thomasburg that was bought from him. They were 

there for a long time. Their house burnt. I have a picture and it had a drive shed. 

Jack: I miss the people the most because the people here are friendly and that, but you 

know, the people when we lived in the farm and when we lived on the corner when Dad had the 

mill were our friends. If anybody needed something they didn’t hesitate to go to their neighbours 

and we traded stuff back and forth as long as I can remember. I miss that closeness that just 

seemed to be one big family all over. When I was brought up there on the corner and back the 

next road, it was a Catholic gentleman that played the pipes for the Orange Parade!!! Really!! 

That’s how we got along in that area! The last ten years we had to lock our door. We never had 

to do that: never ran into any trouble. We never had trouble with kids.  

Another family that moved down there they have got one farmer to get rid of all his cattle 

because they bothered them. Why did they move there? They knew the cattle were there first. 

That bothers me. 



Colin Lake is a dairy farmer who, with his Dad, lives and works on a 

multi-generational farm north of Stirling. He sees the need to try out new farming 

methods, but also understands the environmental impact of some developments. 

Colin is aware of the complex balance between improved crop and milk 

production and care of the land that has sustained his family for three 

generations. 

Colin’s story was recorded in my living room in the early evening of a 

snowy February day. He elected to come to our house to talk as his five young 

children would be playing before bed and it might have been difficult to find a 

quiet spot in his home. 
 

COLIN LAKE 

Well, I would have to say the last couple of summers have been the biggest challenge of 

my life, just struggling to make a crop and feed high producing dairy cows with less than perfect 

feed. We breed our own cows and, having said that, we have struggled to get cows in calf. Our 

vet keeps pointing to different moulds in the feed and when you do things yourself and you run 

into trouble, you keep second guessing yourself. With having to struggle to try and fill our dairy 

quota, but still having to feed this marginal feed that we’ve grown, it feels at times like pulling 

your hair out. 

But, being progressive and wanting to look forward, we have learned from our mistakes 

and we look forward to this summer. If it is less than perfect, then we know the steps we have to 

take in order to get high quality feed regardless of the weather, because in this day and age when 

we live there’s more than traditional ways to store feed and to make a living with what we do. 

The damp weather makes moulds in the feed. Trying to make good quality dry hay and 

then having rain and more rain the past couple of summers, we have come to understand that we 

should just wrap it. It costs money to wrap it, but when we look back at all the money that we’ve 

spent trying to fix the mistakes of feeding poor quality feed, wrap is cheaper. Much cheaper! 

I don’t follow the almanac. I’m a pretty easy going guy. I can usually go with the flow, 

but cows don’t usually abort. Because of the moulds actually, we’ve had a couple of issues when 



the cows have aborted. The only thing that’s been my savior is that I’m the eternal optimist and 

so is my vet. We make a really good team. He and I, we’re on an every other week herd health 

schedule and we work really hard at synchronized breeding. By doing a large number we’ve 

ended up with at least some in calf, a minimum in calf all the time. That’s allowed us to still keep 

our head above water, but it has not allowed us to move forward at the pace we really wanted to. 

At this point in the game, when I say we’ve calved a lot of cattle out in the last three months, it’s 

really exciting for us because when you look forward to another 12–13 months when those 

calves can start to be bred, then you look forward again. The ball is starting to roll the way I want 

it to. 

We’ve never had any issues with the calves once they’re born. The calves are fine. One 

thing that has been brought up is fresh feed. Anything fresh: fresh corn silage, fresh hay … 

anything that’s fresh. Fresh hay is much the same as our vegetables. It is full of anti-oxidants and 

it’s the best thing that you can feed if you ever get into the situation. If you can feed these fresher 

feeds, then it’s a good way to dodge the bullet temporarily. 

The cows are also all inside fed at this point in the game and we grow everything except 

soya bean meal and our distiller spray which is a routine supplement we feed the cows. We buy 

in our entire mineral supplement, too.  

The whole weather thing is huge. 



Deb Troy is a registered massage therapist who practices out of the 

converted century old schoolhouse she shares with her partner. The house and 

land have been in the Troy family for two generations and represent consistency 

and security within that family. Deb is especially aware of the old growth trees 

that surround her home and the history they have seen over decades. She spoke of 

the healing nature implicit in such surroundings and of the effect the land has had 

on her, both personally and professionally. 

Deb told me her story sitting in her high-ceilinged living room, looking 

out over the yard she describes. On this blustery November afternoon the trees 

were bending their leafless branches towards the windows, and seemed to fill the 

room with their presence. It was easy to hear in Deb’s voice her connection to 

this property and her love of this place. 

Of particular note is the fact that the schoolhouse where Deb lives is the 

same one which Eugene Burrell refers to in his story; it is where he attended 

grade school. Eugene was one of the little boys whose energy Deb wonders about 

when she goes outside and thinks how the land was once used. Eugene would 

have sat in a desk in front of the chalkboard to which she refers. 

 

DEB TROY  

 

I live in Stirling, in a schoolhouse: a one room schoolhouse that was built in 1905. We 

have just discovered in the last the last five years that it is a triple brick house instead of a double 

brick house. This means that they actually bricked this house three times to build it, which seems 

so crazy, but that was the nature of the construction at the time.  

My husband’s family, the Troy family, moved from Toronto via Newcastle to this house. 

They bought it from someone who bought it from the school board. It changed from a grade 

school to only grade seven and eight in the late nineteen sixties, early nineteen seventies. The 

Troy family bought it in 1972 and they lived here.  

We moved here in 1984 my husband and I and we came here under duress. I totally did 

not want to come here. The house had been empty for three years. It was completely abandoned 

and nobody wanted it. It was February and there was a huge snowfall everywhere. We got stuck 

in the driveway immediately.  



I remember sitting in this room with boxes everywhere and feeling very desperate. [My 

husband] went to sleep and I was watching television. I had faith. Chariots of Fire was on and I 

had never seen that movie and it was like God saying “It’s okay! You’ll be alright. This is your 

place.” I had lived in the city my whole life and I thought I wouldn’t survive out here. I thought 

everybody wore plaid shirts and everybody went hunting and nobody knew who I was. But, after 

about four months I never looked back and I wouldn’t move back to the city, only maybe under 

duress if I had to. Now it’s been over 25 years and I feel I live in the cradle of paradise and the 

promised land. I say that about where I live. I feel that about where I live.  

I travel, not extensively, but certainly I have travelled and everywhere I go people say, 

“This is the most beautiful place in the world!” But, it’s not where I live and where I live is the 

most beautiful place to me. I am meant to be here.  

These trees! Especially, these trees! I have the most fabulous trees. These trees are 

fabulous. Those are jack pines there. They are about seven feet in the air now. They were 

probably about 60 feet in the air when I moved here. They were planted by the Grade 6 boys. A 

local celebrity in our town tells us his memories of this schoolhouse and we have so many people 

that tell us so many things about the schoolhouse. We just call it the schoolhouse. There was a 

school here in the 1800s, and then they built this school in 1900. I think it burned or something, 

so there have always been children coming here to go to school. 

I’ll tell you this story: [My mother-in-law] was going to drill for water. I don’t know 

why, but anyway they couldn’t find it and she had someone come and “witch” for water. As you 

know, they do that with sticks and some gentleman came, who was very known for doing that 

and he told her where the water was. But, when the men came to drill the well they were drilling 

over here on the flat land and Mom went out and she said “It’s over here is where the water is.” 



“No, we’re gonna drill over here.” They told her something, because, of course, it’s easier for 

them to drill on the flat with their equipment. But she insisted that they move over here on the 

hill to drill for water because that’s where the man had witched for it and that’s where she 

wanted. We have never ever had one ounce of water trouble in this house all the years I’ve been 

here or all the years they were here.  

There were 11 people living here at one time It’s 900 square feet and it’s a very little 

living space and we have never run out of water. We’ve never had a bad sample we’ve never had 

all the things that all the people in the entire world suffer with. If your water’s bad it becomes 

very uncomfortable for everyone. There is just blessing upon blessing here.  

You know, there are so many things. Many people come here to recover. Many people 

have come here because they had nowhere else to go. [My husband’s] family always accepted 

people who had nowhere else to go. And we have always lived that life because that’s the way 

my family has been that’s the way my husband’s family has been. There have been a lot of 

difficult times. Lots of things people have gone through and have been able to stay here while 

they went through it. That hasn’t happened in the last few years, but it certainly did. I just think 

it’s the energy of the home and of the land and the being able to be here.  

The area is completely building up now as we go along but there are children’s names 

carved in the beams in the basement and so on and lots of those kinds of things on the brick. The 

girls and boys washrooms were at the front of the house originally, we had a trap door to the 

basement for years and years and years in our bedroom. The house has 13  foot high ceilings 

and 20 feet to the peak. It’s all attic. Everyone who comes here wants to redesign our house. 

When we burnt the trap door after we finally took it out, we burned that wood in our 

wood-burning furnace for over a week. Just the trap door! I don’t know what the wood is in this 



house, but when [my husband] had to cut this opening here he chain sawed a hole into the 

basement. I don’t know what this wood is, but it is old and rippled. We’ve painted it once, but 

anyway that wood must be made of iron. Maybe it is ironwood. I don’t know if they built with 

ironwood. There are lots of chimneys and things like that.  

The big blackboards were here. They were big slate black boards and because the house 

was empty the local boys came here and played hockey and shot pucks at the blackboards and 

smashed all the slate blackboards. Those poles that are hanging there were the original lights. 

There are no lights in the ends, although we do have them, and they shone on those black boards. 

There must not have been one of those horrible teachers who taught here because I’ve never 

heard a horrible teacher story.  

 I’ve only ever seen one picture in one of the historical books and it’s on the front steps of 

the schoolhouse. There are not really any good pictures. This was the main schoolhouse for five 

others. There were five of them and they were all built by the same group of men. This one has a 

full basement that we can stand up in and none of them did. This one is a functional basement 

because all the supplies were kept here. They kept the balls here, the papers whatever supplies 

for all the schools were kept here at this schoolhouse. That’s why we have a basement. 

Someone built behind us here. We had an opportunity to buy this land and there are 

wetlands behind that house right to the corner. We could have bought this land for six thousand, 

but of course that was like six million to us and we couldn’t afford it. A man built here and I was 

depressed for a very long time; probably two months which is a very long time for me. I don’t 

get depressed. I am not a depressive person, but that just upset me. But, he’s down the hill and 

we’ve always got along fine. We are not neighbourly except if something goes amiss. This year 

we lost the top of one of the trees there.  



We had only fields. When the Troys moved here there were absolutely no houses here 

anywhere in any of these areas, just the one across the road. The more houses I see being built, 

the more I know things are changing. I just try to be grateful, you know.  

I had someone look at my tree. I had one tree here that was dead and I had an arbiter 

person look at it and I was worried that there was disease and they would all die. I was all really 

sad, but the person said trees have a life expectancy just like you and I. So I’m trying to accept 

what happens. I mean I should want to share paradise with others. 

 I have very fond memories of my daughter going across these fields here to your house 

to get on a bareback pony, a horse. I mean, how precious! And the gentleman here being so mad 

at those girls ’cause they were riding in the fields! I thought, “What does it matter?” But 

everybody has a different feeling about what they own. I think I don’t own this land. I don’t own 

this house. I get to live here. I get to live here right now right this day. It could all fall apart 

tomorrow and I may not have this house and I will always have memories. If I talk about selling 

this house or we say anything like that, everybody we know goes into a panic!  

Well, there’s a tree outside that I think I told you about that and I’ll just speak about it 

now. There were two huge maples there and shortly after we moved here one of them was dead 

and hollow from the inside and cracking and we knew we had to take it down so it wouldn’t fall 

on the Ridge road. When we took that tree down we burnt that wood for one whole winter, 

probably two winters, I don’t know. Anyway, the tree that’s left has absolutely no branches that 

come out this side. There are only branches that go on that side and it looks like a normal tree. 

But there is something not right about it! It’s the most beautiful tree ’cause it’s kind of flat here 

and we see snow on it. It’s all back there and when the leaves are turning and everything it’s all 

coloured and you see it from the Ridge and you see all that colour when you come, but when you 



look at it from this side it’s just tree … no branches ever grew this way. That tree is probably 

even 80 feet high.  

I think that one out by the mailbox is probably 300 years old. For sure it’s over 200. It 

would take three people to go around the one up by the mailbox. But, the other one that survived, 

I’m not sure how old it is. I don’t know how many trees I actually have because I have all these 

jack pines. There’s one there it’s the wildest tree and the branch goes 40 or 50 feet out this way. 

I’ve always watched it grow over the years and I don’t know what’s going to happen to it.  

There were owls here when we first came. Not so many now.  

One last story about the trees: I had a man on my table and he’s laying face down and it 

rained. There was a rainbow and I looked out and all the water on the trees here were different 

colours. All the droplets were different colours: red and orange and blue and it looked like 

Christmas in the summer and we both watched this. It lasts as long as it lasts: five minutes, 

maybe, eh? All that colour and all those droplets! He said to me “There’s a millionaire who lives 

in Toronto who doesn’t have this, who couldn’t have this!” It just makes you feel like a 

millionaire. We live in the most beautiful place! The rolling hills: All the things that create for 

me a paradise. 



Doris Wilson was born in Germany but has lived in Canada for the last 

forty plus years. She is now in her seventies and lives alone in a house she built 

on 400 acres of bush and scrub farmland north of Highway 7 and east of Madoc. 

She is proud to be completely self-sufficient, growing, harvesting, and hunting for 

all her needs except the occasional pound of cheese or butter. These treats are 

purchased from the sale of pelts from animals she has trapped for food. Doris 

knows the land on which she lives intimately and considers it as her provider and 

her friend. 

I met Doris while watching the sled dog races in Marmora with a mutual 

friend. She invited us to come and visit her later that month and I asked if she 

would be willing to have her story recorded. She agreed. Later that week, on a 

snowy day in March, I drove slipping and sliding over the back roads and finally 

into her laneway where she met me, snow shovel in hand. We spent the next three 

hours together as she talked about her life and her intimate relationship with the 

land. (Note: Doris retains a strong German accent and cadence when she speaks. 

Her story is transcribed with deference to her particular way of phrasing things.) 

DORIS WILSON 

We will begin with tea. I make my own tea. The table might be full with leaves and you 

end up only with this many cups. The same is true for nuts. I have maybe two bags of nuts, but 

by the time you get the big shells off, the outside, it’s only this much. I can show it to you. When 

they’re shelled then you have a little container full. And then I need the vice for those hard nuts 

from here, ’cause the walnuts are not growing in this area. Too much cold in the spring, the 

blossoms would freeze any time, so you cannot grow in this area unless it’s maybe Hamilton, 

down in that area. They might do it—come out early and they get a frost and you can get more 

nuts. But I mean the normal walnuts, the ones you get in the store, not the black walnuts. You 

have to realize that all the things you buy in the store are somehow modified in order to make it 

easier for you and to make more out of it. The [store] walnut has only that little shell around it. 

You can crush it with your hand when you have two of them and you put them together, seam on 

seam and you can crush them. The wild ones you need either hammer or vice. The walnut has 

this little crust and this much walnut in it. The black walnut or the butternut has that much crust 

and two little slivers of nuts in it.  



When you look at wild cherries you got this much seed and just a little thing around it. 

When I make my jam from choke cherries or black cherries I have to use a strainer to get a little 

pulp off on the side. Then I have a strainer full of seeds and I can only use a little bit at a time 

because your [teeth] would break in jam. So living off the wild is only exciting if you like it, but 

it’s certainly painful. It’s hard work and it has smaller results than when you go in the store. As a 

joke I’m not choosing it! I love to know about it and I love to say when you come here or when I 

have a kid, a young girl coming, I love to say, “We go up there and we pick wild leeks and that 

for two weeks will be my staple.”  

Wild leeks are used as a vegetable and many people make a mistake. They throw the 

green stuff out and just go for the pulp and then they even pickle it. They don’t eat it as a 

vegetable. I eat just the green stuff. It is important. It is very important. You take the green stuff 

and you boil it. You take the whole thing, you quickly boil it and you use the water and make 

white sauce on it and you have a pot full of super vegetable and potato. With it you don’t need 

any meat. I can invite you at some point if you are ever interested, or you just want to have it for 

your story. You’re quite welcome to come, but there are certain times only when you can have it. 

And so the schedule goes like this: (I started to keep a journal in ’92. I only did it for two 

or three years, that’s all you need.) In December I eat beaver. You know, I eat muskrat so I have 

that in October. You know, I trap them. I am a trapper. See this is it: I live here now. I don’t want 

to live in Toronto.  

Nobody wanted to buy this land. They wanted to use it, but not pay for it. Everybody 

wants to keep doing on this empty land what they did before: logging, hunting, trapping. They 

ask me, but I said “No! Are you paying the taxes?” 

“Huh? No we didn’t all these years, why would we pay now?” 



“Well, I own it now, and I don’t want anyone hunting and trapping here.”  

And then of course I had no money. I had, with everything included: beer bottle picking, 

penny picking, I threw out my accounts half a year ago. For a number of years I kept a total and I 

put on every penny I found for income and every beer bottle. And I put every expense, every 

one-cent stamp. I put it on my list and I came out $5000 a year income and maybe 5 or 6 

thousand expenses for 20 years. So, when you tell me a welfare person who gets supplement all 

over the place cannot live off $12,000 a year, I don’t understand the world. I just don’t 

understand. I live okay. This is paid for. I have no debt. And the $3500 came from my basic 

money and if I needed more I just went to the pot [of money left to her from her mother], right? 

Anyway, it can be done. But, unfortunately you have to work for it. I did housecleaning for $5 an 

hour and that’s really below my level, but I did it. I needed the money. I wanted to see how much 

do you really need? And many people came and said, “Doris, we want to retire early. Can we 

come for a week? We want to see how you are living; we want to do the same thing.”  

Well, it’s a desire thing, if you want and want and want all the time you never make it 

anywhere. And I think I’m very happy. I am very fortunate that I’m just content. I don’t want. 

I’m happy and I was always like this. That’s what we have, then that’s what we have. I don’t 

want meat when we don’t have any. But, when this came up with everybody wanting to use my 

land I said “Gee whiz! I need money.” And it was too bad at that time that the muskrat price 

dropped to $2 from $20, but I took the trappers’ course. Of course I didn’t have a clue what a 

trap looks like. And I was the only girl. All the other guys had done trapping with Dad without a 

license before the course. But now a license had to be taken. I took the license and I had to write 

words down because those words are not in the vocabulary you learn on a daily basis! I guess 

I’m even double fortunate because I learned expressions that even the Canadians wouldn’t know! 



Words like about the fur, different types of cinching. I had to write these words down and ask, 

“What is cinching?” And I would have to go home and get the dictionary to look up what the 

words were. So it wasn’t easy, believe me! At night I would say, “No more English! Oh, I’m so 

tired of thinking in English.” But, so I took the trappers’ course and I said to one person, “If you 

see somebody sitting on the trap with the book, page 37, open, that’s me!” But I learned it. 

 Usually my muskrats have top lot. That means top price. And what else goes in the 

water? Beaver? Otter? Mink? I don’t trap open wildlife. I see the bear right there. I see the fox 

and the wolf and I like it, but I learned how to eat beaver. And it’s such a waste because a beaver 

can weigh up to 55 lbs. and of course you don’t eat everything. Well, I used to eat everything, 

but if you take one leg off with the loin you might have five pounds of meat and of course I 

never had a freezer so I learned how to dry meat. I eat the muskrat as well, but I’m not so excited 

about it anymore.  

So anyway, on with my journal! From the first of May, dandelion (of course I have 

everything in German, too) and then wild leeks and fiddleheads. Then duck eggs and turtle eggs 

are later. (Duck eggs: I first found them, but I didn’t take them all.) From the first of May wild 

asparagus, stinging nettles, rhubarb, elephant blossoms, raspberries strawberries, blackberry 

leaves, raspberry leaves and black cap leaves for tea. So that is when you start taking them when 

they are light green, not the dark ones because then they are bitterer and rougher. You want to 

just pick the top ones so to enable them and not disable them from having fruit later on. And in 

June you have morels. You have to look for them. You have to know where they are, which 

means you have to walk. And then elderberry blossoms are also for tea and you can make cakes 

with them. You take pancake batter and then you take a nice white stand of blossoms. You cut it 

off in the back, you dip it into the batter and then you put it into the pan. You cut the stem off 



and then you flip it over. That’s a poor man’s dinner. It’s not terribly tasty but it’s healthy. It is a 

change in your diet; it looks like a different recipe and that’s what makes it so nice. You can do 

that for strawberries and then there are turtle eggs coming. The first of July is when the first 

raspberries are coming and then in July the first black caps (that’s just for here). Raspberries 

daily; black caps ripening more every day. Peas. Everything! I have everything!  

I make my own wine. I make it now from rhubarb. I gave it all away last year or else I 

could offer you some. I gave it all away, but this year I have to make again because I am 

completely out of alcohol. I always make more wine from wild grapes, which means you pick for 

seven or eight hours and then you wash for a few minutes because they might be dusty from the 

roadside. Now the last few years it seems I don’t get anything [grapes] any more. The wild 

grapes are cut down by the township and if you don’t know any good places in the field and you 

don’t know the people, you would have to walk in to find them on rocky places and along the 

train tracks.  

I know trees south of here. I know each good apple tree and I know pear trees and I know 

where they are. When you go parallel to Crookston road south, the next one is the train track and 

there are wild grapes. But there has to be plenty. If you cannot pick a few pails in one spot it is 

not worth your gasoline to go. But I had a good stand up there and they are all cut down. I had 

elderberries here, but I cut them down myself. They didn’t do well the last few years, so I have 

my car park there now. But, I just opened up a jar from 1997 and it was gooseberries, raspberries 

and black caps all mixed together for jam.  

I have to show you my supplies, of course. The wine you have to imagine because there 

are empty bottles.  



And then the year goes on with mint picking and everything and you keep drying and 

drying. Then you have dill. Then you have peas daily before you just put them in the garden. 

Then you have beans and more peas and raspberries, gooseberries and black cap jam and then in 

August you have tomatoes, beans, cucumbers and peas from the garden. Sometimes I sit here and 

I see everything, absolutely everything is from my garden.  

My potatoes keep. When you buy them at the store they might rot or dry out. I will show 

you mine. They are round like they were in September. Onions will last until next September 

from the time I harvest them because they are ripened and they are hard. An onion about this size 

has more content than one you buy in the store this size, which is full of air and water and it, rots. 

You have them in the house for a few weeks and they are done and mushy, right? I bought last 

year’s and forget it! You buy them and you throw them out, so now I go back to my own because 

it has to be the time.  

Gardening is hard work because I don’t use a rotor tiller. I want to see those grubs when I 

turn the soil and I want to eliminate them. I don’t want to just go over blindly and then have the 

grubs eating the stuff! Otherwise I have no problem with potato bugs because I don’t have a big 

enough field for them. They say “Ah-h-h, that’s not worth it, let’s go somewhere else.” And I 

found pleasure in growing peas because they are easy. I have a freezer now because of the 

hunting; I have too much deer. So I cannot put my deer in your freezer all the time and say 

“thank you.” I said, “Gee whiz, Doris, you have to buy.” And then I bought of course the 

smallest! My friend came and said “I heard you broke down!” because I always refused. 

Dishwasher? Not in my house! Microwave? Forget it! I want to cook fresh! And even if it’s 

warmed up from yesterday, it’s still fresh. No heating up in the microwave. Of course, the water 

kettle is always boiling. But, I never asked you if you wanted tea! 



 I like fresh cooking and if you’re organized it’s done in 15 minutes; if you know how to 

think ahead. I want my big bowl of salad. I just enjoy that. I don’t want a small portion of salad, I 

want a big bowl of salad and fresh. And I make my own gravy. You find nothing prepared in my 

house like when you open somebody’s fridge you see French dressing, Italian dressing, this 

dressing that dressing. You see nothing of this dressing in my house; no ketchup, nothing. It’s all 

plain and I make my own dressing every time I make salad and it’s not work to me.  

It’s not that I go out and teach people, that’s just the way I do it.  

And if I go in a restaurant and I get a salad and they ask me what dressing, I say “no 

dressing.” because it’s only sitting on top. It’s not dressing; it’s just glued on top of it. Just like 

you don’t salt your food after it’s cooked. You salt your food while it’s cooking and it cooks into 

it ’til the right taste. And if you ask me for salt then I didn’t cook right and if you ask me for salt 

before you taste it, and then you are not a nice guest. You taste it first and then you say “I would 

like more salt.” But, then the salt is not in the food the salt is sitting on top like sand. What I 

notice is that the salt was so important, the people were so salt obsessed here they never had a 

taste bud. Now somebody has told them salt is not good for you and now they go overboard and 

they say no salt in the house at all. That’s just as unhealthy. The body needs salt, but you don’t 

have to eat it with a spoon. Salt makes food tastier and salt doesn’t kill you, certainly not. So this 

is what has to be done here: the people have to learn how food should taste.  

I know I always embarrass somebody. Do I talk a little crooked, like out of the way?  

I was invited some place for Thanksgiving or Christmas or something and they had 

twelve people sitting around and everybody was there except for a younger fellow, maybe 

fourteen or fifteen was outside, but they served his plate. And he came in when we had already 

started eating. He came in and sat at his plate, reached for the salt and started shaking on it. I tell 



him across the table, “You know it’s over-salted today.” You should have seen the other ten 

faces! He grabbed for the salt and did he ever go for it. And you know that, to me, is terrible. 

How can you do that? You haven’t even tasted it.  

He has no taste buds, but that can only be developed when we learn to sit together at 

lunchtime. When Mommy cooks, or whenever you cook. I cook lunchtime, you cook suppertime. 

My lunch is supper or dinner, but if they sit together and they start eating together, that’s when 

they learn to communicate. That’s when they learn to teach each other. If you have a normal 

family life you wait until Mommy comes from the kitchen and then you sit down and eat.  

I still have a hard time when I am invited and they say, “Start on eating,” and I say, “I 

cannot eat unless you sit here.” It’s awareness that my mother or my host is not my servant to 

serve me so I can begin to eat. I don’t go to people to eat. I have food here. I don’t go to you 

because I need eating. I don’t go to your place when I am invited to eat; I come because I like 

your friendship. I could forget about the food because it might not even be my line, but I go there 

because I’m glad to be invited. If it is nice company there is nothing nicer. But the food itself and 

the meeting is both nutritious. And a mother has to sit down and they have to have breakfast 

together.  

Now get up  an hour early and serve your kid breakfast. It costs 50 cents for the whole 

family. You don’t have to go and serve breakfast at school because the parents don’t get up in 

the morning and shove the kids out the door. Give them a sandwich.  

But I observe too much. I hardly go to town any more. At lunchtime you want to go in 

the bulk food store? Kids have two or three dollars each to spend on candies. Yah! No money for 

lunch, huh? So they go to lunch bank, which is donated, and go to the IGA, Foodland! What they 

buy there is cookies, candies, junk food. Go to Beckers! They go only to fast food, only to pop, 



but always three or four dollars. Now add this up and how much that is I can buy food for the 

whole family for the whole week. That is what I want to see changed. I am not going out and 

teaching because I think it is not my job. It would be too pushy or something, but the people who 

come here will enjoy it.  

I had kids here from Toronto: fourteen of them, plus parents. Young kids though. But, 

believe me; they went home with their pockets full of garlic, white leeks. It stinks like crazy. 

They had pockets full of chips from the beaver dam, and they brought sticks home where you 

could see how they chew, where you can see the tooth marks. They sat on the beaver dam for 

one hour just watching. The parents were scared they would fall in and I said, “So what? Then 

they are wet!” Rubber boots they had. That’s all they had to bring.  

One year they were here for maple syrup time and I had a cup ready and they had to start 

drinking the sap from the bucket on the tree; then from my  boiled down stuff; and then from 

the more boiled down stuff. From the least to the more sweet, but that was a long way from 

being maple syrup. They are not bored. Just leave them. There is too much talk in schools and 

not enough exploring. 



Elmer Buchanan has been a schoolteacher, school administrator, elected 

member of Ontario’s Provincial Parliament (NDP Minister of Agriculture 1990–

1994), foster parent and farmer. His favourite role is farmer. Elmer lives with his 

partner, Lee Resmer, on land north of Havelock that was deeded to his great-

grandfather by Queen Victoria. He is a staunch believer in sustainable small 

communities and in the conservancy of land, particularly farmland, and 

advocates for the family farm as the means of providing good food for the next 

generation. 

This story was recorded during approximately twenty minutes as we sat in 

Elmer and Lee’s sunroom late on a February afternoon. Even though the light 

was fading, we were able to see the places Elmer mentioned through the window. 

We were also able to visit the barn and walk along the stone fences. 

 

ELMER BUCHANAN 

I guess my attachment to the land goes back several generations because the farm that we 

live on now has been in the family since 1832. It was granted by Queen Victoria, and we have 

the original deed, which is on parchment paper. My ancestors, my great, great grandfather, came 

and cleared the land and it’s interesting to observe the stone fences and the hills, which are very 

steep. In fact, they are so steep that my tractor will not go up some of the hills and yet those hills 

were cleared of timber, a lot of cedar, and made available land then to plant crops, which were 

wheat and barley and oats and probably a few other things. Those were the primary crops.  

The land was cleared by my ancestors and the fences are still in place. Several of them 

are cedar rail and they obviously split the cedar. Other fences, one of which is on the laneway, 

were made of stones, which were and still are very prolific. If you plow or even cultivate the 

garden, you get more stones, which need to be picked and piled up. The farm is covered with 

stone piles and stone fences along with the rail fences that I spoke of.  

My ancestors then obviously cleared the land, but one of the things I feel somewhat 

passionately about is the fact that we have lost the ability to work together. Even my father’s 

generation, when I was growing up, other members of the community would come for the 

traditional threshing of grain and that was the grain that was used to feed your animals. It was a 



community thing. The land could be lived on and served to provide food directly and indirectly 

to livestock, but there was also a sense of community of people who lived and came and worked 

together, which we seem to have lost. 

However, when they cleared the land they also left sections of woods. Cedar and maple, 

but primarily maple. Sugar bushes … there are two on the property. As a teenager, the use of the 

maple bush was traditionally another way of supplying food, which of course the North 

Americans had learned from the Native people, who were here when they got here. Producing 

maple syrup for me as a teenager for me was my only source of what used to be called 

allowances. There was really no such thing as allowances when I was young, but selling maple 

syrup did provide me with some money. Usually I got maybe a couple of hundred dollars, which 

I would earn in a season. That had to last me for the entire year.  

While I was growing up I learned to appreciate the fact that there were trees, cedar and 

maple, that had been there for a long time. If we needed a cedar post or something for 

construction, we cut down some trees, had them sawed into lumber and used it. And I recall 

vividly a neighbouring farm where it was sold to someone who, I guess, would be called an 

entrepreneur or something. He bought the farm and immediately cut down all the cedar bush, cut 

down all of the maple trees and sold them and basically recouped the price of the farm several 

times over and then left the land and sold it for some other purpose. I can remember very clearly 

my parents talking about how unfortunate and how sad it was to see a maple sugar bush, which 

was next to the one that is on this farm, being cut down and just being sold for the sake of 

money. It had been used by previous owners to produce maple syrup etc., and it was something 

that would give ongoing food that was important for the family. That has never left me: the fact 



that you have trees, cedar, maple and others that can provide something of use to you other than 

money which you can then spend on something else.  

So, if you looked after the maples and the cedar etc., it was there when you needed it, but 

not something that you simply took and sold. When my ancestors came in 1830 they actually 

lived in the side of the hill over there in an adobe or something. It was a pretty rough winter the 

first winter they lived and they were clearing the land where they built. They put a 10’ by 20’ log 

cabin and subsequently there were 13 children that actually lived in that log cabin. When I look 

at the size of it, the loft, I’m not exactly sure where people slept, but they were pretty close! And 

after the log cabin they built the brick house that we’re in now around 1900. Around the turn of 

the century and they also, of course, had a log barn which I still use for alpacas. When you go in 

it you can see where the oxen stayed that they used to clear the land with. My great grandfather 

had a team of oxen and that was one of the things used to clear the land. 

One of the things that have always been important to me is that if you live on the land 

you can feed yourself. You can be self-sufficient and what we can produce on the land allows us 

to survive and enjoy life. If you don’t have land on which to grow food, you become dependent 

on others who may or may not decide to provide you with it. It is not necessarily good for the 

country and the larger communities how we treat each other, so the future is going to be very 

interesting as to how we, as a species, decide to protect the land or save the land. It is not simply 

the modern techniques but it’s all kinds of chemicals to produce food rather than use the land, the 

natural ingredients that keep a healthy eco-system alive.  

I feel some significant attachment to this farm, to the land, trees … the fact that we can 

still produce food well. That is one of the reasons we came back: to enjoy having our own 

garden, producing our own food and using the land. 



Eugene Burrell was born in the house where we now. His memories of this 

land span nine decades and his knowledge of the area is legendary. Eugene tells 

stories of growing up among the families whose names live on throughout 

Hastings County. He regularly drives around the countryside watching the 

changes that are taking place on farms and in the towns—always with an eye to 

how people are taking care of the acres of fields and bush. 

Eugene was born in the space that is now our bedroom, so coming here to 

be interviewed was easy for him. We sat in our living room in early April and he 

commented on several aspects of how the property has changed over time. As we 

drank our coffees Eugene began to tell stories from his childhood spent here with 

the land we both love. 

 

EUGENE BURRELL 

 I grew up right here on this land and in this house. I lived with my grandparents here after 

my mother died and my dad didn’t know what to do with a baby. I played all around here. I had a 

good time. 

I’ll tell you a story about when I was eight or nine years old and I went to school up at the 

Ridge Road School. There was another boy who came from town and he lived with his 

grandparents and one day he came to school with a banana for lunch. Another boy and I decided 

that we wanted to have that banana for lunch, but it was not right to just take the banana, we had 

to trade sandwiches for it. So we traded our sandwiches this way and that until we got the 

banana. The other boy and I each had half. It was probably the first banana I had ever eaten. 

When I got home I told my grandma what had happened and that was not the right thing 

to do! She thought that we had taken the property of someone else, had stolen it, and we had to 

spend all kinds of time explaining to her the details of our sandwich trading in order to convince 

her. It was alright if he got something in return, that was trading, but she was terrified that we 

had taken something that was not ours. 

My dad remarried when I was four or five years old and although I didn’t live with them 

until later years, they were always really good friends. My stepmother always had chickens so 



she would buy the eggs and she had this incubator. It was like a little small piano in a way, with 

glass top and sides and a coal oil lamp in the corner, which you lit and that gave it warmth, you 

see. I think at night they maybe put a cloth over it. You had to make sure you had enough oil in 

the lamp to keep it warm. And I was permitted to go up and watch the eggs split open and the 

little babies being born. Isn’t that wonderful? 

There was a family that lived over the hill and they didn’t have very much money. There 

were a lot of children. On Sundays my grandma would look up and see them walking over the 

crest of the hill and she would send my grandpa out to find a chicken and kill it for supper. He 

would do that and we would be told not to eat too much until all those children had eaten. 

There was a lady who worked for my grandma and when she was old I used to run 

errands for her and look after her. She had always been good to my grandparents and it was right 

that I would look out for her. I would read to her and help her with her groceries and thing. 

 



Gladys Maracle’s name came up regularly as a schoolteacher who 

instilled in her pupils a love and respect for all of nature. Hers is one of the oldest 

families living on Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory, with history that goes back to 

when the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte were given land by Queen Victoria in 

recognition of their loyalty to the Crown. 

Now in her nineties, Gladys divides her time between Tyendinaga Mohawk 

Territory and her daughter’s home in South Dakota. During the winter of 2010–

11, her granddaughter recorded and transcribed Gladys’ story about growing up 

on a farm in Tyendinaga and her delight in all things natural. 

 

GLADYS MARACLE 

 

My family was blessed. I grew up on a 500-acre dairy farm in the early 1900s. My father 

had 25 cattle, 8 horses, 12 pigs and 50 laying hens. There was no electricity—everything was 

done manually. Our lives and daily schedule revolved around working the farm. I learned so 

much more than how to milk cows. It began in the spring…. 

It all started before the sun came up. My father was up and out at 5 a.m. to bring the cows 

in to be milked. Milking was a task for the whole family. My mother and three brothers were in 

place to help milk when my father returned with the cows. My brothers frequently wondered 

why I didn’t have to milk, but there were other chores to be done. My job was to prepare 

breakfast for my father. Wood was collected the night before to build the morning fire; breakfast 

was ready by 6 a.m. After a hearty meal, my father left for his milk route, taking our milk and the 

milk from some of the neighbors to the local cheese factory. In the beginning, this 6-mile trip 

was done with a team of horses and a wagon. It was a precarious job to carry a large number of 

40-gallon milk cans. As time progressed, my father was assigned a longer route, so he eventually 

bought a truck. After milking, the cows were sent out to another pasture for the day. 

After the morning chores, my brothers and I walked the 2-mile hike to school. School ran 

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. After we walked home the afternoon routine started. I hitched up the pony 



to go and get the cows; my brothers fed the horses, pigs and hens. I gathered the eggs. Then there 

was the evening milking. After supper we did our homework and rested for another day. 

Summer was the growing season and fall was the reaping time. Hay was a necessary part 

of the farm. My father cut the hay with a team of horses and a hay mower; mother raked the hay 

into rows with a team of horses on a hay rake. Of course they had to cut the hay at the right time; 

it couldn’t be green or damp or it would mold in the hayloft or even worse, could cause 

spontaneous combustion. When all the hay was raked and piled into mounds my father hitched 

the team of horses to the hay wagon and went into the field to pick up the hay mounds. This took 

several people, one man on each side of the wagon to pitch the hay on the wagon while one was 

on the wagon ensuring an even load. It was my job to drive from mound to mound for the 

pickups. Once a wagon was loaded it was taken to the barn. There was a haymow on each side of 

the barn. The hay was unloaded into the mows with a pulley device. There was a large fork 

suspended by a large strong rope fastened to a track in the centre line of the roof. Wagonloads 

were brought until both mows were filled. 

After the hay was stored for winter feeding, the next order of business was taking care of 

the ripened grain—wheat, oats and barley. The grain fields were cut with a grain binder, which 

not only cut the grain but also tied the grain into sheaves. The sheaves then had to be gathered 

five or six in a bundle and stood in an upright position all over the field. As each type of grain 

ripened, the same procedure was used for each one. My father owned his own threshing machine 

so he could thresh the grain at his convenience. Grain threshing day was such a big day for the 

family. Seven neighboring farmers came with their horses and wagon to have grain steadily 

ready to feed into the threshing machine, which was run by a large steam engine. It was an 

amazing machine. Straw came out from the machine at one side, and then pure grain poured out 



the spout on the other side. It was so exciting to watch!! There was a truck with a bin on it to 

carry the grain away to the granary when the bin was full. Mother and two or three girls provided 

a great “thank you” meal for the other farmers before they left for home. It was understood that 

my father would reciprocate when their fields were ready for harvest. 

With winter approaching, my father was always pleased to have the hay mows filled and 

the granary filled. I know now that this didn’t happen by happenstance. It was the result of a 

disciplined life and tremendous dedication. I remember my father taking a stroll to survey his 

cornfields. After a few nights of frost, the corn would be ready to harvest into the silo. The 

ensilage, heavy chopped corn plants, were a supplement to the hay and grain for the cattle’s 

winter feeding. This helped keep the milk flow consistent.  

The corn plants were cut with a corn binder. This cut the corn and bound the stalks into 

bunches with binder twine. Afterward, four or five bunches of the corn bundles were stood 

together, bracing against each other, to allow the corn to dry out a little more. When the corn was 

dry, it was time to cut it and put it in the silo. Graciously the neighboring farmers come again 

with the horses and wagons to bring the corn bundles from the fields. It was so important to 

continually feed the corn cutter once it was started. My father placed his ensilage cutter beside 

the silo. This machine was run by a large steam engine operated by my grandfather. It had a long 

pipe that reached a little window just below the roof of the silo. The cut ensilage was blown 

directly into the silo. There was a man in the silo leveling off the ensilage as it was being blown 

in. Once again mother and her helpers put on a lovely meal to feed the workers when the job was 

done. 

At the first of November, the cheese factory closed for the winter season. Consequently, 

my father had to do something with the milk. This meant that the milk from now on had to be 



separated by a machine called a cream separator. This was my mother’s job. The whole milk was 

poured into a large bowl at the top of the separator. One would then turn a crank for 10 to 15 

minutes causing the machine to spin and the milk to separate. Once separated, the heavy cream 

would pour out one place and the lighter skim milk pours out another. The skim milk, after being 

mixed with ground grain, went to feeding the pigs, while the cream was put in a cool place until 

there was a sufficient amount to churn into butter. 

The process of churning was another manual task. The cream was swirled around in the 

butter churn barrel until it was converted into butter. This was done by pushing a handle, which 

extended through the churn barrel, back and forth, essentially beating the cream into butter and 

buttermilk. The next step was to remove the chunks of butter from the churn and squeeze out any 

excess liquid; again, a manual task. The butter was placed in a large round, wooden bowl and, in 

a fashion similar to kneading bread, my mother worked out the liquid by squeezing and pressing 

the butter chunks. This was a long, tedious process. When the butter was thoroughly squeezed, it 

was weighed into one-pound blocks and sold to the local grocery store. Churning was done three 

times a week, resulting in 100 pounds of butter. My mother was thankful that she was able to 

churn all winter, until the cheese factory opened again in the spring when the snow melted. 

I truly appreciate being brought up on a farm. I draw from those experiences to this day. 

Many of my life lessons, such as the importance of discipline and responsibility, were learned 

during that time. I learned the importance of caring for the land and being aware of nature’s 

timing. I learned the importance of working together with family, friends and neighbors. I 

learned that living off the land is not easy. I learned that the land demands patience, persistence 

and pain. But I also learned that the rewards are great and timeless!! 



Jean Morgan comes from one of Hastings County’s first settler families 

and married into a third generation farming family. When interviewed, she was in 

her 93
rd

 year and still in love with the farming lifestyle. Although she has moved 

back into town, Jean’s fondest memories are of witnessing the beginning of life in 

the barn, and she still marvels at the abundance of goodness available from the 

land. 

This story was recorded in the living room of Jean’s cozy apartment on a 

cold November night. Jean invited my mother to come along as they were great 

friends, and so the three of us sat and chatted before Jean and I recorded her 

story, which she was delighted to tell. The evening holds special poignancy for me 

as it was the last time I saw the two friends together—my mother died ten days 

after that evening. 

 

JEAN MORGAN 

 

Really, I had a ball.  

Harold and I were married in 1935 in St. John’s Anglican Church, Stirling. I was 18 and 

Harold was 20. My husband was a farmer and I knew nothing about farming. We lived with his 

dad and mother for about two years. I had a wonderful mother and father-in-law! 

 My first experience was to learn to milk a cow. They had a large herd of dairy cattle and 

as we were married in the fall of the year when the farming would be less to do, why that was the 

time to learn to milk a cow. They were all milked by hand. I remember sitting down on the stool 

by the cow and I looked up and I thought “Oh for goodness sake! Look at this big animal! What 

will I ever do?” Then Harold got a stool and he sat in beside me and he would just touch the teats 

of the cow and get milk easy. Here I was pulling and yanking and not getting anything. He said, 

“Well, Jean, you’re working too hard at this. You gotta do it a little easier.” You know I finally 

learned how to do it! 

Also, in the winter when there were only one or two cows milking they used to separate 

the milk and we tried to use the cream pretty well ourselves. You know, whipped cream on 

everything and I gained about 20 pounds that first winter. Anyhow, we made our own butter in 

what they called a barrel churn. You worked the handle and the barrel went round and we made 



our own butter and packed it in jars and sealed it with cloths dipped in wax all around the lid. We 

kept them in the basement all summer long on the floor. It was an older farmhouse, but it was 

good and on the floor of the basement they would just set these crocks. All summer long we 

would have our own butter. Oh it was fun! I remember learning to do this! Of course my mother-

in-law showed me how to do it and I had to learn.  

She baked all her own bread and they would go to town in the fall and they would get a 

couple of hundred pounds of flour a hundred of white sugar and about 50 pounds of brown and 

that would do all winter. And they killed a cow, killed a pig and we didn’t have to go to town. 

We had a nice garden. It was amazing how you lived off the land ’cause you had all these things 

of your own. We had milk and cream and butter and meat and vegetables. It was amazing really. 

We always had a fairly large garden. We always planted enough potatoes so we had 

enough potatoes. I remember the day Harold’s mom went to town and bought a head of lettuce 

and three or four tomatoes in a little box. She came home and she said, “Can you imagine at 

Easter having lettuce and tomatoes!?” That was when they first started on the market like that. 

Well, the weather was sometimes hard. We had pretty stiff winters at that time… always 

seemed to be lots of snow. We bundled up and we went out. We were really busy but, believe it 

or not, we always seemed to have time to visit. Harold and his dad would hook up what they 

called the “long sleigh” to the team of horses and we had parties all along the road—house 

parties. We went and we took lunch and we danced and sang. I can remember coming home by 

the light of the moon and the snow was a’cracklin’ and I had on an old fur coat that was Harold’s 

dad’s over top of mine. Oh my goodness when I think of all these things! 

Well then there was another house on the farm and we remodeled that and we moved into 

that by ourselves. But we always farmed together. And after that, why we got a tractor and 



machinery that went with it and I have to tell you a little bit about our farm dog. He was a 

darling. He was a shorthaired collie and he was a real good cow dog. My job, about 4 o’clock, 

was to go to the field, get the cows and bring them up to the barn. Lots of times I had maybe to 

go a mile or something, so I would jump on the tractor and I would drive. Well, here would stand 

Sporty with his big brown eyes, looking up at me to see whether he could go, too. So I’d say 

“C’mon!” and he’d jump up and sit between me and the fender. Well, then when we were 

coming home I wouldn’t let him on the tractor, he had to come behind the cows. Oh what 

experiences I had! 

We were living in our own house when our daughter was born in 1938. She was born a 

week before Christmas and of course that was a real big event. She was the only grandchild on 

my side of the house and on Harold’s. Oh yeah, we had parties with her and I never had a 

babysitter in my life ’cause she could either go to one grandma’s or the other. Or she could go to 

my sister-in-law who had an old sideboard that was nice, you know, in the kitchen. For some 

reason or other she kept her cereal in there down in the bottom. She’d let Bev go in there and 

take all the cereal out. Well it was an old stone house with big wide windowsills and she’d pile 

all the cereal in the windows and then she’d get into the pots and pans in the kitchen. I’d have a 

heck of a time with her when I got her home ’cause I didn’t want all that. (I used to let her play 

with the pots and pans once in a while when I was really busy.) She’d get into the cupboard and 

get the pots and pans, taking the lids off one and putting them on another, slamming them 

around.  

Of course, she grew up and went to school and we moved. We sold our farm, you see. 

My husband got working for a farm machinery company and he loved it so he said “Let’s sell 

our farm, our part of the farm and move to Stirling. So, that we did. I didn’t want to do that very 



bad. I liked it there so well. However, I said “Let’s just keep the house and rent out the farm.” He 

said, “We might better just get rid of it.” So, we moved to Stirling. And that’s kind of the end of 

our story on the farm. But I missed it, I loved it.  

Chickens … I used to get little baby chicks. I used to get about 200 in February. I had a 

brooder installed and the whole thing in a big room off the barn. And, when they would grow up, 

(I usually had the heavy breed of chickens) I could walk in there and say “How’s all my little 

biddies today?” and they would walk all around me. I could even pick them up. I really did like it 

on the farm. 

Oh! I have another little story: We came home from Church one Sunday in the winter and 

Harold’s mother said “Jean, make us a custard ice cream” ’cause we had the recipe for ice-

cream. “Harold, you go get some ice,” ’cause we had a hand ice cream freezer. So, I made the 

custard on the stove and it was hot. I thought “I’m going to put this out in the snow bank to cool 

it down,” because the men were still in the barn. All of a sudden I heard a loud crash and a noise 

and I looked out and here was the mama pig just a lickin’ her lips and she’d ate it all … no ice 

cream! It was fun! 

Everything was done with horses. I didn’t do a lot with the horses. Harold and his dad did 

that. One would cultivate and the other would sow and they managed the horses pretty well. 

They had a lot of horses … maybe around six workhorses and they really loved their horses. 

They really loved their horses. They really looked after them. They really loved their horses. In 

fact they used to breed them. They had several foals while I was there. 

 I had a good life.  



John Baker comes from a farming family of many generations, but is the 

first member to farm in Hastings County. Raised in the belief that all things come 

from God, John honours the land as both sacred trust and provider for all our 

needs. In the last few years, he has cut back a little on the market gardening that 

supported his family of five and concentrated on planting traditional medicines 

that have promise in the treatment of modern diseases.  

I spoke to John at his dining room table one cold evening in early March. 

As the wind blew outside, we watched the snow swirl around the fence lines and 

the horses huddle near the barn doors across the roadway. The house seemed full 

of warmth and coziness compared to the winter wind whistling outside. 

 

JOHN BAKER 

 
Ok well, I suppose the business of living on the land has been one that’s been passed on 

to me. Certainly my dad farmed north of Toronto in the Stouffville/Markham area and his 

grandfather and my grandfather and great grandfather all farmed and they did in that 

Stouffville/Markham area between Ringwood and Ballantray. So farming is a generational thing 

and when I look back at my dad’s generation he farmed and his three sisters married farmers, but 

his brother did not farm. His brother went to the University of Toronto and became an engineer. 

It was very unusual.  

My dad was the oldest in the family and when he got through Grade 9 he was expected to 

come home and work alongside his father and there was no opportunity for him to move on in 

education. He would have always loved to have done something, but it wasn’t an option. They 

were expected to come home. And then you look at my generation. I’m the only one of four that 

has ended up on the land. All of them ended up doing other things. So there’s been a real drastic 

change in what people end up doing. Not that they wouldn’t love to live in the country on the 

land, but this was not part of the desire.  

I think part of the thing about the land is the romance that people have and it has to do 

with, maybe, some very fond memories that people have and it’s a romantic kind of thing to live 

on the land with animals and work and work all day and work hard all day and come in and your 



family’s with you. It’s a very romantic kind of thing and I would expect most urbanites even 

dream for that themselves: retiring to the land. But some people actually get the privilege of 

actually living that their whole life long and certainly my parents did and my grandparents did. 

 We came from German background. They came during the war of 1812. They were 

Loyalists and they moved up into this area and they were very much into a very simplistic life 

style. Church-going people. They were people of faith and they believed. Somehow the people of 

faith and the people who lived on the land were very close, because when you depend on the 

weather and you depend entirely on a decent crop, you know there is a higher Being.  

Whatever somebody will give you for the price on that crop, that’s all you have to work 

with, so my dad never had any outside income He was able to raise his family of 4, he and mom.  

They bought another farm and the farming operations paid for it all and they educated 

their children and they retired well when they sold the farm. So a phrase that’s often used is that 

they were “cash poor but land rich” and most of their life they lived very simply with very little; 

just what they had to. When they retired, then they had a little bit more money, but even then 

they had to learn how to make it work. There were no pensions, no healthcare. So why a person 

would have a romantic connection to coming back and living like that, I don’t know in hindsight, 

but we do.  

So I was in university and I worked for some large food companies and I worked for the 

Government for a while, but I still always had the romantic idea that living on the land and 

growing our own crops was the ultimate. In hindsight it was a romantic decision, not a business 

decision, but I wouldn’t trade a lot of it for anything. I’ve had people come and say “When are 

you going to sell the farm and get a nice apartment?” I hope I die here. I may not have that 

opportunity. Things may not go well, who knows? But, you know, I don’t want an awful lot 



more out of life so very much the same thing is true: we depend very much on the land. I think it 

is still very true.  

I have been visiting with a number of farmers, friends and about a year and a half ago the 

prices went up and when the prices went up they invested in new equipment and took on more 

debt. And, maybe the son that always wanted to join the farm did join the farm. But, it wasn’t 

any more than a year and a half later that the prices went back down and it’s a horrendous way to 

live.  

The price of pork today is the same as it was 1948; the price of beef is below what it was 

15 years ago: not in the stores, the price may not be different. We have a terrible disparity. The 

problem we’re having as we’re going to go forward is that there is no good reason from an 

economic standpoint why anybody should stay on the land to farm. And the other thing I see is: I 

drive by farms and I see the collapse of the old, what they call “bank barns,” the hip roof barns 

and it’s a sign of what we saw 20 years ago in upper state New York. The collapse of the 

agricultural economy came and we’re just seeing that here now. There’s a collapse happening 

that is just unbelievable and it’s going to be very hard to attract any young people to make a 

living off the land. I don’t know where it’s all going to go.  

Some of the stories that I think back on very fondly. I spent a great deal of time with my 

dad. I used to head off to high school and come home every evening in the fall. And my dad’s 

cash crop was 20 acres of cauliflower. I never did very well in High School at all because when 

we came home we worked like a dog ‘til dark in September right through until the end of 

October, so I never got a good study time at all ’cause we worked hard and we had to. There 

wasn’t ever anything different than that was needed and required ’cause that was what was 

needed to make everything work. But those were fabulous days! I just look back on them so 



fondly ’ cause we’d be out there with a horse and a cart ’til dark, cutting cauliflower and then 

turn the lights on the truck and pack them and have the truck ready to go and the next day my 

dad would take off and go to the city [Toronto] and they’d be gone. 

I think it is a righteous thing to be involved in hard work that’s physical, that puts bread 

on the table, and feeds this country. 

So that was back in the 50s and 60s and in the 70s I was at University and that’s when 

things changed. That’s when he said he couldn’t do it any more as there wasn’t enough help.  

 It wasn’t very long ago that we were growing strawberries and sweet corn … almost 60 

acres here. And that’s what put our kids through University and the day the last person headed 

off to University and wasn’t coming back is the day that operation stopped ’cause unless there’s 

a labour force there isn’t much reason to do it. There’s no margin to hire people.  

I know there’s a new movement to grow local, but “grow local” people still don’t want to 

pay very much for food, so it’s a problem. We’re going to have to figure something out at some 

point and now some of the other things that probably stand out, as you look around this rural 

agricultural community is the percentage of people that still have, I would call, deep spiritual 

values. I think it’s very connected to people who live by faith on the land. I think their 

dependency upon their faith to get them through those rough periods is just marvelous. They’re 

not depending on the local Sears job or the local job with whomever; they’re very dependent 

upon the land. I think that’s probably why we still have a lot of small rural churches that survive, 

maybe thrive and will continue, but I’m not sure if that erosion of the ag sector continues how 

that’s going to play out. 



June Hagerman is a retired school administrator who lives north of 

Stirling on a farm that has been in her husband’s family for five generations. The 

sugar bush and a long tradition of maple syrup production have taught her to 

respect Nature’s inevitable cycles. June’s particular fascination with the 60 plus 

acres of producing maple trees is the natural healing which seems to take place 

when people are exposed to this yearly phenomenon. She has often witnessed the 

calming effect of the rhythm of running sap and the stillness of the area on those 

who are going through stressful life circumstances. 

I went to visit June one bright afternoon in early March and as we sat in 

her kitchen, drinking tea and eating fresh baked muffins, she told me her stories of 

loving the land. All around the house were trees and gardens and as she spoke 

June gestured to those areas that were featured in her narrative. 

 

JUNE HAGERMAN 

I’ve lived on this farm for 33 years, ever since I’ve been married. My husband is the fifth 

generation on this farm and the land was purchased as United Empire Loyalists who crossed over 

from Adolphustown. There is a lot of heritage with this farm and it has a lot of sentimental value 

and even though about 20 years ago, when my husband’s brother tragically died, and there was 

some question about selling the farm it was not really part of the possibility. Although financially 

it was a huge disadvantage not to sell, the heritage and the roots far overtook any practical or 

common sense approach to where we would go from here. That gives you an idea, which is 

probably the most extreme, as to what is a family. That is ingrained in hard work, practicality, 

commonsense, and pragmatism. So you know how important this farm is to this family. Given 

that as the background of the farm, I’m going to tell you two stories. 

One story is the sugar bush we have here which is the original sugar bush of the farm. It 

is a rite of passage of spring and it’s so timely right now that we’re talking about this because my 

husband today is out putting out buckets. That we have these 50 acres of pristine maple sugar 

bush that has never been harvested and is the original forest that has as years have gone by the 

natural consequence of death of a tree occurs but it’s the original sugar bush. So why this is 

really an important part in the whole making of the maple syrup and of course that becomes a 



very family oriented activity that now includes our son too and our extended family and our 

friends who come very generously to collect because we use the old fashioned way, the buckets 

and Grant’s grandfather and I remember in this last 33 years … Grant and his father and his 

brothers are there in the sugar shack with the evaporator making maple syrup and it’s just a 

Hagerman tradition.  

We have this beautiful pathway so that the tractor and the wagons can go through all the 

trees; it’s probably the most spiritual experience that I think one can have. And as someone who 

is a believer in God and a believer in Nature and sees the whole power of Mother Nature, 

because maple syrup season is not one that you can decide that tomorrow you are going to go 

and make maple syrup. It depends very much on the sun and the temperature and all the climatic 

conditions that farmers are always dealing with. They realize there is a different Being, a higher 

Being, if you will, that is out there, that you have to be respectful of in terms of what your 

actions are going to be. That is probably even for me when you feel you can organize and map 

out your life It does not allow that and you must be respectful of that.  

But, what is so wonderful about this sugar bush is that when you are in that bush and 

you’re walking through and, depending on the circumstances sometimes, some years, it’s going 

through the snow and enjoying that white snow on the trees and on the buckets and you are 

watching it and sometimes … and as the season goes on we’re into the mud and then we’re into 

seeing the little leeks coming up through the ground and you know the season is almost over.  

You can talk about it from different layers. The first layer is the individual; you don’t feel 

alone. Even if you’re walking alone, there is a whisper, there’s a rustle. There’s a rustle of the 

leaves, there’s the dripping of the sap in the buckets, there’s always a sound or even the 

closeness of the trees or the sun falling down and the sunbeams hitting on you or in front of you 



or the little stream that you have to walk over, jump over there’s always that sense of being 

closer to something that gives you the confidence, the encouragement the strength that you can 

… you are not doing this alone. And somehow I’m able to carry that kind of experience and 

transfer it into whatever else I do in my life.  

That’s the spiritual experience I get. But then, when I take it from that I’m very selfish 

’cause I make sure I have that opportunity on a regular basis. But then on the next layer I also 

like to think about how we can embrace other people to enjoy the experience and having … 

when our son was young having the little children and we used to have little hockey parties with 

his team and the whole team would come out and they’d have their little pails and they’d walk 

behind and they’d experience what that was like and the fire and the marshmallows and watching 

how this magical sap got boiled down into … so that whole that whole companionship; that 

whole idea of working together because we all have to put our buckets into the big tanks and 

work together and what as a team we can accomplish and travelling through that, you know inter 

winding through that, was a whole experience that our son has never forgotten. 

We’ve talked about this with our son as to what the future will hold for this farm and we 

understand where we are in our life. He knows he’s not a farmer and he will never be a farmer, 

but he talks about how if anything else had to be sold, the sugar bush will never be sold because 

that’s where he wants to be. There’s that, but there’s also the opportunity that with friends behind 

the sugar house there will be these warm days in March when the sun is so nice and warm and 

you just get a lawn chair and you sit out there and you just enjoy that opportunity of just peace 

and a chat. Then the opportunity of walking through the woods with somebody else and the 

tranquility and often I have purposely brought people out to the sugar bush in their times of 

sadness or difficulty of decision and it allows just peace.  



I don’t know what it is whether it’s the meandering through the woods, the opportunity of 

sharing that peace, the opportunity of quiet talk … it always allows us at the end of the trip either 

not to say that the problem is solved but some choices are always on the table and a person is 

allowed to catch their breath and I guess that’s what it is … a person is allowed to catch their 

breath and it’s the joy of people saying, “Can we come out to the sugar bush?” and having that, 

and having something we can share with people. That is unique and is special to them, too. 

That’s the third layer. And then I guess the last layer is hearing from people who say, “Well, we 

walked through you sugar bush the other day and we just wanted to let you know.” That people 

feel that comfort level in there to do that, which is neat, too. So that’s the story of the sugar bush 

and how it’s a farming … people enjoy the syrup. They say it’s a darker maple and has a real 

maple flavor, which is unique and I’m not a connoisseur of maple syrup ’cause I was raised on 

Aunt Jemima, but people really enjoy it. So it’s into the whole cycle from sap and collection, 

walking right down to the whole farming of the whole product to market. 

We have this hawk that lives back there and at the beginning of the season is really 

annoyed that we are invading the territory. He’s not happy, but then he gets used to us. 

It’s hard work. Syrup … people say it’s so expensive … that’s because it’s hard work. 

You can see it more expensive in Toronto than you see it here. I think the bottom line with maple 

syrup is you don’t do it to make money. You do it as a rite of passage in spring; you do it as 

enjoying the spring season and you enjoy seeing it … you know I’m sure it’s almost artistic in 

terms … I’m not artistic, but I sense that an artist … as you keep boiling down and down the sap 

until you’ve got the right … it’s like having a baby and the quality and the taste and so on …  



That’s my contribution in terms of farming. I do collect, but it’s just the whole 

environment at that time of year. There are no bugs in the woods at that time of year. It’s the 

most perfect time of year.  

The other story is from 1846 when Grant’s people, the original settlers, Benjamin 

Hagerman and Matilda Ketcheson came on the property and built a house on the hill, Matilda 

planted a tree, an oak tree and it’s still here and we’ve actually had a wedding of one of our 

nephews under this tree. It’s a short story, but we look at that tree and we’ve put a plaque under 

the tree talking about our strength from the past; our commitment to the present and our hope for 

the future and that’s what that tree represents to all of us and I think how important it is to all of 

us and I know there is a real trend right now in terms of the greenness of planting trees and I 

certainly support that but I support more the planting of a tree because that’s your legacy.  

Quite accidentally and I didn’t do it intentionally even knowing the story of Matilda and 

the tree, we planted a tree when we were married here and I think Grant’s father planted a tree 

when they were here from the sugar bush, down here in the yard. I think how important it is … if 

it’s not a tree, a bush, but preferably a tree, something that has a life, that the generations that 

follow, even if you don’t live in that house or on that property, that your children and 

grandchildren can come back and drive by and see a tree that is based on your roots because you 

can’t take that away from anybody. 



Kirsten Neumann Stephens recently moved back to Hastings County with 

her young family, after having lived in a larger urban area for several years. She 

and her husband are teaching in local schools while trying to build up their 

alpaca and horse farm. Kirsten dreams of one day having enough acreage to 

allow her and her husband to run camps and outdoor retreats for young people 

who need the healing experience of knowing animals and working the land. 

Kirsten told me her story while sitting in the living room of her century 

farmhouse. We could see the alpacas in the field through the bright moonlight on 

the snow of a crisp January evening. When we went outside, we could also hear 

her laying hens settling in for the evening. 

 

KIRSTEN NEUMANN STEPHENS 

I should have changed out of my barn clothes!  

The farm situation, being on the land, was always something that looked very different to 

what it is right now for us. We had always envisioned that we were going to own wild land, land 

that we could run an outdoor centre on or that we could rent out to a camp kind of situation. 

Being here on a farm is on land, but not what we initially had dreamed of. It came after a series 

of events and was just meant to be.  

I always wanted to be around horses and my parents always said, “Oh, you’ll grow out of 

it.” I’d ask for a pony every single Christmas and I’d never get a pony. I would ask for riding 

lessons and my parents would always say, “No, you’ll grow out of it. We’re not investing in that 

because you’re going to grow out of it. It’s a phase.”  

When I turned 27 I realized, “I’m a grown-up now; I have a job; I have money; I still 

haven’t grown out of it.” I decided I was going to take a course. So I took a course through the 

Durham Board of Education and I loved what I was doing. I loved being around horses; I loved 

learning about how to buy a horse and how to care for a horse, and then how to ride a horse. 

After the course ended, I kept going and I kept going for lessons. Then I thought, “Okay. Maybe 

I’ll try to find a horse.”  



We were living in Whitby, in suburban Whitby, at the time and the rat race was really 

getting us down. Being with the horses was just about half an hour or an hour in a week when I 

was away from a hectic, hectic lifestyle that I wasn’t really enjoying anyway.  

Initially I found a free lease on a horse: a girl who was going to university was going 

away and she said, “You know, you pay for the bills, you pay for the board, you pay for the feed 

and everything else is free. I’ll give you all my tack; I’ll give you everything. You take care of 

her. I just have to know you’ll be careful with her.” I developed this relationship with this horse 

as we made the transition and I moved her to a different barn. The girl went off to university and 

she would check in with me once a month and see how her horse was doing. 

After [my husband’s] brother and sister-in-law were killed, we decided we were going to 

come home. That was sort of the first step in the plan and we moved from Whitby to Belleville 

and we brought the horse with us. I boarded her here in the area and I would come out a few 

times a week and ride. It was wonderful and it was a little bit quieter ’cause we were in 

Belleville, but we were right in town.  

Those few hours a week were wonderful, just being away from teaching and [my 

husband] and mourning and grieving. Nobody knew at the barn what I had been through so I 

wasn’t getting those “Are you okay?”—the head-tilting questions. Then my horse got really 

seriously injured at the barn and I wasn’t told about it until I came out a few days later. Her leg 

was laid open and it was too late for anything to be done by a vet.  

I knew that my horse was not in a good place and so I pulled her out of that barn. I 

needed to get her closer to Belleville so I could treat her every day and so I started looking in this 

area where we are now. The folks who are now our neighbours said, “We would be happy to take 

you in, but we don’t have a place for you until next month. Here’s the name of our neighbours 



down the road and I’ll give her a call and see if she can take you in.” And so, a total stranger 

took me in off the street, me and my horse. She gave me board and taught me everything. (I’d 

only been riding for a year. I didn’t know what to do.) She taught me how to deal with this really 

ugly awful wound and how to take care of it. And my horse healed. This horse healed really well 

and when the month was up I moved her out and came to the barn next door to where we live 

now.  

The people here were wonderful and they taught me so much. They took me into their 

equine community and they took me riding everywhere. When we needed to go somewhere they 

let me use their trailer. It was wonderful. It still provided me with that escape. It was right on the 

way home from work and I got to come every day. It was really great.  

When the barn and the farm next door to the riding facility went up for sale, I said to [my 

husband], “Why don’t we just look at it? It’s right there. Its ten minutes from town. It puts me 

closer to my work. It has a barn. We could take the horse home with us. If I needed help, they’re 

right there.” 

We had always talked about owning land further away—wild land—but this seemed like 

a good jump, a good starting place. But, we put it off and we put it off and we put it off and 

finally there was a new sign that went up and it said, “New Price.” So I said, “C’mon now. It’s 

going to be one of those places that if it’s sold we’re going to wonder about it for the rest of our 

lives. So why don’t we just go see it and then we’ll know we don’t want to move there!”  

And that was the biggest, most wonderful mistake we ever made! We walked in here, and 

it was really funny the role reversal. After we toured the house and we toured the barn, we came 

home and we were sitting in our living room in Belleville and [my husband] said, “That house is 

everything I ever dreamed about.” And my response was, “There was a house that came with that 



barn??” I didn’t really care about the house whatsoever. I was up in the master bedroom and I 

could see my horse. I looked at her and I thought, “This is the closest I’m ever going to be to 

her.”  

Then when we went home and we were having this discussion and the phone rang and it 

was the girl who owned my horse. I said, “You’re never going to believe what we just did. We’re 

going to buy a farm and its right next door to where Sari is right now.” And she said, “Yeah, 

about that … I need my horse back.” And so we had just decided, we had just made that 

commitment to move to a farm, and she said, “I need my horse back.” She told me what day she 

wanted her back and I hung up the phone and cried. [My husband] said, “You’re not going to 

wait six weeks. You’re going to finish up this month’s lease on your board and then you’re going 

to make her come and get her horse, because you don’t need to pay another X amount of dollars 

to keep her, knowing that you are going to lose her anyway.”  

I was devastated. It was awful and she didn’t even come down to come and get the horse 

herself, she sent a trailer and a horse trader guy to come and get this animal and it was horrific. It 

was awful. All the while we were making all these moves towards coming out here and I didn’t 

have a horse. We were buying a horse farm with no horse.  

The move was slated for July fourth and in the end of May, beginning of June, our 

neighbours, where I had boarded the horse, called and said, “Listen, in the Community Press is 

this horse and you need to call this woman and you need to go and see the horse right now, 

because his horse sounds perfect for you.” And so I phoned the number and it was eight o’clock 

at night and she said, “If you want to come out and look at him, you can come, but you just have 

to know I’m in my pyjamas” So I drove out to Shannonville and she’s out there in her pyjamas. I 

went and looked at him and he was the ugliest horse I had ever seen.  



I had had this beautiful horse that was an Arabian and she was so pretty and fine-boned 

and then I was looking at this massive animal and I thought, “What do I want with you? You’re 

hideous!” But, I came back the next day and looked at him in the daylight and he was still as 

ugly as sin, but I rode him and completely fell in love with him.  

Ten days after we moved into the farm the horse came home and the day after he came he 

disappeared. He had rubbed up against the gate and jostled the gate latch, which was replaced the 

day after. He went missing and the whole neighbourhood came out and they lent us four 

wheelers and they went out searching for him. They spent hours and hours and hours of their 

time and a whole day trying to locate my horse and we finally tracked him down. He’d been in a 

barn four miles from here since half past seven in the morning when a very nice lawyer’s wife 

went chasing down the road after him in her nightgown. And the whole neighbourhood came 

out. It was a wonderful way for us to meet everybody. It was neat. Our little pony came home 

after that and we were here, I guess, two years before the alpacas came home.  

In between looking at the farm and moving in I had been with friends and we did a field 

trip to a place in Merrickville, an alpaca farm. I met all these alpacas and an alpaca farmer and I 

got my hands all over these animals and the fleece and all the products. I thought, “I can’t live on 

the land. I can’t have a farm and have nothing but hay-burning lawn ornaments that are useless in 

terms of productivity. Alpacas sound nice!” I came home to [my husband] and said, “I know 

what we can do with our farm! We can have alpacas!” “What’s an alpaca?” was his answer! We 

did research for years and we spent one March Break visiting alpaca farms before we finally 

bought alpacas.  

We found somebody who was actually going to teach us how to look after them and how 

to shear them and how to do our own vet care and all that stuff. Then we purchased a few alpacas 



from him and we purchased a few other alpacas from other farms so we could vary our herd. 

Two years after we moved in here we got the alpacas home.  

We started with five plus a guard llama, which was also a lot of fun and then we got a 

sixth when we rescued one from an auction. He was auctioned off and then purchased by 

someone who didn’t know what they were doing so we rescued a tiny, tiny baby that needed to 

be bottle fed three times a day for four months while we got him back to health. He’s still 

definitely the runt of the herd, but he’s adorable and he’s sweet and he’s lovely.  

I shear myself. I’ve gone from being a Belleville-born and -raised girl who likes to hike 

and camp, to somebody who shears her own alpacas and does her own vet care and gives needles 

and trims toenails and all kinds of other really gross stuff, but it’s great! It’s really cool! And 

even when it’s –22 degrees, like right now, and I go out to bring the horses in and tuck them in, 

there’s something incredibly magical about leaning on that huge hulking 1200 pound animal, and 

having him lean back into you. Just being there when they’re eating their hay and just hanging 

out is amazing.  

That horse is my ugly brute from Shannonville and he is an absolute brute, but he’s my 

brute. He’s definitely not like the horses I drew as a little girl: horses with their flowing manes 

and their fine bones. He’s not what I drew, not even close, but he’s a pretty cool horse. 

That’s how we got here and these quiet, cold nights test your mettle, that’s for sure. 



Lee Resmer lives with her partner, Elmer Buchanan, in a century old 

farmhouse on land north of Havelock. From the fleeces of her alpacas and angora 

goats, she spins skeins of wool with which to knit various items of clothing for 

sale from her home. Lee is keenly aware of the interaction between humans and 

both wild and domestic animals and birds. She considers her four-legged and 

winged companions to be her teachers. 

Lee’s story was recorded during a visit to her home near Havelock. Sitting 

in their sunroom, the late January sun sinking over the fields, we could hear goats 

and alpacas settling in for the night as we spoke.  

 

LEE RESMER 

I think the first thing that comes to mind about being on the land, living on the land, is 

that we are two human beings that live here and all of these animals with us. The amount of 

space and the amount of stuff the amount of things we need compared to what they do! How well 

they share with us, they really do! They use their space; they use it well, including the wild 

animals.  

We have the coyotes and we have a bear and we have the wolf that sits and watches 

Elmer cut and bale hay and we have the deer come through. Most years we have had turkeys 

every morning come along there and then the alpacas and the goats and the llamas. We used to 

have a mule, named Donkey because she was a donkey!! They are so good at sharing and they 

do teach me and keep reminding me to use what I have around me and to share what I have 

around me. They teach me patience and responsibility towards them. They need to eat before I 

do because they didn’t ask to be locked up, we locked them up. They teach compassion. 

I meet people who come from the city and have never had pets, that live in a high rise and 

they seem so brittle and on edge and wound up, compared to what I feel most of the time. I see 

the animals and the way they treat me when I treat them right. And I see the alpacas and the 

feelings that the alpacas have. I see the trust that they have in what I’m going to do. I am able to 

trust them. 



When I was younger I had two babies and my husband went off and he was away on a 

travelling crew for hydro. I had a trailer put on the back few acres of my sister’s farm with a 

laneway that was longer than this one and people would say, “Well, aren’t you scared living all 

the way back there all by yourself? Don’t you think about what’s going to happen? Why are you 

willing to live back there with two little kids?” and I said, “You know … I know exactly what all 

the animals around me are going to do. They are not going to hurt me if I don’t threaten them. If 

I leave them alone, they are going to leave me alone. If I live in town, if I live in an apartment, I 

never know who is in that building. I never know who is coming to my door. I never know what 

they might want or what they are going to do.” So, I was really comfortable living in the country, 

back in the middle of what most people consider the middle of nowhere. I felt much safer than I 

would have ever felt in town.  

I like individual two-legged animals, but I have learned living on the farm that four-

legged animals are so much more civilized; are so much kinder to each other; are so much more 

dependable, are so much more trustworthy and I think they actually set the standard by which we 

end up judging the two-legged animals we meet. 

 



Peter and Claire Bussell are also retired teachers, and Peter is a bee 

farmer. With property in the Oak Hills, they have operated a “pick your own” 

berry patch for twenty-plus years and have grown a large vegetable garden. Peter 

has travelled throughout Canada, setting up bee and honey exhibits that 

demonstrate to children and the public at large the intricate structures of colonies 

and the various steps of honey production. Claire teaches yoga in her home studio 

and spends hours walking around the lake and back in their bush. 

I spoke to Peter and Claire on a snowy afternoon in mid-February. As the 

snow fell on the lake outside their window, we watched their grandchildren 

skating and their dog running after snowflakes. It was easy to see why this couple 

loves the land they live upon and the water that borders it. Peter did most of the 

speaking throughout the hour and a half we were together, but Claire’s 

interjections reflected her own sense of belonging in this place. 
 

PETER AND CLAIRE BUSSELL  

Peter: Contact with wildlife. I hunt on this property and I don’t think anyone can have an 

appreciation for, say, deer until you hunt and see how beautiful an animal they are. I sit up in my 

tree stand, I call it my sky chair, and it’s a long wait. You’re sitting there and you see things. You 

sometimes fall asleep.  

I once woke up to find an owl on the same branch I’m on with his back to me and I’m 

absolutely amazed and he turns his big head totally around with those big eyes and I’m trying to 

think, “What is going through your head looking at me?” And, he stares for the longest time and 

I think this is a staring contest and I’m not going to lose. I’m a mammal and I can’t afford to lose 

this, so he decides that I’m too big to be prey and he decides to leave. He landed soundlessly, 

obviously, and he left the same way, only to land on a nearby tree and to hunch down and stare 

again. I felt very looked at. I think it was a barn owl. A good size! Good size! 

Sitting there you could see two beautiful foxes run through. Once, just for no reason at 

all, something spooked it, one jumped sideways: just absolutely about three feet or a meter 

sideways and then right back. The two of them, big bushy tails, beautiful, just beautiful! You 

also see all the tracks that are around the farm of the animals and you see the ecology: the rabbit 



that’s met up with the coyotes. Also, we have just recently lost our little dog next door. He ran 

across the road, ran back and was hit by the car. We ourselves have had pets that have been 

buried and it’s realizing the vagaries of life. Then that’s sort of knife edge. Grounded, I think 

because also you’re seasoned.  

I know sportsmen who say “Ah-h-h it’s hockey season,” and then it becomes baseball 

season or football season and their whole life is which sport is next and their life is seasoned like 

that. Our life is seasoned too. We look out and see when did the ice first form on the lake and 

when did it go off? We look and we see the crows and we know the ice is going to go because all 

of the detritus that goes up to the top freezes just underneath that ice and so the crows land 

because they can eat it. And so that’s the telltale sign that the ice is going within the next couple 

of days.  

We see crows on the lake, or we look at the sky and my favorite, Orion, is the winter 

constellation. And winter is here. And it’s there! And it’s there and it finally leaves. But the 

changing seasons are a big part of being on the land like this. And I guess the other part that I 

notice is that how little control you have over a lot of things in farming. We do beekeeping and 

when you put your head against their collective little minds you think they should do things in a 

certain way and well, I mean, you’re betting against evolution the millions of years they’ve been 

around more than we have and they’re just an amazing creature and you learn a lot from bees. 

Claire: It often happens if we have a beautiful winter in terms of no snow, that in March 

we get a big storm. 

Peter: We go out at night and we hear the coyotes yipping and there’s quite a bunch of 

them. I couldn’t sleep one night and I went out to the barn about 3 o’clock in the morning. I 

practice the chaos theory in my barn: things are not ordered as they might be. But, I’m messing 



around and I hear this thing go across the top of the barn and I’m thinking “What is going …” 

I’m downstairs and I have a stick in my hand and I just rattle around the hay chute and I say “Get 

out of here!!!” something like that and I hear, “G-r-r-r-r,” and I’m going, “What is this?” And I 

rattle it around some more “Get outta here,” and I hear “Gr-r-r-r,” and I think, “This isn’t good!” 

So I hop up on my bench, and I’m thinking, “This is not very intelligent. If this is a cougar, what, 

is he just going to eat my legs? What am I doing sitting up on this bench?” so, discretion being 

the better part of valor, I vacated the scene. 

So I spoke to a number of people. My brother-in-law is the animal control person and he 

said, “You’re probably looking at a coon ’cause they will growl at you. We catch them all the 

time. We have to catch them and I release them out of the back of a truck into a coulee and he 

said I’ve been chased around the truck … growling at me all the time.” It couldn’t have been a 

cougar. That’s the only animal though ’cause it travelled very fast across the top. 

Claire: You realize too that there are bears and there are animals that could do you harm. 

Peter: Bears are in our gravel pit just over there. They like the bees. Have you ever seen 

what a bear can do to a hive of bees? Not pretty. We did electric fencing. They will, if they’re 

hungry enough go through the electric fence, but they have to be hungry. But, once they get a 

taste for it … one of the bears we had would climb a tree. It was a big tree and when he climbed 

it, it would take him over the fence. 

Claire: Seeing things grow, too is a great pleasure.  

Peter: The other issue is realizing that you are just a visitor on the property. You look at 

these trees that are going to be here long after you’re gone and you manage for a time period. 

And you walk through the woods in the spring or in the fall and it’s just gorgeous and you realize 

that somebody else is going to walk through these woods.  



Claire: That was one of the really good things we did that I loved. Just last spring we had 

8000 trees planted on our land. You know, we don’t community involve a lot, but that’s one of 

those things that I look at as our commitment to our community … we did about 3,000 in 1991. 

So they’re big now, yeah! 

Peter: Our land slopes down. About 30 to 40 acres slopes this way so every spring when 

we had lots of snow we’d have a runoff that would take the driveway out. We’ve actually sat on 

the side of the driveway and our feet didn’t touch the bottom of the gully that the water would 

take out. And we did that for years. And you’d actually have to go out and redirect the water 

across the driveway and across the lawn ’cause it wouldn’t take the lawn out, but the driveway. 

Claire: The sandbags and the build up, the berms. We had to do something about this so 

we had berms and dips, the swale so the water comes down in three or four different places now. 

It all comes down. Which is really nice, ’cause I wasn’t looking forward to being 80 and having 

to go out and sand bag. 

Peter: It causes a big problem with the road because at that time of year it freezes. At 

night it cools down enough to freeze and so you get black ice out here. 

Claire: They built a ditch out here. It works well to keep the water off the road. It doesn’t 

look great, but it works. 



Rob and Linda Belnap gave up good careers in Toronto and moved to a 

tumble-down farm northeast of Springbrook while their children were quite 

young. They have restored both the buildings and the land with hard work and 

commitment. Both Rob and Linda acknowledge the challenges of living on the 

land, but say they would never exchange their life now for the life they left three 

decades ago. 

 They told me their story, candidly and with lots of humour, while sitting at 

their dining room table in a lovely refinished room. The house is now warm and 

cozy and the land looks well cared for and rich. Both Rob and Linda credit their 

experience with living on the land with developing them as individuals and as a 

couple. Their commitment to the adventure has not dimmed. 

 

ROB AND LINDA BELNAP 

Rob: I think what I appreciate now is the heating. When we came here we had no heat 

and now I realize how hard people have to work and like cut wood. We moved here in January. 

It was freezing cold. This house is not even insulated and we just had a space heater, which did 

not do the entire house. We had two of them, but neither really worked. On one the fan worked 

and the other one didn’t really work at all, so we didn’t really have any heat.  

Linda: So we thought we were going to heat with wood, right? And oh my God! I had no 

idea the amount of wood.  

Rob: But we didn’t have the wood heaters the first winter. We didn’t have this [gestures 

to woodstove] and we didn’t have the other airtight so we went to Rollins General Store and 

bought a little micro furnace. We thought, “Well, a micro furnace! We’ll plug it into the wall and 

we’ll heat the whole house.” Well one room was all it did. We thought we were going to freeze 

and we froze! 

There was no insulation and this house should have been torn down. It should have been 

condemned. There was no insulation; it was draughty; we had snow in here when there was a 

wind … this is the story. 



  Linda: I think with the heat I never realized how hard it was to do. You really appreciate 

it eh? The basic things. When I lived in the city or even the town, I took it all for granted. I took 

it for granted just turning on the tap and the water came out, but it didn’t come out. We had no 

well here, we had no septic. We had an outhouse. We totally roughed it, eh? It was just like all 

those things were there, they just existed. I didn’t realize the work with the firewood, like how 

much wood we had to cut. 

Rob: There was a cord of wood stuck in one of the back rooms, a face cord, and we 

thought, “Oh this will get us through!” We’d never heated with wood as kids. 

Linda: We didn’t grow up this way so we didn’t know 

Rob: One of my friends said “See that shed over there? You should take it and fill it to 

the rafters with wood and you’ll have enough.” We laughed at him! Crazy!! And, you know, he 

was right. The first year we cooked on the cook stove. 

Linda: But I just didn’t realize the tremendous amount of work that the pioneers, the 

people before us, must have endured just to keep warm. When you’re in the city all you do is 

push a button and the heat comes, same with the water. Well, we did have hydro and we didn’t 

have a problem with electricity.  

Rob: Everything takes twice as long to do and twice the expense. You probably think we 

were crazy, eh? You know, moving out here to this rough place we were hungry for land. The 

government at the time promised to give us $40,000 as first time farmers, so we thought we 

would live on the 40 thousand until we could get jobs and get things going and make some 

money on the farm. But then the government didn’t have any more $ for any more new farmers, 

which was us. It ran out, the tap was dry, so we had no money, no money at all and no income. 

There’s 300 acres here, so when we sold our house we put it all into the farm. We bought the 



farm outright. We paid cash. So we had no mortgage. We just had no money to live on. We had a 

couple, a few thousand, but that’s all we had.  

Linda: I just had no idea how hard it would be. We first came here and we had the water 

tested and the water wasn’t that good.  

Rob: [The man] who sold us this place has got this tank of water down in the basement, 

right? Like a cistern, but it’s actually an old milk tank. And he had it filled with water so that, 

when you pumped (a hand pump) it showed that there was water. So I tasted that like you’re 

supposed to, eh? When you’re buying a place, you’re supposed to check the water, so I poured a 

glass and I said, “It’s the best water I ever tasted!” I was all fired up to buy this place, so anyway, 

turns out that I don’t even know where the water is coming from and I find out that the tank is all 

scuz and spiders and bugs and things. I find that out after I actually bought the place. Anyway, so 

we must have some water, we must do something about water. What I ended up doing is getting 

my boy, who was 18 at the time, and we’ve got no money, so what we had to do was dig a trench 

from the barn where there was water to the house four feet down so it wouldn’t freeze.  

We dug by hand with a shovel because we had no money to rent a backhoe or anything, 

and I had no money to buy the line, but one of the things that were left here was a big coil of that 

black pipe. It was no more than half an inch, so water goes in that end under pressure, but this 

end it just “pees” out, eh? We dug this thing and [my son’s] eighteen and he’s into music and all 

that and all he wants to do is disappear and listen to his songs! I more or less dug the trench 

myself for the water. I was younger then. It’s from here to the barn. A long ways, eh? 

Linda: And when we bought it we didn’t have a proper septic. We just had a hole in the 

ground. 



Rob:. They had water to the barn because what was important here were the cattle. The 

original family that owned this place had water from the well and the cistern, but by the time we 

got it that well was finished, and not in use. It was no good. There were no eaves troughs or 

anything so we couldn’t collect water off the roof. So there was no water in the house. Now we 

do use the cistern. I put up eaves troughs. 

Linda: The first winter we were hauling the water with toboggans. 

Rob: That’s right! We did that before I dug the trench. There’s a little pond back there 

and we’d go out on the kids toboggan, chop a hole in the ice and drag it all back. 

Linda: But it was too hard. I could never do that again. It was too hard.  

R. Somebody would take a bath and we’d share the bathwater, eh? And I’d get the last 

bath. But the water, as soon as it hit the air, would all be green. 

Linda: So we kind of had to endure that. We should never have moved in January. But 

we kind of had to endure that until the summertime, until we could put the lines in and get the 

water into the house. We had a little girl who was 11. 

Rob: We bought [our little girl] a horse in order to offset the bad feelings of moving here 

and the horse bucked her off so she hated the horse. And something ate her lop-eared rabbit. She 

went out to feed it and it was in two pieces. My parents thought we were crazy. 

Linda: You can do anything with support, but we had no support. 

Rob: We had an outhouse. 

Linda: And I never really minded that. I could do the outhouse. 

Rob: It was really primitive out here. I don’t know, I guess I’m stubborn, but we had no 

other choice. We were out here and I knew I had enough vision. I realized as long as you got the 

land and you got a nice piece of property, you can build a house. You can fix a house, it just 



takes time and money and I knew if we stuck it out it would be  okay. But try and communicate 

that to teenage kids! You know, they live for now, they’re not waiting for twenty years to have a 

nice bedroom. They want it right now or else you’re the big jerk. That’s what they called me. So, 

there were problems that way, but I was right in the long run. 

Linda: The kids like it now, but at the time they didn’t so it was hard. It’s really hard 

when you’re trying to do things on your own. You need support. 

Rob: Yes, you need support. 

Linda: When we moved here we didn’t know anybody here. We didn’t have jobs to go to. 

We found jobs eventually. It was really hard, eh? 

Rob: But see, it brought us close together because we had to depend on each other so that 

was good for our marriage that way. 

Linda: Yes, we had to depend on each other, so that was good that way. 

Rob: We wanted to try everything. We’ve had everything except sheep or goats. When I 

was a locomotive engineer I had a job where I could just take it easy and do a lot of reading on 

the engine. I got a book about being a blacksmith and I thought, “I want to work with my hands. 

I’m tired of just sitting here on this stupid engine.” It’s like being in solitary confinement, so I 

thought “ okay!” We always wanted land and that was always in the back of my mind, “gonna 

get some horses and maybe be a blacksmith.” We just jumped right into it.  

If you don’t jump right in and get your feet wet it’s not going to happen, right? So I did 

that and we got a whole bunch of horses. We had thirteen draft horses here at one time and a 

whole bunch of cattle, too. And the fences were bad and everything was getting loose. We had 

forty head of cattle running up and down the road and thirteen horses having a horse race down 

the road. Oh, it was just crazy!  



No wonder everyone was laughing at us city people! We didn’t have a clue. All these 

horses and cows and no place to run them! The same with the chickens: a whole bunch of 

chickens and the coop was all drafty and had no windows. We made every mistake going. That 

strategy of mine, jump in with both feet is the only way unless you’ve been raised on a farm or 

somebody takes you by the hand. There’s no other way. 

Linda: There’s no other way for sure. 

Rob: We read all the Harrowsmith books. [laughing] In the Harrowsmith books the 

friendly neighbourhood farmer comes over and tries to help you, but in real life he comes over 

and tries to cheat you! 

Linda: I wouldn’t ever move in the winter, I’ll tell you that. We couldn’t move to a place 

that was in better shape because we didn’t have the money. And I didn’t want to wait. I didn’t 

want to look back on my life and think “Why didn’t I do this when I was young and strong?” I 

mean it’s nice to have the security and all, but that’s not everything. And we’ve always been risk 

takers to begin with, and I guess that’s why we did it. 

Rob: The happiest years of my life were the first 2 years on the farm when everything 

was a hardship. I mean I was younger, but I would jump out of bed early and have all this work 

to do and I was the happiest I’ve ever been when we had all these obstacles because I was finally 

on the farm. 

Linda: But, I think if we did it again I would go into a place that was in better shape. But 

then, we probably would have had to wait until we were older. It’s kind of a catch 22 and I like it 

here now. 

Rob: My only regret is that I didn’t buy more property. I’m not really involved in the 

community. I don’t join all the clubs and stuff. I just have enough to do right here on the farm. 



Steve Tubb and his partner moved their family from Scotland to Rawdon 

Township 20 years ago, after visiting the area for many years. They live in a 

century house and are small holding farmers who work to become self-sufficient 

on the land. Steve keeps livestock for personal production, taps maple trees in the 

Spring, grows a significant market garden and hopes to establish a micro-

brewery, using homegrown and smoked heritage hops. Together they maintain a 

vision of “walking lightly” on the land.  

Steve told his story on a frosty afternoon in November, as he sat in his 

favourite chair overlooking his hop garden. Speaking for just a little under fifteen 

minutes, Steve showed me through the window exactly where this story took place. 

 

STEVE TUBB 

I guess it must be six, seven, maybe eight years ago. We had a very cold winter that year 

and there was a whole pile of great grey owls that came down into this area. They normally don’t 

come this far south in the wintertime but they did this year and there was a few around here.  

One day I was out doing something outside … can’t remember what … and there was a 

couple of them up above the back garden of the house. Gorgeous, gorgeous birds. Anyway, I 

went out and I was watching them. One encouraged the other one to go off and go in a different 

direction. The one that stayed around came back down and sat on the fence post across the road 

and was just quite happy sitting there. I went gradually closer and closer to this great grey. I got 

to the middle of the road and the great grey just gently let itself off the post. It spread its great 

wings out and glided away, flapped a few times and went up into the top of a poplar tree out 

behind our garden. I followed it and saw which branch it had roosted on and started walking 

back across the garden towards the tree.  

I had overalls on and a toque with a little white bauble on it: a blue, red and white toque 

with a white bauble on it. As I moved towards the tree, this fabulous bird did a similar thing as it 

did off the fence post: it just kind of fell off its perch with its wings open and came directly at 

me. It was fabulous! We had eye to eye contact right up until the moment when I chickened out 



and ducked for fear of losing my hat. The great grey just went off and disappeared at that point 

over into another roost somewhere.  

What a fabulous bird! Huge, huge bird sitting on the fence post! Oh-h-h-h close to two 

feet tall! Certainly a big, big bird with beautiful colouring! I just wish I had been able to get that 

on video. It’s never been here again. We just haven’t had the winters that have caused them to 

come south looking for food. I have heard of them other places. Just a fabulous bird! 



Susan Deciantis has lived with her partner and their Jack Russell terriers 

in a century farmhouse just north of Bancroft for over 20 years. A large vegetable 

garden and the annual raising of meat chickens, along with laying birds, allow 

them to come close to self-sufficiency on the land. Susan also buys natural fibers 

from local farmers and weaves them into cloth for articles of clothing, household 

items and bags. She considers the land her friend and her provider. 

Susan agreed to come into our house to tell me her story one bright 

January day while she was on her way to Belleville. It turned out to be her 

birthday! This is a fairly short story, but represents beautifully her connection to 

the land on which she lives. 

 

SUSAN DECIANTIS 

I walk down the road every night with friends. We walk three km a day or a night and we 

walk whether it’s sunny and warm or whether it’s –30 and cold and dark. Two of us have 

reflective clothing to be seen. Anyway, we walk three km and it’s a really special time for us. 

We really enjoy it for lots of reasons.  

We see footprints of moose and deer of course, rabbits, fishers, beaver, muskrat because 

we walk. Our road is a twisty road, full of turns, and sometimes we walk across the road, to the 

beaver meadow we call it. We’ve seen ducks and geese and herons in there and we stop and look 

at them all. In the summertime we often walk down the road, away from the main road, turning 

left to the bush instead of right, but we’re a little reluctant to walk in the bush in the summertime. 

The flies are pretty horrendous at times and there are lots of bears. Lots and lots of bears and 

when you’re walking with little dogs you don’t really want to encounter a bear. You really 

usually wouldn’t anyway. We talk all the time and the bears wouldn’t want to have anything 

much to do with us, but if a mom and her cubs came it would be different. We’ve seen bears on 

the road and we’ve never had to turn around from our walk because of a bear. The bears look at 

us and smile and lope off the road. 

There’s a hill that the hydro line goes down and through the bush. We can look up there 

and it’s a great place to see different kinds of birds. Also, we notice if there’s a tree on the line. 



One night we walked towards the Musclow-Greenview Road and there was a big flap, flap and 

an owl landed in a tree quite close to us. We knew it had landed there and we walked rather more 

quickly because my little dog only weighs about 11 pounds. An owl, if it really wanted her, 

could probably have her. We kept walking fast, but when we came back the owl was still there 

and the owl kept moving from branch to branch as if he was trying to say, “Look at me! Look at 

me! Look at me!” It was really cool! It was as if it was trying to connect with us somehow. 

Maybe that’s a thing that owls do.  

One night when we were walking we came around a corner and a deer was running. It’s 

quite open fields and the deer do cross in there, but it was the first time one almost landed on us 

as it jumped out of the field and into the road. There’s a bit of a gully coming down. 

Rain stops us. A light sprinkle won’t stop us, but if it’s really raining we don’t go out, 

especially spring and fall ’cause those are cold rains. We walk every night, not as fast as we 

ought to, ’cause we do stop and talk. You learn things. I learned that [my neighbour] was born 

here and [she] has lived on this road her whole life. She was born here. She and [her husband] 

lived in Bancroft for a little while after they were married and then her dad gave them ten acres 

of land and they built on it. We learned the life story of each other while walking. She has so 

many wonderful stories about living here and growing up here. 

On our road now there are nine dwelling places. One place is empty so there are eight 

people living on the road. The road goes past us and in the old days there were a lot more people 

living on the road, trying to farm. Farming where there was no way you could make a living 

farming because there is nothing but sand. There was no hydro on our road until the 50s and 

there was no phone until towards the end of the 50s. I mean, I was alive then and I never thought 



of myself as being alive in the “olden days.” There’s always a surprise. I’ve lived in Bancroft for 

over 30 years.  

When you come in our road and you come down and around that corner and there are 

trees all over the road and it’s kind of like winding yourself into a very special place. Other 

people have said that, not just me.  

We saw a wolf one day running across the field, one morning quite early. If there’ve been 

wolves around, you can tell by the paw prints. We had a lot of bear scat in the yard this summer. 

We almost got to the point when we weren’t going to grow corn any more because the coons 

would get into it, but we did grow it again this year. I read somewhere that electric fence would 

keep the coons out and it did so that was good. 

 There’s a really fine juxtaposition between being able to be self sufficient on the land 

that you love and sharing it with the wild critters. I don’t want to go out shooting elk or anything, 

but we know that if the elk leave Carlow and come into Monteagle and start coming around our 

houses, we won’t be able to have gardens because there aren’t fences that will keep them out. It’s 

interesting: the Ministry introduced these elk. The theory was that there had been elk here years 

ago. Well, if there were, it was before people who are alive now remember it and if there were, 

they were hunted off and there was a reason they were hunted off. The deer were harvested, for 

sure, but never wiped out because they were too valuable a resource for one thing to wipe out. 

They fed people and nobody wants to see the end of the bear population or the wolf population 

or anything else, but people really don’t want to have their lamb eaten by coyotes or wolves or 

their gardens chewed up by deer or elk. The elk are a terrible problem. It is the same thing with 

wild turkeys.  



One of our neighbours cuts hay off our property, off the back fields. A couple of years 

ago he planted oats back there. He planted oats one summer and used it as a nurse crop for small 

seeds. They get about five years out of that for the planting of hay where we are. They might get 

more where the land’s better, but where we are five years is good. He had oats back there and 

deer got into it and he doesn’t mind sharing with deer. Bears got into it and they’re more of a 

nuisance because they take their paws and do a big scoop and lie on their backs and enjoy grain. 

Wild turkeys, he says are really horrible because they walk down the rows of oats with their 

wings spread out and they beat the grass, or the stalks, until the oats fall off and they eat what 

they want and leave the rest and nothing else can eat it except maybe a bear or a coon who’s 

coming in and doing some gleaning. But elk will spoil your oats because they’ll trample it to 

where you can’t cut it at all. They just haven’t really spread out yet.  

They’ve decided to do an elk hunt this year ’cause the elk really thrived. There was a 

letter in the paper last week about how horrible this was from a woman who lived in Toronto. It 

was about how hunting shouldn’t be allowed and how we should just learn to co-exist with 

creatures like the elk. It’s really difficult to co-exist with something that doesn’t want to co-exist 

with you. It’s fine to say you should get along, but it kind of works both ways and it doesn’t 

seem to be possible to learn.  

There was a herd of about 40 elk (in Carlow) in one place. It was right by a farmer who is 

constantly complaining about what the elk are doing to his crops and his fields. I don’t know 

how you resolve that. We aren’t really hunter-gatherers, we’re people who farm the land



Peter Mewett is a retired teacher who has long farmed bees on his 

property just east of Stirling. He carefully studies the scientific research 

regarding the changing life of bees and is committed to spreading the word about 

the fragile balance of our eco-system. Peter believes that children need to be 

shown, at an early age, the impact of our actions on the natural world.  

Peter and I talked over coffee and fresh baking and he expressed his deep 

concern over the state of bees worldwide. Because Peter has studied this subject 

for years, his presentation of the facts could read as somewhat detached; 

however, sitting, listening to him talk, hearing the emotion in his voice, and 

watching his changing facial expressions, I understood that the story of bees and 

their vital contribution to human life is his passion. 

 

PETER MEWETT 

I’d like to share some information with you today about beekeeping and also share some 

personal experiences I’ve had with beekeeping. I have been a beekeeper now first as a hobby and 

now for some 25 years and of late I have become a little more full time. It’s now a smaller 

business for me and I run about 100 colonies plus or minus from year to year and I also import 

queen honeybees from different countries such as Australia and Hawaii and US and Chile. So 

I‘ve got some experiences that way. It certainly is a part of agriculture that I thoroughly enjoy. 

Beekeeping has been around for a long, long time, even going back into the days of the 

Egyptians and the pyramids. I’ve heard stories of people finding honey still in the pyramids and 

in tubes that are still good today after 1000s of years in those situations; so it’s a testament to the 

product that bees produce that honey can last an awfully long time. However, beekeeping today 

had its trials and tribulations and although bees have been around for 1,000s and 1,000s of years 

and have managed to move all over time It seems over the last few years they’ve been in some 

kind of trouble. I know in Ontario, in Canada, in North America and in different parts of the 

world, countries like France, Spain, England, countries in South America, bees have been on the 

decline so it is just not an isolated problem in one part of the world its pretty much a worldwide 

thing. They’ve been on the decline for at least three years. Even in Ontario we’ve lost about a 



third of our domestic honeybees every year so we look back and try to identify some of the 

reasons for this and there just seems to be some new diseases on the scene, some new problems 

on the scene that haven’t been there before and the bees really just haven’t been able to adapt to 

those problems yet.  

So while there’s … for along time there’ve been different diseases bees have had to deal 

with and some they couldn’t deal with, some they just succumbed to. Diseases like American 

foul brood or European foul brood. Very contagious diseases would wipe out colonies in no 

time. Even if you have small amounts of that disease detected in one colony, since they are 

sociable insects since they are intermingling they can pass on the bacterial spore from one to 

another from one hive to another and pretty soon you have an effect that is spreading very 

quickly throughout a bee yard and from one yard to another.  

I remember once a while back I felt very confident about the health of my own bees and I 

was not medicating for the prevention of this one disease called American Foul Brood and it so 

happened that I had some colonies unbeknownst to me that were affected in one yard. And I was 

moving some colonies about from one yard to another and it so happened that the colonies in the 

yard that had the infection that I moved to three other yards and consequently I was spreading 

that infection between bee yards. Unfortunately when I finally did discover that I had the 

problem there is only one remedy to eliminate the problem and that’s to destroy the bees and the 

equipment they’re living in. I had to burn 20 colonies of bees that one year which was kind of 

upsetting to me for sure and also costly because you lose the honey production that year you lose 

any chance of making any splits off those colonies and you lose your equipment as well so it’s 

very, very costly when that happens. So I have been much more diligent in inspection for 

problems like that in my yards now. I mentioned the disease. We also have to deal with two 



kinds of mites: tracheal mites and amboral mites. The tracheal mites when they’re in the hive 

will they get on the … they reproduce in the breathing organs of the bee, the spirichals and they 

block the breathing tubes and so forth. So they cause a lot of problems for honeybees. The mite 

that is most destructive is the parola mite … They reproduce right in the brood of the honeybee, 

the brood being the young larva. They go to the young larva because that’s their source of 

protein.  

When an adult parola mite lays eggs they lay them right in the cell of the brood and she 

will lay one male and usually 3-4 females and they actually will reproduce amongst themselves, 

the brothers and sisters parola mites will mate and now we have an extrapolating situation. They 

multiply very quickly and they’re very destructive to bees. We do have some different varieties 

of medication. They work reasonably well in medications to kill mites but what we’ve found is 

that the mites themselves can become resistant to that medication so you’ve got to be careful 

using the medication. Sometimes you have to alternate it. We’re always looking for safe ways to 

medicate bees so that they don’t … so there’s no honey present or resin itself in the honey and 

that kind of thing. And too we’re also looking at non-chemical interventions like better genetics. 

Using the genetics and so forth and looking at grooming behavior because they can actually 

groom mites off the back of honeybees so we look at ways that … we look at bees that develop 

this kind of behavior and try to breed for that to lower the resistance … lower the impact of the 

mites. There’s also like screened bottom boards where the mites fall down and they can’t get 

back up into the hive, onto the backs of bees. There’s a number of other things too that cause 

problems. We’re dealing with fairly sophisticated agriculture methods today … lot of fertilizers, 

lot of pesticides and a lot of herbicides that modern farmers use today and the bees will often 

pick up when they’re out gathering nectar and pollen from the plant sometimes there’s residue 



from these herbicides and pesticides that go up through the stem into the flower and can kill the 

bees when they get and eat the nectar and so forth so we have to be careful about … this can 

cause a problem for the bee. Sometimes they get bees poisoned, bees being poisoned as a result 

of i.e. sprays for corn and things like that rather sprays for sweet corn. So that’s another thing 

that bees need to deal with. 

Over the years I just learned. It’s literature. I’ve been on the Board of Directors for the 

Ontario Beekeepers Assoc for a while and I pick up a lot of information there and going to 

workshops. There are a lot of things. 

Another thing that seems to be in the forefront today is the increased amount of 

pollination that is going on. When honey prices are low beekeepers need to make a living. Many 

beekeepers have always been pollinating local crops, but it seems that now there’s a demand for 

more colony bees in products that are farther away for example New Brunswick and Quebec 

have a need for honeybee colonies in their blueberry areas and cranberry areas and so blueberries 

have been a big business for those companies that are into them. It’s expanding quite a bit. The 

last year there was an increase of some 7,000 acres in New Brunswick for one of the companies 

that’s into blueberries and they’re big outfits, so not all the hives in New Brunswick have been 

able to satisfy the demand for pollination so they bring in colonies from other provinces and 

many of the guys in Ontario are shipping big transport loads of colonies of honeybees down to 

New Brunswick for blueberry pollination. They try to feed the bees well before they go and they 

go as a fairly strong colony before heading off, but once they arrive there they are in this huge 

monoculture of blueberries and you have a colony that is in need of pollen because that’s where 

their protein comes from for rearing their brood, and nectar and so forth. Well you get a bit of 

pollen and you get some nectar from blueberries, but it’s a single crop and when you’ve got 



1,000s of acres that’s all the bees have to work in order to get their nutrients. The pollen from 

blueberries, while it does have some good qualities, it’s not satisfactory. They need a wider range 

of pollens to provide adequate nutrition for the brood that’s being developed. That puts a stress 

on the colony and the stress of moving back from … let’s say three weeks in New Brunswick 

and then if they come into Quebec for cranberries and a period there and then back home and 

then out to other areas in the more local setting to pollinate other crops there it adds quite a stress 

to the bees and so stress seems to be a big factor that makes the bees more vulnerable to the 

different type of diseases and the different types of parasitic mites and the different types of 

viruses. There’s four or five different viruses that can affect the bees as well and there’s a new 

type of dysentery that is on the scene now and has been for the last 3–4 years and they attribute a 

lot of bee deaths to this new type of dysentery and so when you start adding up all these different 

factors you arrive at a total a cumulative effect that is not healthy for bees today. 

There have been a number of documentaries and TV shoes of late that have been set up 

from the US and one or two from provinces in Canada as well that try to address the situation 

and brought things to the public eye. People need to realize that at least a third of our crops 

depend on bees for pollination and if you go from and work up the food chain and we lost a third 

of our crops that’s gotta have a huge effect on the amount and quality of food we’re going to 

have left. So you think of what animals eat… cows for example, they forage on hay crops and so 

forth and if we lose some of those hay crops that depend on honeybees for pollination then its 

going to affect the animals which will in turn affect us and the same thing for other fruits and 

vegetables all the way along so it’s got a ripple effect all the way up and it would certainly be an 

economic disaster as well as a food disaster for the world. You’ve got to put all that stuff into 

perspective. 



A number of companies have done a lot in terms of research or putting monies into 

research or giving money to the actual researchers at universities. In the US, Häagen-Dazs being 

one for example because they use a lot of honey in their own products. Trying to help out the 

industry. There has not been one conclusive thing, but they’ve found out a lot about a number of 

other contributing factors that are partly responsible for the demise of the honeybee today. Now, 

I’m talking about the commercial honeybee, the domestic honeybee. If you go and think about 

wild honeybees and pollinators, they’ve been disappearing quite rapidly for quite some time. It 

seems that wild honeybees have been disappearing for a large number of years. It must be 

attributable to all these things. The United States has among all those things they have to deal 

with small hive beetle, which is another pest, a very, very serious pest. Somewhere in the mid to 

late 90s when it first came into Florida and Georgia it destroyed huge 50-60 thousands of 

colonies in that first year and it spread in the southern states and up the eastern seaboard and of 

course all along the southwestern states as well. Then they have Africanization, quote the killer 

bee that’s in the southwestern states and working its way up through southern California so 

they’re dealing with a much more aggressive bee so once the genetics intermingle with the 

domestic honeybee you’ve got changes in behavior in the domestic honeybee as well so there are 

a lot of factors that make beekeeping difficult today. We’re all reaching for the best way to keep 

our bees helpful and continuing to survive because it’s a billion dollar industry in Canada. 

 When you look at pollination and honey combined. And it’s a multi-billion dollar 

industry in the States. They’re essential to us for our own survival over the long term and we 

gotta keep looking for the right ways. It may mean changes in agriculture to a point. 
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